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Lesson - 1

Financial Markets

1;0 Objectives

The objectives of this unit are to enable you:

. To understand the mearring and importance of financial markets

. To,know the various functions of financial markets.

. To know the various types of financial instruments that exists in financial markets.

. To understand the importance of financial markets.

1.1 Introduction t
1,2 Main Functions of the Financial Markets

1.3 Types of Financial Markets

1.4 Functions of tlre Money Market

1.5 Money Markets Instrument

1.6 Financial Institutions in the Money Market

1.7 The tndian Money Market

1.8 The Reforms in the Indian Money Makets

1.9 Recent Trends in Indian Financial Markets

1 .10 Capital Market

1.11 Meaning of Capital Marker

1.12 Objectives and lmportance of Capital Market

1.13 Function of Capital Market
i

1.14 Primary Securities Market

1.15 Capital Rose During 2002-03

1.16 Industry Wise Cap[tal Mobilizations

1.17 Secondary Market

1.18 The Products Dealt in the Secondary Markets

1.19 Summary

1.2A Self Assessment Questions



This unit introduces to the basic meaning, nature and concept of financial. The importance,
functions and various types of financial instruments is also covered in detail. lt is essential for the
management student to understand the concept of financial'markets and its importance for the
development of the people in the society as well of the country.

1.1 Introduction:

The financial system of a country can be divided into financial markets, financial institutions
and financial instruments. A financial market is generally divided into money market and capital
market; the former being the market for liquid or short-term assets and the latter for long-term
assets. The money market itself is a system of inter-related sub-markets, which generate liquidity
in the economy. An efficient and devetoped money market is essential for the smooth operation of
the monetary and credit policy anci for overall economic growth. The instruments traded in the
marker are, in general, highly liquid, have sl'rort-term character and involve low degree of risk.
Before studying the Incjian money rnarket, it would be useful to look into the broad nature of a
financial system within which it operates.

What is a Financial System?

Financial system is the institutional arrangement for efficient transfer of financial surplus from
the saves (predominantly in the household sector)to the deficit - spenders (particularly the business
sector and the government) the task is perfurned by a large variety of financial institutions through
a number of financial instruments using innovative financial technology. The important function is
known as'Financial intermediation and the institutions are termed as'Financial intermediaries',

.which can be classified in a number of ways. The institutions derive their existence from the basic
fact that it is very difficult or expensive for the deficit spenders to reach out to the widely dispersed
millions of surplus savers to meet their financial institutions. Surplus savers also prefer to lend their
funds to financial institutions, particularly to the established ones in the organized sector, rather
than lending directly to the deficit spenders as it involved lower risk, provides greater liquidity and
convenience and make available various services provided by financial institutions. Borrowers,
vvhile dealing with the institutions, have greater certainty about the availability of required finance at
relatively lower interest . This, however, is not necessarily the case when the financers are in the
unorganized sectors.

Nature of Financial Intermediation

While there are strong reasons for borrowers and l,enders to operate through financial
intermediaries, there is a sounci economic rationale for financial institutions to take up this type of
business activity . The logic can be seen in the following points

Economies of Scale: Since financial institutions , particularly in the organized sector, operate
on large scale. They reap substantial economies of scale which lowers their transaction costs and
extends profit margins

Liquidity pricing: Financial institutions can convert a primary security with longer maturity
into another security of their own with shorter maturity generating liquidity in the process, which
cab be of value to the holder of the short-maturity security. The institutions can charge a price for
the liquidity so produced .



Risk Reduction: The institutions have fund operations on targe scale which enabte them to
diversify their portfolios and thus reduce risk. lt is difficult for the smalt investor or wealth hotder to
spread risk, as his resources are limited

Satisfying Diverse Investor Preference: Financial institutions have the potential or capability
to satisfy diverse investor choice and preferences as they can produce and market a customer
focused set of securities with different characteristics suited to saver or investor preference. Much,
of course, depends on the institutions, understanding of the savers or potential investors,
innovativeness of financial products, risk and return characteristics of the securities developed and
marketing skills

Professionalisation of Financial Management: The institutions are in a better position to
engage finance professionals and experts to take care of the management of funds and financial
services,. They can offer various combinations of risk, return, liquidity and tradability of the securities
they develop to prospective investors and in the process enable the investors to take advantage of
the skills of these professionals' financial mangers. This assures the institutions about the nrarket
for their securities .

Srnall Investors' Convenience: The operations of the financial institutions make prudent
investment by small investors quite convenient as the schemes of the institutions are generally
well advertised and are available to prospective investors through a widespread network of agents.
It saves the investors from the need to spend time and incur cost of making investments.directly in
their own .

The Three Pillars of a Financial System

The institutional structure of the financial system of a country rests on three pillars .

1. Financial MarketP: A financial market refers to the interacting groups of borrowers and
lenders and to the mechanism through which funds are transferred or transacted between them .

ln this market, financial assets are traded and yield rated are determined . Depending upon the
nature and extent of financial devetopment, a range of financiat 'sub-markets exist which are often
interrelated and deal with different types of financial assets . Nevertheless, all types of financial
markets can be classified into money markets and capital market, the former being the market for
liquid or short-term assets and the latter for long-term assets (as mentioned earlier) . These markets,
in India, are detailed in subsequent sections .

2. Financial lnstitutions: As already discussed, the basicfunction of financial institutions is
to connect the classes of lenders and borrowers and, through an institutional arrangement, facilitate
movement of funds from the former to the latter. They convert direct securites issued by the business
firms into indirect securities to large classes of individual and institutional investors through their
intermediation function. Depending upon the types of assets or securities dealt with, these institutions
participate in money market or capital market or both. These institutions play a great role in converting
savings into investment a process that is called capitalformation . These institutions reduce financial
constraints to economic growth, improve liquidity in the economic system and absorb risk thereby
creating favourable conditions for business

3. Financiat Assets or Securities: The range of financial assets , securities, or instruments
used or traded in the financial market is a leading indicator of its state of development and maturity.
The larger the variety of the securities, the more adequately are the requirements of diverse groups



of investors met. These assets or securities are the creation of the borrowers including the financial
institutions (which are lenders as well). The various securities can be ownership secur:ities involving
risk (like ordinary shares), creditor ship securities (like debentures), which entitle the holder to a
pre-determined rate of interest and interest income, or hybrid securities (like preference shares),
whichcontainelementsof theboth. lnaddition,there areavarietyof innovativefinancial instruments
catering to specialized requiremOnts of borrowers and lenders . Such instruments are discussed
in the subsequent sections.

Basic Functions

The basic functions of a financial system may now be summ arized as follows:

Motivation for Savings: lt provides motivation for saving by offering a wide variety of securities
, to cater to a variety or savaings or investors' preference . The securities provide a wide choice of

portfolios with different combinations of risk, return maturity and liquidity The securities are divisible,
convenient to hold, storable and provided hedge against inflation. These savings are extrernely
importani. from the point of view of economic growth. '

Mobilisation of Savings: The system mobilizes the saving to enabte the subsequent financing
function. Ability to mobilize savings depends upon the quality of securities issued and marketing
skills of the financial institutions . The mobilization takes place through bank deposits, equity shares,
bonds, f.ife insurance policies, units of mutual funds etc.

Saving Mobilization Can be Direct as welt as lndirect: Mobilisation is direct when ultimate
borrowers (like government or companies) issue and sell their securities (called primary securities)
like bills, fixed deposits, equity shares or bonds directly to the surplus holders or prospective
investors. Mobilisation is indirect when financial institution as intermediaries buy primary securities
of the ultimate borrowers and issue secondary securities to the ultimate savers, lenders or
prospective investors . This is also called transmutation of securities, which is a highly skilled work
and requires the development and application of a sophisticated financial technology. lndirect
mobilization is generally much more effective than indirect mobilisation. Much,.of course, depends
upon the statb of development and regulation of the primary and secondary security markets.

Fund Allocation: The financial system allocated the funds mobilised from the lenders and
investors to the ultimate borrowers or deficit spenders by subscribing their primary securities or
through direct lending . ln this process, the ultimate lenders (in case of direct financing) and financial
institutions ( incase of indirect financing) have to bear the risk at their own level . Financial institutions
in case of indirBct financing are far more capable than individual lenders to assess and cover the
rrsk of financing . Whether the financial system is able to cater to the financial requirements of a
large number of highly dispersed firms .depends upon its allocate funds of different sizes, types
and maturities from a wide variety of lenCers and allocates.the same to equally diverse groups of
borrowers.

Risk Absorption: Afinancial system is not merely involved in the fund transfer process but
also absorbs risk particularly through financiat intermediation. The risk is made possible through
the development of sophisticated financial'technologies, innovative financial instruments and
professionalisation of financiai services. Failure to absorb risk can seriously hamper the growth of
financial markets and keep the overall financial system, which creates favourable conditions for the
growth of business.



These are the basic functions of a financial system. How well these functions are discharged,
depends upon the status of the financial markets, the saving capacity of the individual lenders , the
efficiency of the financial institutions, the quality of financial market regutation and, of course, the
demand for new investment in the business sector which itself depends upon the state of business
environment . From the macroeconomic point of view, the existence of a well-developed financial
system is a sine qua non for accelerated economic growth. '

Hall Marks gf a Developed Financial System

A well devetoped financial system has the following distinctive characteristics.

Equity: lt'must be equitous in the sense that it takes scare of the interests of the borrowers
and lenders jn a balanced manner and is nol perjudial or detrimental to the interest of one section
or the other .

Allocative Efficiency: The system is capable of transferring the funds efficiently and adequately
to the different classes of deficit spenders so that no particulars segiment of the business sector is
starved of funds. The system has a wide reach and is able to use modern technology to push the
funds to the various segments where these are required. Failure to do this can create imbalances
in the growth process.

Efficacy: The system is effective in the mobilisation and altocation of funds. The system is
actually capable of siphoning off funds from the surplus savers and lenders to where these are
required

Transition Costs: The system is capabte of keeping the transaction costs minimum. This
enable the financial institutions as well as the ultimate borrowers to maintain competitiveness .

Risk Absorption: As already pcinted out, risk absorption is an important function of the financial
system. The system, through innovative financial technologies, products and services is able to
minimize the risk and create favourable conditions for business growth :

Adequacy of Returns: The system is able to provide adequate financial returns to lenders as
well as to the intermediating financial institutions.

This pre-requires that the value addition in the financial sector is substantial and that the funds
are deployed in areas where risk is low and return is high. When returns are low, incentive to save
is dampened and financial operations become less attractive

These hallmarks also serve as the criteria or the benchmarks against which the soundness
and i.he degree of cievelclpment of a firrancial system can be assessed. lt must be commented that
iro financial system can grolv in isolation. lt requires a favourabte business environment, both for
financial and non-financial organizations, and enabling macroeconomic policy framework and
existence of profitable opportunities . Private enterprise, competitive conditions and globalisation of
the financial markers spur the growth of the system. A nurnber of developing countries like India
have initiated a series of financial reforms in the above areas.

Indian Money Market : tnstitutional Structure And Instruments

Simply stated, money ntarket is the market for money and short-term financial assets, which
are close substitutes for money and are highly liquid . Box 24.2 gives the characteristics of a
developed money market.



Money market generally does not have a formal place of transactions like a stock exchange.

Most of the transactions are initiated through oral or telephonic cpmmunication, which are

subsequenly confirmed and documented. The central bank, along with the network of commercial

banks , plays a central rote in the money market functioning. The central bank acts as the creator

and regulator of liquidity while the commerciat banks are the predominant creators of short-term

assets

The two institutions together are highly instrumental in the implementation of the monetary

policy .

The Indian money market mainty consists of the call money market, bill market and the markets

for certificates of deposits, commercial papers and repurchase options (REPO) . The call money

and bill markets have been the traditional components while the other components are relatively

recent in Origin . RRI has been regulating the money market through the REPOs and thus controlling

the liquidity conditions. Following the recommendations of the Chakravarty Committee and the

Vaghul Working Group, efforts have been made to broad - base the money market. The relati're

growth of the.different components of the sub-m.arkets of the Indian money market is shown in

Tabie 1.1 . The Table shows the outstanding amounts in the instruments of the different segments

of the market in recent years .

Call Money Market

tt ls the principal componentof the Indian Money market. lt is the marketfor loans of very shori
maturity ranging from overnight loans to loans with short maturity. Such funds are called money at
call and short notice . One distinctive feature of such funds and loans is that they can be withdrawn
by the tender immediately or at periods of notice of up to fourteen days. Commercial banks are the
predominant players in this market . Borrowings in the market are for short period and are raised to
meet transitory requirements of the funds .

Call money centers are mainty located in Mumbai, Kotkata, Delhi, Chennai, Ahmedabad and
Bangalore . Most of the funds are lent on overnight basis and the rest mostly at a short notice of
about two weeks. During the decade 1989-99, the RBI has been permitting more and more players
in the call money market. However, since the year 1 000 , on the recommendation of the Narasimham
Committee, the market has been restricted only to commercial banks, Discount and Finance House
of India ( DFHI ), Securities Trading Corporation of India ( STCI ) and primary dealers as the market

.makers. Because of the leading position of banks, it is called lnterbank CallMarket .

Bank are in a lending position when their reserves are in excess of the minimum Cash Reserve
Ratio (CRR) requirements set by the RBI or when they have surplus funds due to low credit -
deposit ratio. Conversely, they turn out as borrowers when their reserves fall below CRR requirements
or when their credit-deposit ratio is high. Asset-liability mismatches are also among the reasons
for the banks to lend or borrow in the market.

Call market rates are inherently Volatile . However, the arbitrary operations of the DFHI, as
market makers, have a cooling effect on volatility. The gradual broadening of the interbank call
market has also brought stability to the call rates which is important for the growth of the market .

Incjian interbank call market is charActer.ized by a large number of borrowers and a few lenders.
The State Bank of India is the leading lender which along accounts for more than 50 per cent
lending in the market. Variations in the call rate depend, among other factors, upon the liquidity
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conditions of the market. In thi.s regard, RBI plays an important role through its various liquidity
facitities offered to banks. FluctuatiJns in call rates are induced mainly on account of the foril.'ing
factors:

o Change in the cash reserve ratio of the banks on a day-to-day basis .

. Asset-liability mismatches .

. Variations in credit-deposit ratio

. Variations in cash balance of the banks

. Periodic advance tax payments by business firms teading to substantial fund withdrawals
from the banks compelling the latter to borrow from the market .

. Bunching of oil payments abroad, which reduce the ability of SBI to lend in the market.
During 1996 - 2000, the interbank call money lending rates fluctuated betwee n S2.2per cent

and0.1 percentonthebasisof monthlyweightedaverages.Thecoefficientofvariationwashighest
at 86 per cent in 1 997-98 compared to 12.7 per cent in 1g9g-2000.

The fund and liquidity position in the market is also significantly impacted by the borrowing
operations of the government and transactions in the foreign exchange market (i.e., ihu tr"nractions
of foreign currency against rupee).

The growth of the call market was nearly stagnant during the period 1 gg2 - 95. Since the year
1994 - 95, there has been rapid growth of the market . lt has been largely due to the entry of more
participants as a result of financial sector liberalization that has taken place over the last decade.
Operations of the Discount and Finance House of tndia and Securities Trading Corporation of India
have also significantly contributed to the growth of the market .These institutions are described
later in the Chapter.

The Bill Market

Bill market is another important component of the Indian money market which meets the
credit requirements of private trade and industry as well as the government and, at the same time,
facilitates an efficient system of payment.

Commercial Bill Market

The commercial bill market in India has existed in the traditional Hundi form. The market has
been developed, reformed and regulated, following the recommendations of a numberof committees
and provisions of schemes such as RBI's Bill Market schenre 1952, Narasirnham Committee
(1970 ), the Bill Rediscounting Scheme (also called New Bill Market Scheme which continues to-
date though in modified form), Sukhmoy Chakravarty Committee and Vaghul Working Group.

Commercial bills are like posidated cheques drawn by the sellers on buyers for the value of
the products transacted. In general, commercial bills have a maturity period of up to three months.
These are important instruments of short-term finance to industry and trade . These bills are tradable
and can be resold any number of times in the money market. The bills can be categorized into
demand or sight bills and time or usance bills. The former are payable on demand or 

"t 
tfre time of

presentation whereas the latter are payable after a certain period of time (generally 30, 60 or 90
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days). This maturity period is specified in the usance bill itself. This, demand bill entails no credit for

the buyer of prodrttr though it allows time for transit of the products.

Banks are an integral part of the commercial bill market . Demand bills are purchased by the

banks on behalf of the customers (generally the supplier business firms) subject to a maximum

limit granted in each case . The bank, in the process of bill purchase retains possession of documents

of ownership of goods (like railway receipt or tory receipt which is endorsed in the name of the

bank) till the payment of bill is made by the customer party. The banks discount time or usance bill.

Discounting reflrs to the purchase of a bill at its discounted value , the discount being equivalent to

the amount of interest due on it . The discounted price is obviously less than the face value of the

bill . As it involves the risk of default, a bank generally accepts and discounts bill of the business

firms having good market standing and creditworthiness. The market, however, is not well developed

in India mainly because of the following reasons :

. There is lack of bill culture in the business sector

. A large number of business firms do not accept the payment discipline of the bill market .

. There is absence of a separate specialized class of discount house

o There is widespread prevalence of cash-credit system, which discourages the growth of

bill business.

lnspite of the above constrains, the commercial bill market is larger than the call market. The

growth of the market has been slow as can be seen in. The value of bills purchased and discounted

stagnated during 1991-93 , but rose significantly during 1993-96.

Treasury Bill and RePos Market

Treasury bills (T-bills) in the money market are the instruments of shortterm finance and have

a rnaturity period of 91 days and 182 days. The government issues these bills to meet its short-

term liquidity requirements. They are also a handy and useful fiscal instrument which enable the

banks to meet their statutory.liquidity ration and CRR requirements as they can park their funds in

these instruments to meet the statutory ratios. T-bills combine in them the features of liquidity and

safety forwhich reason they are also referred to as gilt-edged securities. Though originally intended

to be used as instruments to meet temporary shortfalls in revenue receipts, these have become a

permanent source of borrowings.

Treasury bills are also sold on a discount basis, the rate of discount being the rate of yield. The

sale of T-bills is generally through auctions, which take place frequently. The yield rate is determined

at the auctions. Since 1987, RBI has been providing refinance facility in order to provide easy

iiquidity to the bills. DFHI is an active participant in the T-bills auctions and trades in the secondary

markeifor the bills by providing did (buy) and offer (sell) rates on a daily basis with small spreads.

In additiorr to direct buying and selling of bills, DFHI operates REPO ( Repurchase Options ) facility

under which it uncjertakes to buy and sell T-bills, the commitment varying for periods up to 14 days.

The commitments are given to banks, financial institutions and other permitted organizations at

interest rates which are negotiated in advance . The RePOs, thus, becorne an additional instrument

available with the banks to adjust their SLR and CRR to the RBI requirements. The RBI signals its

intentions for the short-term money market by changing the amount and rate of interest of refinance

to the DFHI. REPOfacility has considerably'eased the pressure gf demand on RBI refinance from



banks and financial institutions. The T-bill market has now been considerably broadened . Earlier,
the participants in the market were the RBI (a major holder of T-bills), bants and' term-finance
institutions like lDBl, lFCl, lClCl, LIC and UTI . Now a nurnber of corpdrate organizations and other
entities have been allowed to play in the T-bill market. Foreign institutional investors are atso altowed
to buy and sell T-bills subject to certain limitations.

Repos were first developed in the US . These are widely used as a method of borrowing,by
large corporations, banks and non-bank institutions. The sale and repurchase agreements
concerning government securities are called gilt repos. :,

Market for Certificates of Deposit (CDs) 
"

A certificate of deposit is a negotiated claim issued by a bank in return fora time deposit. CDs,
as securities,, are generally purchased at a discount (i.e., at a price less than its face value) and in
this way a bank promises to repay the deposit offering a yield to maturity. The advantage to a
depositor is that he can sell his CD in the market. lf this market is well developed ,he will be willing
to park his deposit with banks.for long periods. This market imparts liquidity and tradability t_o the
term deposits. CDs were first developed and issued in 1968.

In lndia, CDs as an instrument for the money market were evaluated by the Tambe Working.

Group (the working group on money market constituted by the RBI which submitted its report
in 1987). The Group did not favour the introduction of CDs because of (a) absence of secondary
market (b) administered interest rate structure on bank deposits, and, (c) possibility of fake and
fraudulent fuansactions. Later, in 1987, Vaghul Working Group looked into the desirability of introducing
the instrument. The Group felt that for the instrument to be meaningful, it'was necessary to link the
deposit rates with the remaining interest rate structure'of the financial system. The Group
underscored the significance of the instrument butdid not recommend the introduction of the same,
|iketheearlierGroup,un|essappropriateconditionsWerecreatedfortheSame.

The market for CDs was firmly set up in India. When the RBI scheme of CDs was announced
in its credit policy in March 1989. The scheme.has been amended and reformed a numberof times
since then. The main characteristics of the present CD market are as follows:

. CDs can be issued only by scheduled commercial banks with a minimum value of Rs.
five lakh and in subsequent multiptes of Rs. one lakh

. The maturitv period of a CD ranges from three months to one year

. CDs can be subscribed by individuals, corporates, trusts, funds, associations and NRls
on a non-repatribale basis

? CDs are freely transferable by endorsement

. CDs cannot be used as security against loans

o lssuing bank cannot buy back a CD before maturity

e Banks have to maintain statutory reserve ratio requirernents on the issue price of the CD.
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The growth of the market for certificates of deposit has taken place at a highly uneven pace. In
fact, there have been sharp upswings and downswings in the CDs market since its development.
The fluctuating growth of the market. In terms of outstanding amounts of the CDs, there has been
sharp grorvth during 199 -93 . After stump in 1993-94 , there has again been sharp growth during
1994- 96 . Thereafter, there has been dectine till 1997-98. The outstanding amount nose dived from
about Rs. 14300 crore at the and of 1997-98 to just about 3,700 crore at the end of 1998-99 . The
sharp variation in the market turnover is closely related to the liquidity conditions. Under conditions
of excess liquidity, the CDs market plunges into slump. The secondary market in CDs is just in a
stage of infancy and will require quite some times to develop.

Commercial Papers Market

A Commercial paper is a special form of promissory note usually by large corporate house .

However, in countries like Spain and Japan, these tare commonl/ used by small business as a
means of finance. These papers have a short-term and fixed maturity period ard are unsecured.
Commercial papers were first introduced in India on the recommendation of the Vaghul Working
Group in 1987. As commercial papers are unsecured, the lending banks have only a general
(rather than specific) claim upon the assets of the issuing company .Afew banks maintain lines of
credit for cornrnercial papers. Under a line of credit ,a lending bank has pre-arrangement with a
borrowing company underwhich the lattercan borrow up to a certain pre-arranged limit. The papers
are issued by non-banking companies and all India financial institutions of high market credibility
and standing and the interest rate offered on the papers is generally less than the average interest
rate oifered by banks on their credit .

The commercial paper scheme was formally launched by the RBI in January 1990 with
guidelines which have been modified and liberalized according to the conditions and devetopments
in money market from time to time. The present guidelines are as follows :

I The networth of the issuing company should not be less than Rs, four crore and the same
limit applies to fund-based working capital.

o Shares of the issuing company should have been listed in at least one of the stock
exchanges. Government companies and closely -held companies iire exempted from
this provision

. The issuing companies should enjoy good credit rating.

. The bank advance of the issuing company must be classified as standard asset.

. The rrrinimum amount of conlmercial paper issue should be Rs. five lakh.

. The maturity period of the papers should be in the range of 91 days to six months,

. Commercial papers, !ike certificates of deposit, should be issued at a negotiated discount
rate.

o The issuing company must maintain a current ratio 1.33:1.

The rate of interest or discount on a commercial paper generally lies between the mean
lendirtg rate of the commercial banks and mean interest rate in the money market.

The yield to the investor on a commercial paper with a front end Ciscount is calculated by the
following fornru!a.



. Where y = yield rate ( % ); Dn = nominat or negotiated discount rate inclusive of stamp duty
and other changes; and t = time period of discount c-ompounded for one year.

, Like the CDs market, there have been wide fluctuations in the growth of the commereial paper
market over the last decade. In terms of year-end outstanding amount, the market had a low profile
till 1992-93 . The year 1993-94 recorded an exploiive growth to Rs. 3264 ;r;; ;;;;;ared to
just Rs. 577 crore in the preceding year. The amountfell abysmallyto Rs.76 crore in 1g9-g6 and
again zoomed to Rs . 4770 crore in 1g98-gg.

Banks' investment in commercial papers is basically driven by their surplus fund position In
times of high liquidity, commercial papers are d better: place, as compared to inter-bank calt market,
to park their funds as the interest rate available is higher:. These papers provide a readymade
investment opportunity at low risk which enables them io avoid markeiing and transactional costs
as in the case of theirdirect lending. Mostcommercial papers in India have a maturity period of less
than three months; this immensely suits the banks with excess reserves. In tune with the general
intereBt rate structure, the interest rate on commercial papers has been gradually dectining.

i

1.2 The Main Function of the Financial Markets:

. To facilitate creation and allocation of credit and liquidity;

. To serve as intermediaries for mobilization of savings;

. To assist the process of balanced economic growth;

. To provide financial convenience; and

r To cater to the various credit needs of the business houses.

1.3 Types of Financial Markets:

Based on credit requirement for short-term and long"term purposes., financiat markets are
categorizes into (wo types:

Money market

Capital market

Money market

The money market is a sub-section of the fixed income market. We generally think of the term
fixed income "i U"ing synonymous to OonOr. t.r ru"tity, ibond is just ln" type of fixed income
security. The difference between the money market and the bond market is that the money market
specializes in very short-term debt securities (debt that matures in less than one year). Money
market investments are also called cash investments because of iheir short maturities.

Money market securities are essentially lOUs issued by governments, financial institutions
and large corporations. These instruments are very liquid ant1 considered extraordinarily safe.
Because they are extremely conservative, money market securities offer significantly lower returns
than most other securities.

One of the main differences between the money market and the stock market is that most
money market securities trade in very high denominations. This linrits access for the individual
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investor, Furthermore, the money market is a dealer market, which means that firms buy and sell

securities in their own accounts, at their own risk. Compare this to the stock market where a broker

receives commission to acts as an agent, while the investor takes the risk of holding the stock'

Another characteristic of a dealer market is the lack of a central trading floor or exchange. Deals

are transacted over the phone or through elegtronic systems

The easiest way for us, to gain access to the money market is with money market mutual

funds or sometimes through a money market bank account. These accounts and funds pool together

the assets of thousands of investors in order to buy the money market securities on their behalf.

However, some money market instruments, like treasury bills may be purchased directly. Failing

that, they can be acquired through other large financial institutions with direct access to these

markets. There are several different instruments in the money market, offering different returns

and different risks. The Reserve Bank of India describes the money market as "the centre for

dealings, mainly of a short.term character, in monetary assets; it means the short-term requirements

of borrower and provide liquidity or cash to the lenders." The borrowers in the money markets are

generally merchants traders, manufabturers, business concerns, brokers and even government

institutions. The lenders in the money market, on the other hand, include the central bank of the

country, the commercial banks, insurance, companies and financial concerns.

1.4 Functions of the MoneY Market:

The money market performs the following functions:

o The basic function of money market is to facilitate adjustment of liquidity position of
commercial bank, business corporations and other non-bank financial institutions.

. lt provided outlets to commercial banks, business corporations, non-bank financial
concernSandotherinvestorsfortheirshort.termsurplusfunds.

. lt provided short-term funds to the various borrowers such as businessmen, industrialists,
traders etc.

. Money market provided short-term funds even to the government institutions.

r The rnoney market constitutes a highly efficient mechanism for credit control. tt serves as

a medium through which the central bank of the country exercises control on,the creation
of credit.

. lt enables business to invest their ternporary surplus for a short peliod.

o lt piays a vital role in the flow of fun{s to the most important uses.

1.5 Money Markets lnstruments:

The mon"y *"rt *ts are not a single homogeneoLrs but it is cornposed of several specialized

sub-rnarkets, each one of which deals in different types of short-term credit. We shall describe

here the following important components of money markets.

L Call Money Market: The call money market refers to the marketfor extremely short-period
lclans" Bills brokers and dealers in the stock exchange"usually borrow money for short periods from

comrnercial banks. The money is advanced by the commercial banks to bill brokers and dealers in
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the strock exchange for a very short period of one day, overnight or maximum seven days. Suchshort period loans are called "call loans" as these 
""n 

b" recalled by the lending bank at any time.There is no collaterat security demanded against these loans and the borrower has to repay the
f oans immediatery whenever cailgd for. 

rY s' 'v vvr ! \''uv\'r r rcro t\'' I

2. Gertificate Of Deposit (CD):

A certificate of deposit (cD) is a time deposit with a bank. cDs are gene rally issued bycommercial banks but they can be bought through brokerages. They bear a specific maturity date(from three months to five. years), i specified interest rate, and can be issued in anydenomination, much like bonds. Like all time deposits, the funds may'not be withdrawn on demandlike those in a checking account srr' ' v' !

cDs offer a slightly higher yield than T-Bills because of the stighfly higher default 6sk for abank but, overall, the likelihood that a large bank will go broke is pretty slim. 6f 
"our"e, 

p,e ai;;of inter:est you earn depends on a nufnber of oth6r factors such as the current interest rateenvironment' how much money you invest, the length of time and the particular bank you choose.While nearly every bank offers CDs, the rates 
"ri ,"r"ly competitive, so it's important to shop

around.

A fundamental concept to understand when buying a CD is the difference between annualpercentage yield (APY) and annual percentage rate (APn). nnv is the total amount of interest you
earn in one year, taking compound interest into account.APR is simplythe stated interestyou ulrn
in one year, without taking compounding into account. The difference results from when int"rurt i,paid. The more frequently interest is calculated, the greater the yield will be. When an investment
pays interest annually, its rate and yield are the same. But when interest is paid more frequenly, the
yield gets higher. For exampre, say you purchase a one-year, $1,000 bo t"t pay;'sx semi-
annually. After six months, you'll receive an interest payment of $2s ($t,000 i s-itr; ;t;;i.
Here's where the magic of compounding starts. The $25 puyrunt starts earning interest of its own,
which over the next six months amounts to $ 0.625 ($?5 x 5% x .5 years). As a result, the rate on
the CD is 5olo, but its yietd is 5.06. lt may not sound like a lot, but compounding ads up overtime.
The main advantage of CDs is their relative safety and the ability to know vouiruirrn-"nl"J "riil;.You'll generally earn more thln in a savingr u""ount, and you won't be ut ir,u *;;; ;f il" stock
market' Plus, in the U'S. the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation guarantees your investment
up to $100,000- Despite the benefits, there are.two main dlsadvantages to CDs. First of all, the
returns are paltry compared to many other investments. Furthermore, yorr money is tied up for the
length of the CD and you won't be.able !o get it out without paying a harsh penalty.

3. Commercial Paper:

For mdny corporations, borrowing short-term money fr-om banks is often. a laborious and
annoying task. The desire to avoid banks as much as possible has led to the widespread popularity
of commercial paper commerciar paper is an unsecured short:term roan issued by a corporation,
typically for financing accounts receivable and inventories. lt is usually issued at a discount, reflecting
current market interest rates- Maturities on commercial paper are usually no longerthan nine months,
with maturities of between one and two months being tl're average. For the most part, commercial
paper is a very safe investment because the financial situation of i company can easily be predicted
over a few months. Furthermore, typically only companies with high credit ratings and creditworthiness issue commercial paper. Over the past 40 years, there hlve only been a handful of
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cases where corporations have defaulted on their commercial paper repayment. Commercial paper

is usually issued in denorninations of $100,000 or more. Therefore, smaller investors can only

invest in commercial paper indirectly through money market funds'

Money Market: Treasury Bills (T-Bills)Treasury Bills (T-bills) are the most marketable money

nrarket security. Their popularity is mainly due to their simplicity. Essentially, T-bills are a way for

the Indian. Government to raise money from the public. ln this tutorial, we are referring to T-bills

issued by the Indian. Government, but many other governments issue T-bills in a similar fashion.

T-bills are short-term securities that mature in one year or less from their issue date. They are

issued with three-month, six-month and one-year maturities. T-bills are purchased for a price that

is less than their par (tace) value; when they mature, the government pays the holder the full par

value. Effectivety, your interest is the difference between the purchase price of the security and

what you get af maturity. For example, if you bought a 90-day T-bill at $9,800 and held it until

maturity, you would earn $200 on your investment. This differs from coupon bonds, which pay

interest semi-annually. Treasury bills (as well as notes and bonds) are issued through a competitive

biciding process at auctions. lf you want to buy a T-bill, you submit a bid that is prepared either rlon-

competitively or competitively. In non-competitive bidding, you'll receive the full amount of the security

you want atthe return determined at the auction. With competitive bidding, you have to specify the

return that you would like to receive. lf the return you specify is too high, you might not receive any

securities, or just a portion of what you bid for.

4. Eurodollars:

Contrary to the name, Eurodollars have very little to do with the euro or European countries.
Eurodollars are U.S. dollar-denominated deposits'atbanks outside of the United States. This market
evolved in Europe (specifically London), hence the name, but Eurodollars can be held anywhere
outside the United States. The Eurodollaf market is relativety free of regulation; therefore, banks
can operate on narrower margins than their counterparts in the United States. As a result, the
Eurodollar market has expanded largely as a way of circumventing regulatory costs. The average
Eurodollar deposit is very large (in the millions) and has a maturity of less than six months. A
variation on the Etrrodollar time deposit is the Eurodoltar certificate of deposit. A Eurodollar CD is
the same as a domestic CD, except that it is the liability of a non-U.S. bank. Because Eurodollar
CDs are typically less liquid, they tend to offer higher yields.

The Eurodollar market is obvic.rusly out of reach for all but the largest institutions. The only way
for individuals to invest iir this market is indirectly through a money market fund.
5. Repos:

Repos is short from for repurchase agreement. Those who deal in government securities use

repos as a form of overnight borrowing. A dealer or other holder of government securities (usually
T-bills) sells the securities to a lender and agrees to repurchase them at an agreed future date at an

agreed price, They are usually very sl'rort-term, from overnight to 30 days or more. This short-term
maturity and government backing means repos provide lenders with extremely low risk. Repos are
popular because they can virtually eliminate credit problems. Unfortunately, a number of significant
losses over the years from fraudulent dealers suggest that lenders in this market have not always
checked their collateralization closely enough. There are also variations on standard repos:

Reverse Repo - The reverse repo is.the complete opposite of'a repo. ln this case, a dealer
buys government securities from an investor and then sells them back at a later date for a higher
price.
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Term Repo - exactly the same as a repo except the term of the loan is greater than 30 days.
6. Banker's Acceptance:

A bankers' acceptance (BA) is a short-term credit investment created by a non-financial firm
and guaranteed by a bank to make payment. Acceptances are traded at discounts from face value
in the secondary market.

For corporations, a BA acts as a negotiable time draft for financing imports, exports or other
transactions in goods. This is especially useful when the creditworthiness of a foreign trade partner
is unknown. Acceptances sell at a discount from the face value.

One advantage of a banker's acceptance is that it does'not need to be held until maturity,
and can be sold off in the secondary markets where investors and institutions constanly trade
BAs.

1.6Financia||nstitutionsinthe,MoneyMarket:

The commercial banks, non-bank financial institutions, bill brokers, acceptance houses and
the central bank of the country are the major institutions of the money markets.

. Commercial Banks: The commercial bank is the back bone of the money market. They form
one of the major constituents of the money market. They use their short-term surplus funds to
graQt short-term loans to the money market. They also discount and rediscount the commercial
papers such as bill of exchanEe and Treasury bill. Commercial banks always try to maintain a
balance between liquidity and profitability.

Non-bank Financial Institutions: Non-bank financial institutions such as insurance companies
and other business corporations having shortly period surplus funds also operate in the money
market.

Acceptance Houses: Acceptance house and bill brokers are the important constituents of
the money market in developed countries. These houses specialize in the acceptance of trade bill
on behalf of their customers. Discount houses and bill broker's discount buv and setl bill drawn on
the acceptance houses.

Central Bank: The central bank is the top-most financial institution in the money market. lt is
regarded as the lender of the last resort, bankers to the government" banker's bank and controller
of the money market, as a lender of the last resort the central bank gives temporary financial
assistance to commercial banks by rediscounting their eligible bills. The central bank controts the
money rnarkets with two main instruments, namely the bank rate and the open market operations.

1.7 The Indian Money Market:

The Indian money market is classified into two sectors: (i) Organized, and (ii) unorganized.
The organized sector comprises the Reserve Bank of India, Commercial Bank and Foreign Exchange
Banks. The unorganized sector included indigenous bankers and chitfunds who pursue the banking
business on traditional lines and lack uniformity and consistency in their operations. Thus the
money market in lndia is not only heterogeneous but also unorganized.lt possesses a number of
drawbacks of an underdeveloped money market; some of the major deficiencies of the Indian
money market are as under:
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Existence of Unorganized Money Mar.ket: The existence of indigenous'bankers as
unorganized sector of money market is an important drawback of the money market. The indigenous
bankers pursue the business on traditional lines and do not follow the rules and regulations of the
central bank, i.e., Reserve Bank of India.

Lack of Integration: Another important drawback of the Indian money market is the division
of money market into different sections which are loosety connected to each other. There exists no
co-ordination between the organized and unorganized sector of the Indian money market. The
Reserve bank of India has been trying to remove this defect and is now fully effective in the organized
sector. Even in the unorganized sector many indigenous bankers are coming under the purview of
RBI through its rediscounting facilities

Wide Divergence in the Structure of Interest-Rates: Due to lack of homogeneity in the
composition of the Indian money market there is wide divergence in the structure of interest rates.
Different rates of interest exist simultaneously due to immobility of fu'nds from one section of money
market to another e.g. call market and bill market. However the difference in the rates of interest,
now-days, gets adjusted to changes in the bank rate.

Disparity in Interest Rates in Different Centers: There was not only wide divergence in
the structure of interest rates, but also the feature of the lndian money market was disparity of
interest rates in different centers of the money market. This was mainly due'to the lack of cheap
and fast remittance facilities. However, the Reserve bank has rationalized and cheapened the
facilities of remittance of funds between different parts of the country, enabling to equalize interest
rates all over the country. However, in unorganized sector, the interest rates are different even
today.

Absence of Bill Market: The bill market, which is an essential characteristic of a developed
money market, is also underdeveloped in Jndia. There is a great paucity of sound commercial bill of
exchange in our country. As a matter of habit. lndian traders resort to hundies rather than proper.ly
drawn bills of exchange. The Reserve Bank of lndian introduced Bill Market scheme in 1952 and
new bill market in 1970.

Absence of a Well Organized Banking System: Awell-organized banking system, which is
so essential for the smooth running of a many markets, did not exist in India; banking facilities were
restricted to cities and towns and were non-existing in the village. To add to it, the banking system
remaineci unorganized, butafterthe passing of the Banking RegulationAct, 1949, the RBI fias been
exercising influence and control over the banking system in the country. After nationalization of the
major banks branch banking has been speeded up. Lead bank scheme has atso been introduced
to organize the banking system.

Other Deficiencies: ln addition to the above-mentioned drawbacks, there are a number of
other deficiencies in the Indian money market. In India, there has been paucity of funds in the busy
season from November to June resulting in higher rate of interest. RBI plays a significant role to
remove this drawback by pumping in more money during the busy season and reducing them
during off-season. The Indian money market is also characterized to be inelastic as well as unstabte.
It does not attract foreign funds as the London Money Market does.



1.8 The Reforms in the Indian Money ,Markets:

Since its inceptions particularly after independent, the Reserve Bank of India has 6een making
efforts to remove the defects of the Indian money market. The organized sector of the market is
relatively well knit and differences between various sectors of the markethave been reduced. Th,e
bill market schemes were one very important step. But the Indian money market is still centered on
the cali money although effortshave been made to develop secondarymarket in post 1991 period.

Vaghul Committee on money market, Sukhmoy Chakravarty committee on the review of the
working of financiat system have'made important recommendations on the lndian money market.
The Reserve Bank of India has started the process of implementation of these recommendations.

Developed of Money Market Instruments: The Reserve Bank of India has played an
important role in the introduction of new money market instruments. These new instruments are
182 days treasury bills, longer maturity bills, dated government securities, certificates of deposits
and commercial papers, 3-4 days repos and 1 day repos from 1998-99

Traditionally, the 91 days treasury bills have been the main instrt"nments used by government
of lndia for raising short-term funds. The investments carne from cornmercial banks. In January
1993, the government of India introduced the system of weekly auctions, which has become quite
popular. The government has been raising nearly Rs.16000 crores through these instruments. The
interest rate variations in these bills have been between 7 .15 to 11 per cent. lndian money market is
following the unique practice of converting treasury bills dated securities qf 2 years or 5 years,
normally carrying interest rate of 12 per cent.

' Deregulation of Interest Rates: Deregulation of interest rates helps banks to accustom to
better pricing of assets and liabilities and to the need to manage interest rate across their balance
sheet.

The process of reduction of interest rate regutations started in 19BB when reserve bank of
Indian removed the ceiling of 16.5 percent and fixed a minimum of 16 per cent p.a. in 1989 the
ceiling on the interest rates on i.nter bank call market inter bank short-term deposits, etc. was also
removed and the interest rate got linked to market forcei.

Institutional Development: The post reforms period saw significant institutional development
and procedural reforms aimed at developing a strong secondary market in government securities.
Some of the developments are:

1. Discount and Finance House of Indian Ltd.

2. Securities Trading Corporation of India.

Money Market Mutual Funds: In 1992 setting up of money markets mutual funds was
announced to bring it within in the reach of individuals. There funds have been introduced by financial
institutions gnd banks.

Permission to Foreign Institutional Investors (Fll): Fll's are allowed to operate in all dated
government securities. The policy for 1998-99 had allowed them to buy treasury bills within approved
debt ceiling.

Liquidity Adjustment Facility: The committee on bank sector reforms (Narasimham
Committee 11 , 1 998) recommended Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) as a means to further develop



the short-term money market through provision.of adequate liquidity. Accordingly, RBI introduced
the lnterim LAF (ILAF) in April 1999. Pending further up gradations in technology and local/procedural
changes to facilitate electronic transfer and settlements.

Recent Development in the Money Market:

Indian money market has undergone a number of changes in the course of financlal sector
reforms. Though the market is much less developed as compared to the money markets of the
USA, UK, Germany, Australia, Canada, 'Sweden and other developed market economies, it has
acquired greater liquidity and vibrancy. There have been efforts in the direction of broadening and
deepening the market through larger number of players and financial instruments. In addition to
that, forces of competition have been introduced ,The major developments in the market that have
taken place may be briefly"described as follows. 

,

Indian money market has undergone a number of changes in the course of financial sector
reforms. Though the market is much less developed as compared to the money markets of the
USA, UK, Germany, Australia, Canada, Sweden and other developed market economies, it has
acquired greater liquidity and vibrancy. There have been efforts in the direction of broadening and
deepening the market through larger number of players and financiat instruments . In addition to
that, forces of competition have been introduced . The major developments in the market that have
taken plac'e n'ray be briefly described as follows.

Development of the Secondary Market; The development of the secondary component of
the Indian money market, in formal sense, began from the year 1988 with the setting up of Discount
and Finance House of India (DFHI). The nature and functions of the DFHI have already been explained
in preceding sections. The operations of DFHI were supplemented by the Securities Trading
Corporation of lndia (STCI) in 1.994,which have led tp the emergence of the secondary inarket in
treasury bills and Government of India securities. The RBI intervenes in the market to inject or suck
liquidity consistent with the growth requirements of the market.

Deregutation: There has been a trend towards deregulation of the lndian money market
since 'i9BB, which escalated, in the subsequent years. This has led to greater competition and
smaller dispersion in the rates of the various sub- markets. Not only that, there has been gradual
decline in the money market rates. The mean rate prevailing in the money market, whieh stood at
13.6 per cent in 1992, gradually came down to less than 9 per cent in20O2 with a few exceptions
like the year 1996 when it was about 15 per cent. The standard deviation of the mean rate, which
was about 5 per cent in 1992 gradually, came down to 1 .5 banks and other money,market institutions
with regard to their basic operations. The growing stability of the money market is attributed largely
to RBI regulation.

Development of the REPO Market: In recentyears, steps have been taken to impart liquidity
to the treasury bill thr,ough Repurchase Options (REPOs). The nature of the REPOs market has
already been explained in the preceding sections. With the March 2000 amendment to the Securities
Contracts (Regulation)Act, 1956, the RBI h,as been empowered to regulatedealings in government
and money market securities. The RBI has permitted, under its new powers, to allow selected
categories of entities to enter the market of REPOs in treasury bills and dated securities of the
central and state governments.

Negotiated Dealing System (NDS): NDS was established in 2001 in order to facilitate
electronic bidding in auctions and transactions in the secondary market in government securities.
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It also disseminates information on trades on a real time basis. This not only facilitates smooth
operation of the market but also reduces transaction cost and ti.me. The system, *n"n;;i;
developed, well support transactions in REPOs, call money, commercial paplrr, 

""rtificates 
of

deposit and interest rate derivatives. lt is also being used for operating LiquidityAdjustment Facility
(LAF see the followinE sections) The main participants in the NDS aL bantr,'p.i*ary j""l"r" 

"nofinancial institutions, which maintain Subsidiary General Ledger. (SGL) accounts an.d cupent accounts
with the RBI' The system is providing instrumental in expanding the transaction base of the ron"y
mar:ket and is reducing the extent of idle funds. j - -,

Clearing Arrangements: In order to clear the transactions in money and foreigq exchange
markets, the Clearing Corporation of lndia Limited (CCIL) was establishei in April ZdOl under t[e
Companies Act, 1956 with the State Bqnk of India as the main promoter . Tire basic functibn of the
corp-oration is to clear all transactions in govennment securities and REPOs as conductgd through
the Negotiated Dealing System of the RBI . lt also provideS clearin! arrangement for excfranie
transactions between the rupee and US dollar in spot and fonrvard mbrkets. Thd,government his
made it mandatory to settle all trades in government securities betow Rs. 20 brore through the
CCIL. However, trades with values exceeding Rs. 20 crore may be settled either through the CCIL
or the RBl. -

Proactive Role of Open Market Operations (OMOs): Recent years have witnessed a
proactive role of OMOs of the RBI towards liquidity adjustment in the economy and fine - tuning of
temporary asset-liability mismatches. The RBI closely watches the liquidity conditions in the economy
as it affects the price level and cost of capital to business through changes in interest rate structure.
The RBI conducts such transactions every moth. Over the last few years , the RBI has been
resorting to net sale of government securities. The type of security to be purchased or sold is
selected by the RBI keeping in view the nature of asset-liability mismatches. During April - December
2001, the RBI sold government securities aggregating more than Rs.30,000 crore . Changes in the
liquidity condition are quickly reflected in changes in the REPOs rate. . ,

Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF): The facility was introduced with effect from June 2000
to contain market volatility through liquidity adjustrnent . The faciiity provided by the RBI irlvolves
absorption or injection of liquidity on a day-to-day basis. This facility was recommepded by the
Committee on Banking Sector Reforms (Narsimham Committee tl, 1998) as a mearts to developl
the short-term money market . As a consequence, the RBI introduced Interim LiquidityAdjustment
Facility (LAF) in April 1999 , which provided a mechanism of liquidity management through a mix of
REPOs, export credit iefinance and collateralized lending facilities supported by open market
operations at predetermined rates of interest. The interim facility has been phased out and has
been replaced by full-fledged LAF. ,, ,

Under the present facitity, the standing liquidity facilities are divided into two parts. The first
part consists of a normal facility constituting about two-thirds of the limlt at the bank rate. The
second part exists as albackstop faoility comprising of about onethird of the limit at a variabte daily
rate linked to the cut-off rates prevaiting at regular LAF auctions. When these ra,tes don't exist, the
backstop facility is linked to the Mumbai Inter-bank Offer Rate (MIBOR). The quantum of adjustment
and the rates under LAF are flexible and responsive to the circumstances in the 1ponuy market.
The funds made available by the RBI through LAF are meant basically to meet day{o-day liquidity
mismatches rather than to meet normal financial requirements of participating institutions. LAF
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was earlier based on a system of auctions on a uniform prf ce basis so that a sinEle REPO rate was

;ffi; io'Jiir'" ,r"""irfut bidders. Now, there exists a system of myltinle price,auctions' The

weighted 
"u"r"g" 

cut-off yield is conveyed to the public , which, along with the cut-off price, serves

as a benchmark band for the call money market to operate'

1.9 Recent Trends in lndian Financial Markets:

Turbulent and tumultuous changes in economic milieu of the country ushered in during the

last decade by the government policy of tiberalization, delicensing and globalization of Indian econorny

with the walls cocooning the economy being torn down have brought about tectonic changes in

lndian financial markets both in quantiiative and qualitative terms. Unprecedented phenomenon in

the securities rnarket, growing institutionalization of the stock markets and proliferation,

sophistication, innovation and diversification of the operations of f.inancial institutions bear eloquent

testimony to the emergence of broad-based matured and vibrant capital and money'market in the

country.

Surge in New lssue Market: The major development witnessed recently in the Indian new

market were the repeal of Capital lssues (Control) Act, Abolition of the office of the Controller of

capital issues and consequent introduction of free pricing of public issues.

Constitution of Security and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), OTC Exchange of India. and

establishment of National Stock Exchange of India (NSEI) and Indian new issue market recorded

ililrowd ilin" r baor and the subsequent yearsso much so that as against an annual average

of just ns.gO crores raised through floatation of new issues in the seventies, as high as Rs.7516

crores were raised during 1989-90. There was a sharp decline in the resources raised by the

corporate sector from the primary market in 1990-91. Total amount raised during the year was '

Rs.2367 crores. This was [primaiity because of the Gulf war and political uncertainty. The other

factor that affected the market was the oil crisis, the balance of payment situation, the resultant

squeeze on the import of various industrial input, the interim fiscal measures, etc'

Commercial banks were also permitted to raise equity share capital from the capital market.

Banking Companies Act was amended in May 1994 for providing the privatization of nation alized

banks.'As such private individuats and companies including NRIS could hold shares in the banks

upto 40 per cent.

Establishment of SEBI, abolition of capital issues controls, ushering in free issue iricing era

and constitution of OTCEI and formation of National Stock Exchange of Indian provided further

boost to primary market in India.

Expansion, Institutionalisatiion and Sophistication of the Stock Market: Buoyancy in

the new issue market has been supported by tremendous growth of stock market in the country.

Not only has number of stock exchanges increased from 8 in 1970 to 2 at present (in addition to

National Stock Exchange) number of listed companie surged from 1203 to over 8500 during the

corresponding period. Number of investors also shot up from less than 10 lakhs in 1970 to over 1 .5

crores at pr,eient.'The stock prices almost multiplied more than five times, with BSE sensitivity

inciex of 188 in 1981 to 1113 in 1990-

The secondary market reached its peakatthe beginning of the year 1992-93, when the Bombay

Stock Exchange Sensitivity lndex 4547 points. However, detection or irregularities in securities



transactions subdued the market which was further dampened by poor pargy be due to higher
investments in the primary markets including mutuat funds instruments.

Another recent development in Indian market is institutionatization of the stock markets, this
has f'ostered by the entry of ioreign institutional investors (Flls)foreign funds private mutuat pension
funds new technology and the securities and exchange board of India (SEBI). Stock markets all
over the country are modernizing themselves. Increasingly, many of them are being overrun by
institutional investors. And merchant b'ankers and stock brokers, undenryriters and jobbers are
being forced to metamorphose themselves into corporate structure or institutions.

Innovation and Diversification of Term-Financing Corporations: Growing deregulation
and economic liberalization coupled with radical reforms in financial sector, expanding technology
and fierce competition following sharp acceleration in the pace of innovation and structural changes
in the international financial markets have brought about trernendous changes in corporate policies
and strategies and so atso business mix of Indian financial institutions thereby blurring the distinction
between money and capital market institutions and changing their basic charactr from leading
institutions to catatytic agents of growth.

In order to meet the challenges of the emerging competitive environment financial corporations
reoriented their strategies to b,ring innovation in their products and diversify their activities both
based and non-fund based. Until recently these institutions operated primarily as term lending
institutions confining themselves to dispensing loans to traditional industrious; sectors situated in a
fewadvanced regions of the country. Except UTI no financial institutions had endeavored to mobilize
savings of the community. In faet they performed the role of a canalize rather a financiat intermediary-
However, financial institutions sensing the ferocity of competition ushered in by changed in the
government policy transcended their traditional role to assume the role of a full-fledged financial
institution to render various fir;rancial services to the needy entrepreneurs in addition to project
finance.

Thus, Industrial Finance Corporation of India (lFCl), lndustrial Credit and Investment Corporation
of Indian (lClCl), and Industrial Development Bank of lndia have made direct access to new issue
market, since the tradition source of government guaranteed and other low cost funds were on the
wane to raise funds. The lDBlAct was amended in 1995 to enable them to undertake fund raising
functions. The lFCl was reconstituted as company under the companied Act to impart bigger degree
of operational fl exi bil ity

ln theirendeavourto tap more and more savings, lDBl, lFCl and lClCl launched mutual funds
schemes and set up asset management companies to manage these schemes.

. Widening and Deepening of Money Market in lndia: In recent years the RBI initiated a
host of measures to widen and deepen the money market of the country. The first such measure
was setting up in 1988, the Discount and Finance House of India (DFHI) as a money market
institution by the RBI in association with public sector bank and financial institutions. The reserve
bank has since'divested its shareholding and is only a minority sharehotder now.

Another important step taken by the RBI was'increasing the range of money markets
instruments by introducing in 1988-89 commercial papers, certificates of deposits and interbank
pa rtici pation certifi cates.
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So as to enable price discovery, the interest rate ceiling on call money was freed in states

from Oct, 1ggg, as a first step operations of DFHI in the call/'notice money marketwere freed from

the interest rate ceiling in 1988, and in May 1989 the interest rate ceiling was completely withdrawn

for all operation in the call/ notice money market and on interbank term money, rediscounting of

"orr"i"ial 
banks and interbank participation certificate without risk. Currently, all the money market

interest rates are by and largq determined by market forces

Recent Trends in Indian Gommercial Banks: In the banking field too there has been an

unpre@dented growth and diversification of banking industry has been so stupendous it has no

parallel in the annuals of banking any where in the world. Duringihe last 30 years, sjncg.lationalization

tremendous changes have taken ptace in the banking industry. The banks have shed theirtraditional

functions and haJe been innovating improving and coming out with new types of the services to

cater to the emerging needs of their customers.

Massive branch expansion in the rural and underdeveloped areas, mobilization of savings and

expansion of creditfacilities particularly in priority sector have resulted in the widening and deepening

of the financial infrastructure and transferred the fundamental character of class banking into mass

banking.

There has been considerable innovation and diversification in the business of major commercial

banks. Some of them have engaged in the areas of consumer credit, credit cards, merchant banking,

leasing, mutual funds, etc. A few banks already set up subsidiaries for merchant banking, leasing
and mutual funds and many more are in the process of doing so. Banks have of late commenced
factoring and securitization. They have also business ventures into projects financing some banks
are contemplating to add life insurance to other existing product range.

1.10 Capital Market:

A good capital market is an essential pre-requisite forindustrial; and commercial development
of a country. Credit is generally required and supplied on short-term and long-term basis. The
money market caters to the short-term market. ls a central coordinating and directing mechanism
for free and balanced flow of financial resources into the economic system operating in a country.

The development of a good capital market in a country is dependent upon the availability of
savings, proper organization of its constituent unitb and the entrepreneurship qualities of its people.
Before independence, the capital market of lndia was ill-developed because of its certain defects.
But in recent years since independence, the capital market of India has substantially changed and
has been changing for the better.

1,11 Meaning of Capital Market:

The term capital market refers to the institutional arrangements for facilitating the borrowing
and the lending of long-term funds. In the widest sense, it consists of a series of channels through
which the savings of the community are made available for industrial and commercial enterprises
and public authorities. lt is concerned with those private savings, individuals as well as corporate,
that are turned into investments through new capital issues and also new public loans floated by
government and semi-government bodies.



A capital market may be defined as an organized mechanism for effective and efficient transfer
of money-capital or financial resources from the investing parties, i.e., individuats or institutional
savers to the entrepreneurs (individuals or institutions) engaged in industry or commerce in the
business either is in the private or public sectors of an economy.

,.1, Objectives and lmportance of Gapital Market:

An efficient capital market is a pre-requisite of economic devetopment. An organized and well
developed capital market operating in a free market economy, (i) ensures best possible coordination
and balance between the flow of savings on the one hand and the flow of investment leaciing to
capital formation on the other; (ii) directs the flow of savings into most profitable channels and
thereby ensures optimum utilization of financial resources.

Thus an ideal capital market is one where finance is used as a hand made to serve the need
of industry. Financ6 is available at reasonable rate of return for any propositions which offers a
prospective yield sufficient to make borrowing worthwhile. The development of savings proper
organization of intermediary institutions and the entrepreneurial qualities of the people. The capital
market must facilitate the movement of capital to the point of highest yield. Thus a capital market
strives for (i) the mobilization or concentration of national savings or economic development, and
(ii) the mobilization and import of foreign capital and investment to augment the deficit in the
required financial resources so as maintain the expected rat of economic growth.

1.13 Function of Capital Market:

The major functions performed by a capital market are:

Mobilization of financial resource on a nation-wide scale

Securing the foreign capital and know-how to fill up the deficit in the required resources for
economic growth at a faster rate.

Effective allocation of the mobilized firtancial resources, by directing the same to projects
yielding highest yield or to the projectg needed to promote balanced economic development.

1.14 Primary Securities Market:

The Primary Capital Market (PCM) plays an important role in the overallfunctioning of'securities
market. Despite several measures the primary market remained lackluster till recently and the
pick up is gradual. According to the SEBI annual report, fewer number of issues accessed the
primary nrarket during the year and the significantly lower than that of the previous financial year.
Share of the equity issues, in terms of number and amount mobilized, however, was higher in this
financial year compared to the previous one. More than three-fourths of the total amount was
occupied second and no resourced were in the previous years, banks and financial institutions
continued for 84.5o/o of the resourced mobilized compared to 68.1o/oin2OO1-02. All other industries
shared the remaining portion.
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1.15 Capital Rose During 2A02'032

During the financial year 2OO2-O3, primary market witnessed a decrease of 46-0% in the

amount raised and also a decrease of 25.7% in the number of issues launched compared to the

same period in 200 1-02. Atotal of 26 issues (14 public issues and 12 rights issues) opened during

the financial year Z0O2-03 raising Rs. 4070.29 crore {R9. 363'8.6 crore through public issues and

431.6 crore through rights issues). In 2001 -02 a total of gS issues opened for raising Rs. 7543.0

crore (20 public issues - Rs. 650.1.8 crore and 15 rights issues - Rs. 1041-2).

1.16 Industry Wise Capital Mobilization:

Three industries, viz., Banks/Fls, Engineering and Telecommunications accounted for 93.2

per cent of the resourced mobilized in 2001-02. In the current year, ihe same three industries

accounted for 84.7 per cent of the funds raised. With the banks and Fls, increasing their share

from 68.3 per cent to 84.5 per cent and companies in the Telecommunications sector and raising

any resourced. ln 2002-03 the three ind ustries which accounted for 95.3 per cent of the resources

were Banking/Fls, lnformation Technotogy, Paper and Pulp.

1.17 Secondary Market:

Secondary Market refers to a market where securities are traded after being initially offered to
the public in the primary marketand/orlisted on the Stock Exchange. Majorityof the trading is done
in the secondary market. Secondary market comprises of equity markets and the debt markets.

For the general investor, the secondary market provides an efficient ptatform for trading of his

securities. For the management of the company, Secondary equity markets serve as a monitoring
and control conduit-by facilitating value-enhancing control activities, enabling implementation of
incentive-based management contracts, and aggregating information (via price discovery) that
guides management decisions.

1.18 The Products Dealt in the Secondary Markets:

Following are the main financial products/instruments dealt in the secondary market:

Equity: The ownership interest in a company of holders of its common and preferred stock.
The various kinds of equity shares are as follows -

Equity Shares: An equity share, commonly referred to as ordinary share also represents the
form of fractional ownership in which a shareholder, as a fractional owner, undertakes the maximum
entrepreneurial risk'associated with a business venture. The holders of such shares are members
of the company and have votingrights. Acompany may issue such shares with differential rights as

to voting, payment of dividend, etc.

Rights lssue/ Rights Shares: The issue o?ne* securities to existing shareholders at a ratio

to those already held

Bonus Shar:es: Shares issued by the companies to their shareholders free of cost by

capitalization of accumulated reserves from the profits earned in the earlier years.
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Preferred Stock/ Preference Shares: Owners of these kind of sharbs are entifled to a fixed
dividend or dividend calculated at a fixed rate to be'paid regularly before ;;";;il 

""" u" paid in
respect of equity share- They also enjoy priority over the equity shareholders in payment of surplus.
But in the event of liquidation, their claims rank below. the claims of the cdmp"ny', creditors,
bon d ho ld ers/d e be ntu reh old ers.

Cumulative Preference Shares: Atype of preference shares on which dividend accumulates
if remains unpaid. All arrears of preference dividend have to be paid out before paying dividend on
equity shares.

Cumulative Convertible Preference Shares: Atype of preference shares where the dividend
payable on the same accumulates, if not paid. After a specified date, these shares will be converted
into equity capital of the company.

Participating Preference Share: ihe right of certain preference shaieholders to participate
in profits after a specified fixed dividend contracted for is paid. Participation right is linked with the
quantum of dividend paid on the equity shares over and above a particular specified tevel.

1 Security Receipts: Security receipt means a receipt or other security, issued by a
securitisation company. or reconstruction company to any qualified institutional buyer

' pursuant to a scheme, evidencing the purchase or acquisition by the holder thereof, of an
undivided right, title or interest in the financial asset involved in securitisation.

. Government Securities (G-Secs): These are sovereign (credit risk-free),coupon bear.ing
instruments which are issued by the Reserve Bank of India on behalf of Government of
India, in lieu of the Centrat Government's market borrowing program[ne.These securities
have a fixed coupon that is paid on specific dates on half-yearly basis. These securities
are available in wide range of maturity dates, from short-dated (less than one year) to
long- dated (upto twenty years).

. Debentures: Bonds issued by a company bearing a fixed rate of interest usually payable
half yearly on specific dates and principal amount repayable on particular date on redemption
of the debentures. Debentures are normally secured/charged against the asset of the
company in favour of debentureholder.

. Bond: A negotiable certificate evidencing indebtedness. tt is normatly unsecured. Adebt
security is generally issued by a company, municipality or government agency. A bond
investor lends money to the issuer and in exchange, the issuer promises to repay the
loan amount on a specified maturity date. The issuer usually pays the bond holder periodic
interest payments over the life of the loan. The various types of Bonds are as follows-

. Zero Coupon Bond: Bond issued at a discount and repaid at'a face value. No periodic
interest is paid. The difference between thqissue price and redemption price represents
the return to the holder. The buyer of these bonds receives only one payment, at the
maturity of the bond.

. Convertible Bond: A bond giving the investor the option to convert the bond into equity
at a fixed conversion price

. Commercial Paper: A short term promise to repay a fixed amount that is placed on the
market either directly or through a specialized intermediary. lt is usually issued by



companies with a high credit standing in the form of a promissory note redeemable at par

to thb holder on maturity and therefore, doesn't require pny g_1Ta1tee Commercial paper

is a money parket instrument issugd normally for tenure of 90 days-

o Treasury Bills: Short-term (up.to 91 days) beaier discount security issued by the

Government as a means of financing its cash requirements.

1.19 Summary:

It is evident from the above that Indian financial ma'rket have undergone sea changes in recent

years exhibiting tremendous potentiality, resilience, vibrancy and dynarnism'and blurring'of distinction

between meney market and capital market operations to cope with tectonic chanEes in size and

pattern of demand of various sectors of the economy and compe{itive challehges thrown open by

ihe n"* players. Banks and financial institutions are moving closer to each othqr in }l-'q scope of

their activities. Under the circumstance it is being strongly felt in recent few years that financial

institutions should be restructured into universal banks so that may be able to satisfy the varied

financial needs of the customers under one umbrella. This will also enhance cost effectiveness of
these ihstitutions and so also their competitive ability to thwart challenges from the new players.

The RBI therefore constituted in December 1 997 aworking group under the chairmanship
and Managing Director of tDBl, Shri.S.H.Khan. The group recommended thatfinancial institutions
should be eventually converted into banks and a full banking licensing be granted to them. In the
interim period, these institutions may be permitted to have banking subsidiaries while they themselves
may continue to play their existing rote. lt also recommended management and shareholders of
banks and financial institutions should be permitted to gxplore and enter into gainful mergers. These
mergers, the group felt, should be possible between banks but also between banks and financial
institutions, and not only between strong and weak though viable entities but even between two
strong banks and financial institutions. Thus the khan working Eroup on universal banking has
opened new vistas raising a question mark on the continued role of existing financial insti{utions as
development financial corporation in future.

However, the lndian money rnarket has a long way to develop. [n particular, there is need for.
a larger number of players in the market and a greater: variety of instruments. There is dire need to
promote the bill culture which may be promoted both through inducement measures and legislative
provisions. In any case, the role of the RBI will continue to be of paramount importance . The
globalization of the financial markets can go along way in developing the market further:. Further
measures are required to secure a larger degree of integration and coordination between the various
sub-markets.

1.20 Self l\ssessment Questions:

f . What are the different types of financial instruments exists in financial m.arket?

2. What are the different dealt in the secondary market?

3" Briefiy explain about capital markets? What are the various functions of secondary market?

4. What are the recent trends in Indian financial markets?

5, What are the differ:ent types,of fi'nancial instruments exists in financial nnarkets?



Lesson - 2

Depository System

2.A Objectives

The obje"iiu", of this unit are to enable you:

. To understand the meaning and importance of Depository system.

. To know the constituents of depository system.

. To know the advantage of the depository system

Stru ctu re:

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Depository System

2.3 Constituents of Depository System

2.4 Advantages of the Depository System

2.5 Summary

2.6 Self Assessment euestions
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2.1 lntroduction
" : .ia| 

market has been the manua| and
one of the biggest problems faced by the Indian capil

paper based setilement system, Under this system the clearing and settlement of transactions '

take place only with the use of paper work. lhe svsJem of physical delivery of scripts poses many

problems for the purchaser ". 
*"ir as the seller in tne form'oi delayed settlement, long settlement

pei.iods, high level of failed trade, high cost of transactions, bad deliveries etc' In many cases'

transfer process takes much rongerlirne than two months as stipulated in 
-secl':l^11.3 

of the

cqmpanies Act, 1 956 or sectio n zia of the securities contracts (Regulations) Act, 1 956' Moreover

a large number of transactions end up.as bad deliveries due tg f"-ultv compliance of paper work,

mismatch of bignatures on transfer deed with specimen record of the issuer or other procedural

reasons. Besides, theft, forgery, mutilation of ceriificated and other irregularities have also become

rampant

However, as a consequence of implementation of reforms measures, the Indian capital market

has shown rapid growth in the recent past with foreign investors, more stock exchanges and

increased market intermediaries. The old manual system of settlement and transfer has almost

failed to handle the growing volume of paper that has loaded the market. Thus to eliminate paperwork,

facilitate scrip less trading and electronic book entry of the transfer of securities, shqrten settlement

periods, and to improve liquidity in the stock market, it was found necessary to.replace the old

system of transfei and setilement with the new and modern system of depositories. Accordingly

the Govbrnment of lndia enacted the Depositories Act in 1990 for the order:ly growth and development

of the Indian caPital market.

Depository SYstem

A major reform of the Indian stock markets has been the introduction of the depository system

anci scripless trading mechanism, since 1996. This system of trading based on physical transfer/

custody of securities mititated against the efficient functioning of markets, particularly in. the context

of the large scale entry of Foreign lnstitutional Investors (Flls). The main problems faced the investors

in general ancj Flls in particular were.

To overcome the problem of a large number of transfer deeds and share certificates, the

coircept of jumbo transfer deed and jumbo certificate had been introduced. In a jumbo transfer

deecl only one transfer dee,J is to be executed for a large number of transfer, while a jumbo certificate

reflects a large number of certificates . However , physical dealing in securities had to be completely

elirninaterJ to bring the Indian stock markets at parwith the international markets, through scripless.

tr:ading in which transactions in securities take place by a book entry method, without the physicat

tlelivery of securities or movenrent of cheques for payment. The essential part of scripless trading

is the dematerialization of share certificates through depositories. All certificates are fur rendered

to the issuer company that has issued the securities. On the receipt of the certificates through the

depository participanis and on the advice of the depository with whom'.the company has already

entered into an agreement, the certificates are cancetled. The depositories, name is entered in the

Register of Members of the company in respect of these securities, and the name of the beneficial

owners whose name is recorded as such with a deposito ry are deleted . The depository system in

India operates within the frarnework of Depositories Act,.1996 and the SEBI Depositories and

Participants Regulation, 1 996.



Depositories Act

The objective of the DepositoriesAct is to provide for the regulation of depositories in securities
and connected/incidental matters.

Gertificate of Gommencernent of Business: To act as a depository, a certificate of
commencement of business from the SEBI, under regulations framed by it, is necessary. Before
granting a certificate, the SEBI must satisfy that the depository has set up a company that has
adequate systems and safeguards to prevent the manipulation of records in the form of books/
store in a computer or in such other forms and transactions .

Rights/Obligations of Depositories, Participants, lssuers and Beneficial Owners: A
depository should enter into an agreement with depository participants (DPs) as its agent. Any
person can avail of depository services connected with the recording of allotment or transfer of
securities in the record of depository, through a DP, by surrendering the certificate of security to the
issuer company in the specified manner. The issuer woulci cancel the certificate and substitute, in

its records, the name of the depository as a registered owner in respect of that security. The
depository would record the name of the person surrendering the certificate as the beneficiai
owner.

On receipt of information from any DP, a depository would register the transfer of security in

the name of the transferee. lf a beneficial owner/transferee'seeks to have the custody of such
security, the depository would inform the issger company. Persons subscribing to securities have
the option.either to receive the certificates or hold them with a depository. In the latter case , the
company should inform the depository about the details of allotment and the depository should
enter in its record the name (s) of the allottee (s) as the beneficial owners of that security. All
securities held by the depository would be dematerialized and would be in fungible form. A depository
would be deemed to be the registered owner for the purposes of transfer of ownership of a security
on behalf of a beneficial owner, though he would not have any voting rights in respect of the securities
held . The beneficial owner, entitled to all rights/benefits and subjected to all liabilities in respect of
such securities. Every depository should maintain a register and an index of beneficial owners in

the manner provided by the Companies Act.

A beneficial or,vner, with the prior approval of the depository, can create a pledge / hypothecation
heid in a depositorythatwould make entries in its records accotdingly. This entrywould be evidence
of a pledge /hypothecation.

Ttre ciepository should furnished to the issuing con"lpany with information about the transfer of

securities in the name of the beneficia! owners at intervals and in a manner specified by its bye-
lavys. The issuer should make copies of the relevant records (with respect to the securities held by

it) avaiiable to the depository.

A beneficial owner can opt out of a depository. Within 30 days of receipt of information to this
effect from the depository, and on fulfillment of conditions and on the payment of fee specified by
the SEBI regulations, the issuer woulC issue. a certificate for the securities to the beneficial owner/
transferee. Depositories would be treated as banks in terms of Section 2 of the Bankers Book
Evldence Act, 1891. The depository would indemnify the beneficial owners (s) for any loss,caused

' to him due to negligence of the depository/DP. lt would have the rights/ obligations of depositors
/participantslissuers and the eligibility criterion for the admission of securities into the depository
would be specified by the SEBI regulations.



Enquiry and Inspection: On being satisfied that it is necessary in pub.lic interesUin the
interest of the investors, the SEBI can call for information from, or make an enquiry or inspection in

relation to the affairs of, the issuer/beneficial owner/depository participant. lt may also give appropriate
directions (i) in the interest of investors or orderly development of the securities market or (ii) to
prevent the affairs of any depository/participant being conducted in a manner detrimental to the
interest of the investors or securities market. Any person aggrieved by an order of the SEBI may
like to qppeal to the SAT.

Penalty for faiture (a) by a person to (i) furnish any in.formation/documenVbook/returnsl
report to the SEBI within the specified time, (ii) file any r.eturnlfurnish any information, books, other
documents within the tirne specified by the regulations/bye - laws, (iii) maintain books of accounts/
records; (b) by a depository participant, issuerlagenttany person registered with the SEBI as an
intermediary to enter into an agreement under the SEBI AcUregulations/redress inventor's
grievances/dematerialize or issue the security certificdte on opting out of depository by the investors
wititin the specified time or abetment in delaying the process of dematerialization/i"ematerialisation/
reconcile the records of dematerialized r*"utiti*s, and (c) comply with directions issued by the
SEBI is Rs 1 lakh for each of default'or Rs 1 crore whichever is less. Penalty for contravention
where no separate penalty has been provided may be unto Rs. 1 crore.

Pertatties: Contravention/att'empt to or abatement of contravention of the provisions of this
Act/any regulations/bye - laws is punishable with imprisonment for a term up to five years or with
fine, or with both.

In case of an offence under the Depositories Act by a company, the company as wetl as every
persQn who was in charge oflresponsible for the conduct of business would be deemed guilty and
liable for punishment

Fowerof the SEB|: To carryoutthe purposes of thisAct, the SEBI can make regutations, in
particular, to provide for (i) the form in which the record is to be maintained/certificate of
commencement of business issued, (ii) the manner of surrendering a security certificate / crbating
pled$e, hypothecation by beneficial owners, (iii) conditions / fee payable for the issue of certificat6
of securities, (iv) rights/obligations of depositories/participants/issuers and (v) eligibility criteria for
the admission of securities into the depository.

Power of Depositories to FJIake Bye-laws: With the prior approval of the SEBI, the
depositories can make bye-laws consistent with the provisions of this (Depositories) AcVSEBI
regulaticrn, and in particular to provide for:

Wherethe'SEBI considersitexpedientsotodo,itmay,byorclerinwriting,directadepository
to make any bye-.laws or to amend'or revoke any bye-laws already made within such a period as
it may specify in this behalf. lf the depository fails or neglects to comply with such an order within
the specified period, the SEBI may make the bye-laws or amend or revoke the bye-laws made
either in the form specified in tlre order or with such modifications there of as the it thinks fit.

SEBI Depositcries and Participants Regulation

The main provisions of the SEBI regulation are as follows:

Registration of Depository: Depositories must be.registeied with the SEBt. The application
for the grant of certificate of registration, in the prescribed form, should be accompanied by an
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application fee of Rs. d0,000 togethbrwith draft bye-laws of the proposed depository.The sponsors
of depositories who act alone or in cornbination witn others proposing i;;;i"blish a deposiionv 

"nJundertaking to perform the obligations underthese regulations can Uel 1r Ipublic financial institution,
(ii) bank, (iii) foreign bank operation in India with RBt's approval, (iv) iecognized stock 

"-;;;;;:(v) bo.dy corporate engaged in financial services , at least 75 per 
""nt 

of whose capital is held by
institutions in categories (l) to (iv)jointly or severally, (vi) body corporate constitutedTrecognized in
a foreign country for providing custodial, clearing or setttement services in the sdcuritiei ;;rk;i
and approved by the Government. The applicant should be a fit and proper person. The provi;i;";
of the SEBI Criteria for Fit and proper person Regulation apply to:all applicants/depositors and
participant. The registration of a depository is subject to the foilowing rondition..

Certificate of Gommencement of Business: Within a yearof registration with the SEBI,
the depo-sitory is required to apply for a certificate of commencement of business. While granting
the certificate, the SEBI would consider all matters relevant to the efficient and orderly fun"jf;;;;
of the depository and in particular the foilowing, namety, whether:

, Before granting the certificate, the SEBI would make a physicat verification of the infrastructure
facilitiesandsystemsestablishedbythedepository.

Registration of Participants: An application for registration as a participant should be made
to the SEBI in the prescribed form together with a fee of Rs 5,000 , through the depository. The
depository should forward the application to the SEBI within 30 days along with its recommendations
and certifying that the participant - applicant complies with the eligibility cr{teria, iniluding adequate
infrastructure,asprovidedforintheregulationsandthebye-tawsofthedepository.

'Consideration of Application: All matters which are relevant to or related to the efficient and
orderly functioning of a participant would be taken into account by the SEBI for granting registration.
In particular, the SEBI insist that the applicant:

Conditions: The registration of participant with the SEBI is subject to the under mentioned
conditions. The participant should pay a registration fee of Rs. 1,00,00 within 15 days ahd comply
with the provisions of the'DepositoriesAct, bye-laws, agreements and regulations. The depository,
through whom the registration is obtained, holds a certificate of commencement of business from
the SEBI. He should forth with inform the SEBI if any information already submitted to it is found to
befaIse/misleadinginanymater,ia|respebtorifthereisanychangeinsuchinformation.

The grievances of beneficial owners should be redeemed within 30 days and the depository
kept inlormed about the numberlnature of redressals of complaints. The participant has to pay the
SEBI an annual fee of Rs. 1,000. The riegistration of a depository participant is valid forfive years.
It can be renewed on payment of a fee of Rs. 10, 00, 000, for a period of five years.

Rights/Obligations of Depositories/Participants/lssuers/Surrender of Certificate of.
Security and Creaticln of Pledge/Hypothecation The depositories, participants, issuers and
theiragents have, in addition to the rights and obligations laid down in the DepositoriesActand the
bye-laws, all the rights and obligations arising from tfre agreements entered into by them.

Depositories: They should state', in the bye-lays , the specific securities eligible for being
held in dematerialized fofm in the depository, namely: (a) shares, scrips, stocks, bondi, debentures,
reagent e stock or other marketable securities of a like nature in/or bf any company, (b) units of
mutual funds, rights under colleetive investment scheme and venture capital funds, commerciai
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papers, certificates of deposit, securitized debt, money larfet instruments, Government securities

and unlisted securities, and (c) any other security specified by the sEBl from time to time'

The issuers shoutd enter into an agreement with the depository to enable the investor to

demater ializethe securities except where the depository it self is an issuer of securities where the

issuer has appointed a sEBl approved register to tnu issue and share transfer (RlsrA )'The

depository would enter in to tripartite agreement with the issuer the RISTA with respect to the

securities to be declared by the depository as eligible to be held in dematerialized form '

The depository should have systems/procedures to coordinate and reconcile the records of

ownership of ,""uriti"s with the issuer/its agent artd the participants on a daily basis' lt should also

maintain means of continuous electronic communication with all its participants/issuers or their

agents, ctearing houses/corporations of stock exchange ands with other depositories' Moreover, a

depository should:

participants: Every parl.icipant should enter into an agreement with a beneficial owner before

acting as a participant on his behalf in a manner specified by the bye-laws of the depository '

Separate accounts should be opened by the participants for each beneficial owner and his

securities segregated and not mixed up with those of others, including participants. The transfer of

securities to or from a beneficlal owners' account should be registered by the participants only on

instructions from him, and the same should be confirmed in a manner $pecified by the bye-laws of

the depository. Every entry in his account should be supported by electronic instructions or any

other mode of instruction from him in accordance with the agreement with him. Every participant

should.

Issuers: All issuers whose securities have been dectared as eligible to be held in a

dematerialiled form should enter into an agreement with a depository. However, no such agreement

would be required where the issuer of securities is (l) the depository itself or (ii) the Central / State

Government.

All matters relating to transfer of securities; maintenance of records of holders of securities,

handling of physical securities and establishing connectivity with the depositories should be handled

anO maintained at a single point, that is, either in-house by the issuer or by SEBI- registered share

transfer agent.

Every issuer/agenVany person registered as an intermediary under SEBI Act should redress

the grievances of thl beneficial owners within 30 days of the date of receipt of the complaint and

keep lre depository informed about the number and nature of grievances redressed by iUpending

before it.

The benef icial owners have to inform the details of the security certificates to be dematerialized

uuO .ir*nO"r the same to the participants, either directly or through the custodians of the securities:

On receipt of this information, the participant fonrvards the details to the depository along with a

confirmation of lre agreernentwith the beneficial owner.'The participani maintains records indicating

the names of beneficial owners of securities surrendered, rtumber of securities and details of

secur:ity certificates received. The participants should within 7 days of the receipt of the certificate

of security furnish to the issuer details of the security together with the certificate of security .
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are listed would not be same.

2.2 Depository System:

It is a system whereby the transfer and settlement of scrip's take place not through the traditional
method of transfer deeds and physical delivery of scrip's but ihrougl-t ine rod"rn rvJt", oi;ff;;i;";
transfer of ownership of securities by means of book entry on the ledgers or the depository without
the physical movement of scrip's. The new system thus eliminate pupur work, facilitates automatic
and transparent trading in scrips, shortens the settlement period and ultimately contri'butes to the,
liquidity of investment in securities. This system is also known as "scriptess trading syst#" 

- - 
,

2.3 Constituents of Depository System:

Ther,e are essentialiy four players in thei depository system:

(i) The Depository Participant

(ii) The Berreficial Owner/lnvestor

(iii) The lssuer

(iv) The Depository

The functions/activities performed by each of them are explained in the following in the foltowing

pages:

1. The Depository Participant (DP):

A DP is an agent of the depository. lf an investor wants to avail the services offered by the
depository, the investor has to open an accouni with a DP. This is simitar to opening an account
with any branch of a bank in order to utilise the bank services. DP functions as a bri-ge between
the depository and the beneficial owners. He maintains the ownership records of every beneficial
owner in book entry form. Both the depository and the participant's have to be registeied with the
Securities dnd Exchange Board of India. SEBI grants necessary approval for the same only on the
satisfaction of the condition that adequate system and safeguards are available in such companies
in order to ensure againsi manipulation of records and transactions.

The investors can select any DP to open a demat account. While selecting a Dp,.the investor
should take into account cost, convenience and benefits comforts derived from the Dp. At the time
of opening a demataccount, the investors have to sign an agreementwith DP in a NSDL prescribed
form, which details the sign an agreement with DP's rights andUuties. All investors have to furnish
proof of identity, proof of residential address and passport size photograph along with the prescribed
account opening form.
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There are no lestrictions on the number of DP's, the investors a clearing corporation, a stock

broker, ora non-banking finance company f deRository participantis an intermediary between the

investor and NsDL andls authorised to maintain accounts of dematerialised shares' The investor

can choose anY DP.

(i) ANZ GrindlaYs Bank

(ii) Canara Bank

(iii) Citi Bank N.A.

(iv) Deutsche Bank A-G.

(v) lClCl Bank

(vi) lDBl

(vii) lnfrastructure Leasing & Financial services

(viii)Standard Chartered Bank 
,

(ix) State Bank Of India

(x) HDFC Bank Ltd.

2. The Beneficial Owner:

Beneficial owner means a person whose name is recorded as such with a depository5 A

beneficial owner is the real owner of the securities who has lodged his securities with the depository

in the form of .book entry. He has all the rights and liabilities associated with the securities.

3. The lssuer:

The issuer is the company which issues the security: lt maintains a register for recording the

names of the registered owners of securities, the depositories. The issuer sends a list of shareholders

who opt for the depository system, to the depositories. SEBI regulations 53 to 57 with regard to the

issue are as below:

(a) Agreement by issuer: Every issuer whose securities have been declared as eligible to

be held in dematerialised form in a depository shall enter into an agreement with the depository-

Provided that no agreement shall be required to be entered into in case'

(i) the depository is the issuer of securities; or

(ii) the state or the-central government is the issuer of governm.ent securities.

(b) Manner of handling share registry work: All matters relating to transfer of securities,

rnaintenance of recorcjs of holders of securities, handling of physical securities and establishlng

connectivity with the depositories shall_be handled and maintained at single point, i.e., either in-

house by the.issuer or by a share transfer agent registered with the board'

(c) Redressal of investor grievances: Ey"ry issuer or its agent or any persons who is

registereci as an intermediary under this Act, shall redress the grievances of beneficial owners

wiifrin thirty days of the date of receipt of the complaint and keep the depository informed about the

number and nature of grievances redressed by it the about the number and n.ature of grievances

redressed by it and the number of grievances pending before it"
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(d) Manner of surrender of certificate of security: ( 1 ) Any beneficiat owner who has enteredinto an agreement with a participant, shall inform tne participant of the oetairs ;i ih";;jf#;;;
security which is to be dematerialised and shall surrender such certificatu to ir," p"rti"ip""t,

Provided that where a beneficial owner has appointed a custodians of securities, then he may
surrender the certificates of security to the participant through his custodian of securities.

(2) The participant shall, on receiRt of information under sub-regulation (1), fonruard such
details of the certificate of security to the depository and shall confirm to the dLpository tn"t 

"nagreement has been entered into between the participant and the beneficial owner.
(3) The participant shall maintain records indicating the names of beneficial owners' of the

securities, surrendered the number of securities and other details of the certificate of security
received

(4) The participants shall within seven days furnish to the issuer details specified in sub-
regulation (2) along with the certificate of security refereed to in sub-regulation (t; *itnin seven
days of the receipt securities.

(5) Within 15 days of receipt of the certificate of security from the participant, the issuer shall
confirnt to the depository that securities comprised in the said certificate have been listed on the
stock exchange or exchanges where the earlier issued securities are listed and shall also after due
verification immediately mutilate and cancel the certificate of security and substitute in its record
the name of the depositoU aS the registered owner and shall send a certificate to this effect to the
depository and to every stock exchange where the security is listed

Provided that in case of unlisted companies the condition of listing on the stock exchange
where earlier issued shares are listed, shall not be applicable.

(6) lmmediately upon receipt of lnformation from the issuer under sub-regulation (5) the
depository shall enter in its records the name of the person who has surrendered the certificate of
becurity as the beneficial owner as well as the name of the participant from whom it has received
intimation under sub-regulation (2) and shall send an intimation of the same to the participant.

(7) The issuer shall maintain a record of certificate of securities which have been ciematerialised.

(e) Reconciliation: The issuer or its agent shall reconcile the records of dematerialised
securities with all the securities issued by the issuer on a daily basis:

(f) Connectivity: Every issuer or its agent shatl establish continuous electronic means of
communication with the depository with which it has entered into an agreement.

(g) lttformation: Every issuer whose securities have been declared as eligible for
dematerialization in a depository shall give inforntatibn to the depository about book closures record
daies, dates for the payment of interest or dividend dates for annual general meetings and other
meetings dates for redernption of debentures, dates for conversion of debentures and warrants,
call money dates and such other information at the time and in the manner as may be specified by
the depository in its bye-iaws or agreement.

Pr'ovided that no such information would be r:equired to be given to the depository where the
state or tlre central government is the issuer of government securities.
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(1) Every issuer shall submit audit report on an quarterly basis, starting from September 30,

2003: to the concerned stock exchange audited by qualified charted accountant or a practicing

company secretary for the purpose of reconciliation of the total.issued capital listed capital d capital

held OV of the totai issued'capital listed capital and capital held by depositories in dematerialized

form, the details of changes in share capital duringthe quarterand the in-principle approvalobtained

by the iisuer. from all the stock exchange where it is listed in respect of such further issued capital.

(2) The audit report under sub-regulation (1) shall also give the updated status of the register

of members of the issuer and confirm that securities have been dematerialized as per requests

within 21 days from the date of r.eceipt of requests by the issuer and where the dematerialized has

not been effected within the said stipulated period, the report shall disclose the reasons for such

delay.

(3) l-he issuer shall immediately bring to the notice of the depositories and the stock exchanges,

any difference observed in its issued, listed and the capital held by depositories in dematerialised
form.

4. The Depository:

A depository is a firm wherein the securities of an investor are held in electronic form in the

same way a bank holds money. lt carries out the secur:ities. The depository based settlement
,system is also called'book entry tiansfer settlement'. The depository acts as a defecto owner of
the securities lodged with it for the limited purpose of transfer of ownership. lt functions as a custodian
of securities of its clients, the name of the depositary appears in the records. With increase in the
number of transaction in the stock market, it had beconre difficult for the investors to hold share
certificates and debt instruments irt bulk. But now, depository institutions handle this job" At present
there are two ciepositories in India.

(a) National Securities Depository Ltd. (NSDL).

(b) Central Depository Services (lndia) Ltd. (CDSL).

2.4 Advantages'of the Depository System:

The introduction of the depository system, it is claimed would take way many of the ailment
facing the percent system, make the trading in scrip's foolproof, would serve as a panacea and
would ultimately contribute to the emergence of highly of a highly efficient capital market. The
system is expected to offer the much awaited custodial services to lndian and foreign investors
together. lt is likely to bring about the follorn,ing benefits to various investot's, issuing companies as
well as the nation.

1. Advantages to the Investors:

(i) Quick transfer of funds and securities; Once the securities are credited to the investors
account on payout, he becomes the legal owner of the securities. There is no need to
send it to the company registrar for registration. The usual practice is to hold the securities
and not to register the change of ownership. As a comparison to this, purchase of securities
in physical form requires registration with registrar which takes three to four months. The
investors might loose an opportunity to earn gain by selling the securities during the transfer
period. Moreover, they are always exposed to the risk of loss in transit.
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(ii) Elimination of alt risk associated with physical certificates: An investors is always
exposed to risk of theft of stock mutilation of certificates , loss in transit or loss of 

""rtin""t",during movement through or from the registrars etc. While dealing in physical securities
an investor has to incur costs for obtaining duplicate certificate anO advertisement, etc.
such problems are not faced under depository system.

(iii) No stamp duty: No stamp duty is payable by the investors for getting the equity shares
and units of mutual funds transferred under the depository 

"yri"*. i-n ""." of physical
shares, stamp duty of 0.5% is payable on transfer of shares.

(iv) Minimised chances of fraud, theft and counterfeiting of securities: Holding of
securities in electronic form minimises the chance of theft. DPs can affect debit or 

"*Oitto demat only after receiving valid instruction slip from the client. Thus the risk of frauds,
theft and also counterfeiting of securities is minimised.

(v) Provides insurance cover: NSDL has taken up a comprehensive insurance policy io
protect the interest of the investors in case the depository participants fail to resolve
genuine loss.

(vi) Statement of account: lnvestors receive statements of accounts periodically from the
depository participants. Every month NSDL sends statement of accounts to investors
selected at random as a counter check.

(vii) Direct disbursement of non-cash benefits: An investor entitled to receive right shares
and bonus shares, is directly credited with such number of shares in his demat account.
Similarly, any dividend or interest receivable is directly deposited by depositories in demat
account of the shareholders.

(viii)Faster settlernent cycle: A settlement cycle of T+ 5 is followed for demat shares i.e.
settlement of trading whether for purchase or sale is done on the 5th working day from the
trade day. This is not only provides liquidity to the investors, but also leads to increased
stock turnover.

(ix) Reduction in brokerage: Investors dealing in dematerialized securitised are relieved
from the botheration of handling huge volume of paper. Moreover, it reduces the back
office cost of the broker who.in turn may provide a reduction in the brokerage of A.25o/o to
0.50%

(x) other Benefits: other benefits enjoyed by investors include:

(a) A natural guardian is not required to take approval of court for selling demat securities
on behalf of a minor.

(b) Statement of accounts by DP helps investors to monitor his holdings regularly.

(c) Any change in address may be informed by investor to DP who will make the required
changes in the database of all the companies where the investor is registered holder
of securities.

(d) Facilities like pledge/hypothecation and stock lenCing are available to the investors in a
depository system.
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2. Advantages to the lssuer:

(i) The costs of registration and transfer of shares get reduced which were earlier incurred

bY the issuer company-

(ii) There is saving in costs involved at the time of public lssues.

(iii) lt is easy to attract foreign investors withcut incurring any costs of issuance in overseas

market.

(iv) Reduction in the cost of registry and transfer, which dre presently undertaken by the

issuer.

3, Advantages to the lntermediaries:

(i) Faster settlernent.

(ii) Less risk of bad delivery.

" (iii) Reduced chances of forgery, counterfeit certificates, loss in transit, theft, etc.

4. Aclvantages to the CountrY:

(i) A country can earn foreign exchange because investors investtheir money in offshore

funds with the helP of dePository.

(ii) lt has become easy for an investor to invest in shares because number of depository
participants is providing dematerialisation of shares services. This has led to the

development of caPital market.

(iii) The concept of DP has created tough competition among various issuers. This has

led to international competitiveness. For India to survive in this competition, itwill have

to raise Indian capital market to global standards.

2.5 Summary:

lmplementation of reforms measures brought and shown rapid growth in the Indian capital

market in the recent past with foreign investors, more stock exchanges and increased market

intermediaries. The old manual system of settlement and transfer has almost failed to hancjle the

growing volume of paper that has loaded the market. Thus to eliminate papenarork facilitate scrip

iess trading and electronic book entry of the transfer of securities, shorten settlement periods, and

to improve liquidity in the stock market, it was found necessary to replace the old system of transfer

and settlement with the new and modern system of depositories. Accordingly the Government of
India enacteci the Depositories Act in 1990 for the orderly growth and development of the lndian

capital ntarket.

2.6 Self Assessment Questionst

1. What are the advantages of the depository systenr? Discuss.

2. What are the constituents of depository system?

3. Discuss the various players involved in the depository system?
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SEBI (Securities Exchange Board of lndia)
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3.1 Introduction:

Stock market represents the secondary market where existing securities (shares and
debentures) are traded, Stock exchange provides an organised mechanism for purchase and sale
of existing securities. By now, we have 23 stock exchanges in our country.

The investors want liquidity for their investment. The securities which they hold should easily
be sold when they need cash. Similarly, there are others who want to invest in new securities.
There should be a place where the securities may be purchased and sold. Stock exchange,q provide
such a place where securities of different companies can be purchased and sold. Stock exchange
is a body of persons, whether incorporated or not formed with a view to helping, regutating and
controtling the business of buying and selling of securities.

Stock exchanges are organised and regulated markets for various securities issued by corporate
sector and other institutions. The stock exchange enable free purchase and sale of securities as
commodity exchange allow trading in commodities. The following definitions explain the meaning
and scope of stock exchange.

Secondary Market: Section 3 of SEBlAct protects the interests of the investors in securities
and also promotes the development of, and reigulates, the securities market and related matters.
The following are the financial products/instruments which the secondary market deals with.

o Equity Shares

o Rights lssue/ Rights Shares

. Bonus Shares

I Preferred Stock/Preference shares

. Cumulative Preference Shares

. Cumulative Convertible Preference Shares

. Participating Preference Shares

c Bonds

o ZeroCoupon Bonds

. Convertible Bonds

o Debentures

. Commercial Papers

. Coupons

. Treasury Bills

The Central Listing Authority: (CLA) is set up to address the issue of multiple listing of the
same security and to bring about uniformity in the due diligence exercise in scrutinizing all listing
applications on any stock exchanges. The functions of CLA as enumerated in SEBI (Central Listing
Authority) Regulations, 2003 include:
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ilprocessing the appfication made by any bodyr corporate, mutual.fun,d,6' collectiveinvestment scheme for the letter of recommendition to get listed at the stock exchange,
.makingrecommendationsasto|istingconditions,and

' any other functions that rnay be specified by the SEg Board f;om time to,time.
Exit opportunity available'for investors in case a company gets delisted: SEBI (Delisting

of Securities) Guide'lines, 2003 provide an exit mechanism, whei"nv the exit price for voluntary
delisting of securities is determined by the promoter of the concerned company which desires toget"del'i'sted, in accordance to b_ook building process. The offer price n"" 

" 
no";;1* ;hich is

average' of 26 wee(s average of tra ed pricL quoted on the stock exchange wnerjthe shares of
the cornpan'y are most frequentfy traded precedln g 26 weeks from the date public announcu*uht
is made- There is no ceiling on the maximu'rn price. For infrequently traded securities, the offer
price is as per Regulation 20(5) of SEBI (Substantial Acquisition and Takeover) Regulations.
Regarding this, infrequently traded securities is determined in the manner as provided in RLgulation
20(5)ofSEBf(Substantia|AcquisitionandTakeover)Reg.u|ationS.

3.2 Definitions of Stock Exchange:

Securitjes Contract (Regulation) Act, 19'56: "Stock exchange means any body of individuals,
whether incorporated or not, constituted for the purpose of assisting, regutating:or cgntrolling the
business of buying, selling in securities."

Hartely Withers. "A Stock exchange is something like a vast warehouse:wh€re secur.ities are
taken away from the shetves and sold across the countries at a fixed price in a catalogup which is
called the offi,cial' list."

3.3 Characteristics of Stock Exchange:

Frorn the definitions given earlier'; the following characteristics or salient features of stock
exchange come out:

1. lt is a place where securlties are purchased and sold.

2. A stock exchange is an association of persons whether incorporated or not.

3 The trading in a stock exchange fs strictly regulated and rules and regulations prescribed
for various transactions. .:

4. tsoth genuine investors and speculators buy and sell,shares.

5- The securities of corporations, trusts, government, municipal corporations etc. are allowed
to be dealt at stock exchanges.

3.4 Role of SEBI:

The SEBI is the regulatory authority established under Section 3 of SEB;Act, 1gg2to protect
the interests of the investors in securities and to promote the development of, and to regulate, the
securities market and for matters connected therewith and incidental thereto.
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The following departments of sEBl take care of the activities in the secondary market:

Major Activities
Sr.No. Name of the DePartment

Registration, supervislon, compliance monitorinO and 
I

inspections of all market intermediaries in resPect.otl

all segments of ihe markets, viz', equity, eqtlityl

derivatives, debt and debt related derivatives' 
I

J suPervising theFormulating new Policies ant

functioning and operations (except relating to

derivatives)tof secu rities excha nges, their su bsidiaries,

and market institutiolrs such as Clearing and

setfl ement organizations and Depositories (collectively

referred to as'filarket SROs').

supervising trading at derivatives segments of stock

exchanges, introducing new products to be traded,

and consequent PolicY ch3nges.

1.

2.

3.

Market Inter:mediaries Registration

and Supervision Department (M I RSD)

Market R"gulation DePartment
(MRD)

Derivatives and New Froducts
Departments (DNPD)

3.S The Regulatory Requirements Specified by SEBI for'Corporate
Debt Securities:

The issue of debt securities having maturity period of rnore than 365 days by listed companies

(i.e. which have any of their securities, either equity or debt, offered through an offer: document, and

listed on a 1.u"ogni=ed stock exchange and also includes Public Sector Undertakings whose

securities are listed on a recognized itock exchangg)'on private placement basis must comply

with the conditions prescribeO Uy Sf Bl from time to,time for, gettin$ them listed on the stock'exehanges'

Further, untisted companies/statutory corporations/other entities, if they so desire, may get their

priuut"rv placed debt securities listed on the stock exchanges, by complying with the relevant

conditions. Briefly, these conditions are:

. Compliance with disclosure requirements under Chapter Vl of the SEBI (Disclosure and

Investor protection) Guidelines, 2000, Listing Agreement with the e4changes and provisions

of the ComPanies Act.

o Such disclosures may be made through the web site of the qtock exchqnges where the

debt securities are sought to be listed if the privately placed debt securities are issued in

the standard denomination of Rs' 10 lakhs

r, The company shall sign a separate listing agreement with the exchange in respect of debt
.

securities.

e The debt securities shall carry a credit rating from a Credit RatingAgency registqred with

SEBI.

r _ The company shall appoint a debenture trustee registered with SEBI in resRect of the

issue of the debt securities. '

o The debt securities shall be issued and traded in demat form.



. . Alltrades with the exception of spot transactions, in a listed debt security, shall be executed
only on the trading platform of a stock exchange, i , , 1

3,6. Margin Trading Facility: 
rj

Margin Trading is trading with borrowed funds/securities. lt is essentiatty d leveraging
mechanism which enables investors to take exposure in the market'over and above what is possibte
with their own resources. SEBI has been prescribing etigibility conditions and procedural details for
allowing the Margin Trading Facility frorn time to time.

Corporate brokers with net worth of at least Rs 3 crore are eligible for providing margin trading
faoility to their clients subject to their entering into an agreement to that effect.,Before ;providing
margin trading facility to a client, the member and the client have been mandated to sign an
agreement for this purpose in the format specified by SEBI. lt has als.o been specified that the
client shall not avail the facility from more than one brok'er at any time. i

The facility of margin trading is available for Group 1 securities and those securities which are
offered in the initial public offers and meet the conditions for inclusion in the derivatives segment of
the stock exchanges.

For providing the margin trading facility, a broker may use his own funds or borrow from
scheduled commerciat banks or NBFCs regulated by the RBl. A broker: is not allowed to borrow
funds from any other source.

' The "total exposure" of the broker towards the margin trading facility should not exceed the
borrowed funds and 50 per cent of his "networth". While providing the margin trading facility, the
broker has to ensure that the exposure to a single client does not exceed 10 per cent of the "total
exposure" of the broker.

Initial margin has been prescribed as s}%and the maintenance margin has been prescribed
as 4oo/o.

In addition, a broker has to disclose to the stock exchange Oetail on gross expdsure including
narRe of the client, unique identification number under the SEBI (Central Databage of Market
Participants) Regulations, 2003, and name of the scrip. . , :

lf the broker has borrowed funds for the purpose of providing margin trading facitity, the name
of the lender and amount borrowed should be disclosed latest by the next day.

The stock exchange, in turn, has to disctose the scrip-wise gross outstanding in rnargin
accounts with all brokers to the market. Such disclosure regarding mqrgin-trading-done on any day
shall be made available after the trading hours on the following day.

The arbitration mechanism of the exchange would not be available for settlement of disputes,
if any, between the client and broker, arising out of the margin trading facility, However, all transactions
done on the exchange, whether normal or through margin trading facility, shall be covered under
the arbitration mechanism of the exchange.

3.7 SEBI Rlsk Management System: ,,\rr r tlrr rf rrJr9ftgl l lr

; The primary focus of rlsk management by SEBI has been to address the market risks,
operational risks and systemic risks. To this effect, SEBI has been continuously reviewing its policies



and drafting,risk rnanagement policies to mitigate these risks, thereby,enhancing tl'le level of investor

protection and catalyzing market devetopment- The key risk management rneasures initiated by

SEBI include:-

o Categorizationofsecuritiesintogroups l,2and3forimpbsitionofmaiginsbasedontheir
liq uid ity and volatilitY.

r VaR based rnargining sYstem.

. Specification of mark to Market margins. :

.. Specification of Intra-day trading limits and Gross Exposure Limits.

I Real time monitoring of the Intra-day trading limits and Groos Exposure Limits'by the
Stock Exchanges.

a Specification of time limits of payment of 'margins.

. Collection of margins on T+1 basis.

r lndex based market wide circuit breakers

. Automatic de-activation of trading terminals in case of breach of exposure limits.

. VaR based margining system has been put in place based on the categorization of stocks
based on the liquidity of stocks depdnding on its impact cost and volatility. lt addresses
99o/o of the risks in the market.

. Additional margins have also been specified to address the balance 1% cases.

SEBI issued a circular modifying the above rnentioned present risk.management framework
to move to upfront collection of VaR margins (instead of margin collection on T+1 basis). The entire
details of the new framework which was made effective from May 30, 2005 is given in SEBI Circular
MRD/DoP/SE/C|r-OTt2OO5 dated February 23,2005. tn lhe revised framework, the liquid assets
deposited by the broker with the exchange should be sufficient to cover upfront VaR margins,
Extreme Loss Margin; MTM'(Mark-to-Market Losses) and the prescribed BMC. The Mark to Market
margin would be payable before the start of the next day's trading. The Margin woutd be calculated
based on gross open position of the member. The gross'open position for this purpose would
mean the gross of all net positions across all the clients of a member including his proprietary
position. The exchanges would monitor the position of the brokers online real time basis and ther:e
would be automatic deactivation of terminal on any shortfall of margin.

3,8 "S,ecurities Lertding Scheme":

Securities Lending and Borrowing is a scheme which enables lending of idle securities,by the
investor:s to thb clearing corporation and earning a return through the same.. For securities borrowing
and lending system,.clearing corporations,of the stock exohange would be the nodal agency and
be registered as the "Approved lnterntediaries"(Als). The clearing corporation can borrow, on behalf
of the members, securities for the purpose of meeting shortfalls. The defaulter selling broker may
make the delivery within the period.specified by the clear,ing corporatjon. In the event of the defaulted
selling brokerfailing to make the deliverywithin the specified period, the clearing corporation has to
buy the'securities from the open market and return the same to the lender within seven trading
days. In case of 'an'inability to purchase the securities from'the market, the.transaction shall be
closed out.



3.9 IhB Traditionaf Str,ucture of the Stock Exchange in fndia:
According to legal structure, the stock exchanges in India could be segregated into 

-r 2 broad groups

| 
ffit"":- 

exchanges which were set up as,companies, either limiteo by gualgn[ees or by

' t ' 3 stock exchahges which are funciioning as associations of persons {AOp ), viz.,BSE,ASE and Madhya pradesh Stock Exchange

The 20 stock exchanges wnicn are companies are the stock exchanges of:
. Bangalore

Bhubane,swar

. Calcutta

o Cochin

? Coimbatore

r Delhi

e Gauhati

. I Hyderabad 
,

o Interconnected SE

. Jaipur ,

. Ludhiana 1

r [\4adras

: il::::: .re
. NSE

I Pune ,l

o 'OTC.EI :

. Saurashtra-Kutch

. Uttar Pradesh

. Vadodara

Apart from NSE, all stock exchanges whether established as corporate bodies orAssociationof Persons (AoPs), are non-profit m4king organizations.

3.10 Gorporatisation of stock Exchanges:

corp'oraiisation is the process of converting the organizationalstructure of the stock exchangefrom 3 flon:corporate structure to a corporate structure':
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Traditionally, some of the stock exch3lg_ls .in lnd.ia were established as "Associ'ation of

persons,,, o.g., the stock Exchange, Mumbai (gs?), Ahmedabad stock Exchange (AsE) and Madhya

pradesh stock Exchange (MpSE). corporatisation of such exchan$es is the process of converting

them into Incorporated Companies'

3.11 Demutualisation of stock Exchange: 1

Demutualisation refers to the trqnsition process of an exchange .from 
a "mutually-owned"

association to a company..owned by shareholders". In otherwords:, transtorming the legal structure

of an exchange from a mutualform to a businesscorporation form is refeffed to as demutualisation'

The above, in effect means that after demutualisation, the ownership,'the management and the

trading rights at the exchange are segregated from one another'

3.12 Demutualised Exchange Different From a Mutual Exchange:

. In a mutual exchange, the three functions of ownership, management and trading are intervened

into a single group. Here, the broker members of the exchange are both the owners and the traders

on the exchange and they further manage the exchange as well. Ademutualised exchange' on the

other har.1d, has all these three functions clearly r"greg"ted, i.e., the ownership, management and

trading are in seParate hands-

3.13 Demutualised Stock Exchanges in lndia:

currenly, two stock exchanges in India, the National Stock Exchange (NSE). and over the

counter Exchange of India (oTcEl) are not only corporatised, but also demutualised with segregation

of ownership and trading rights of members'

The corporatisation and Demutualisation Schemes of 19 stock exchanges (otherthan NSE'

oTCEl, Mangalore Stock Exchange and Coimbatore Stock exchange) hhve been notified by SEBI

and are at various stages of implementation

3,14 MoneY Market: Gonclusion:

We hope this tutorial has given you an idea of the securities in the money market' lt's not

exacily a sexy topic, but definitJly worth knowing about, as there are times when even the most

ambitious investor puts cash on the sidelines

The money market specializes in debt securities that mature in less than one year'

Money market securities are very liqui,c, and are considered very safe. As a result, they offer a

lower return than other securities'

The easiest way for individuals to gain acoess ts the money market is through a money

market mutual fund

T-bills are short-term government securities that mature in one year or less from their issue

date.

T-bills are considered to be one of the safest investments. They don't provide a great return'
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A certificate of Deposit (cD) is a time deposit with a bank.

.ord:::i'i;,t"^*ge 
Yield (APY) takes into account compound interest, annuaf percentase rate

cDs are safe, but the returns aren't great, and your money is tied up for the length of the cD.
Commercial paper is an unsecured, short-term loan issued by a corporation. Returns arehigher than T-bills because of the higher default risk. , ' v rvv'| s.'v'|

Banker's acceptances (BAs) are negotiable time draft for financing transactions in goods.
BAs are used frequently in international trade and are Eenerally only available to individualsthr.ough money market funds. I
Eurodollars are u.s. dotlar-denominated deposit at banks outside of the united states.
The average Eurocjollar deposit is yery iarge. The only way for individuals to invest in thismarketisi1direct|ythrough'amoneymarketfund-.'
Repurchase agreements (repos) are a form of overnight borrowing backed by government

securities.

SEBI Proposes To Launch Real Estate Investment' Trusts In India:

(RTT News) - Thursday, Jhe Chairman, of the Securities and Exchange Board of India, M., Damodaran, while addressing a conference on capitaim"ir."tr-"ig*il otit u;ru,d that SEBIwas considering proposals to allow Reaf Estate Investments tnists - REITs - in India and wouldreveal the first set of proposals on the same.

Real Estate Investment Trusts

An REIT offers common shares to the pubtic, representing ownership in an operating businessand divide most of the profits in the form of dividends. As these snares #;;;;tii", sotd instockexchanges;RE|TsprovideeaSy|iouiditytoinvesto1s.

The SEBI chief also stated that the rules on listing and trading of securitised debt marketinstrtrments would be finatized by December. The regulator has prepired a consultative paper onsecuritised cjebt in June this year. The dr:aft regulationi proposed a system of registration of specialpurpose distinct entities, which were planning to offer securitised debt instruments to the public orseeking the listing of such instruments issued earlier

Damodaran further stated that select companies eould opt for fast track issuances. As perfast track share issuance programme allowed by sEBl in August this v""i it*pr"i", i"'p, a 3-year track record,on NSE and BSE and with free_flpat mar:ketiapitalizution of at ieast ns. IO,OOOcrores, can raise funds through rights and follow-on issues, without having to wait for the ,;;k"tregulator's clearance.

Real Estate Mutual Funds

mortgage backecj securities, equity shareslbonds/debentures tr ri"t"ol"nirt"j 
";;;;;Li, w5icr,'deal in properties and undertake property development and in oiher r""uriti"r.
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sEBl in its board meeting in June 2006 had approved guidelines making it mandatory for rea!

estate rnutual funds-RE,MFs-to be listed on the stock e*changes. But the absence'of valuation

norms delayed the introduction of REMFs in the country. Tne lnititute of chartered Accountants of

India is looklng into the valuation issue and once it approves, sEBl will be in a position to come out

with specific rules' 
, - - ,-ir-r-F..^;r st set of

Damodaran added that it is not going to be a RErr versus REMF- He said that the fin

proposals wil[ be 
'out shortly ano consultations with eminent persons who are well'versed with

these products are atready progressing'

The sEBl,s move comes in the rnidst of plans by a clutch of companies ts raise funds from

the lndian market for listing REIT-tike vehicles on the singapore stock Exchange' The Bangalore-

based Ascendas and the belhi-based DLF and u-nitech-h3ve ?nnorJnced 
plans to list their fund

structurer, ,"iniy RElrs on the sGX, banking on its necent easing norms.

certain important and recent deveropment in this area ls set out betow

Amendments to the sEBl (Disclosure and lnvestor Protection) Guidelines, 2000

certain amendments have been made in the sEBl (Disclosl3 and Investor Protection)

Guidelines, 2000 primar:ily pertaining to the book building process. The amendments' inter alia'

incf ude the following: 
-^-:, ,-r:. ..iA,,a:r. .eased fro'm th'e existing

. The allocation to Retail lndividual lnvestors ("Rlls")has 9.""1 
*::^1,:":1J:::l:

2s percent to 35 per cent and correspondingry tne allocatro: l" 
N:" tnstitutional Investors

(,,Nlls,,) has been reduced from the existing 25 per cent to 15 per cent.'Further, in case the

book built issues are made pursuant to the requirement of rnandatory allocation of 60

per cent to eualified tnstitutional Buyur, ("QlBs"), then figures'for Rlls and Nlls are 30

per cent and 10 per cent respectively'

e who can aPPIY uP to RuPees 100'000'. Rll has now been redefined as on

. The bidding period has been red,uced from current 5-10 days (including holidays) to 3 -7

working daYs.

. The listed issuers now have an option to either disclose price band in Red Herring

prospectus (.,RHp,/apptication for.m/abridged prospectus (cuffent practice) or to disclose

the pr.ice band/ floor pri"" at least one day before bid opening-

. The data displayed on the websites of stock exchanges should be uniform and should be

available for 3 more days after the closure of the bids/issue'

All the aforesaid.guidelines in reration to Boo!_Building shalt^be.,a,PPlicable io those public

issues wrrose draft offer documents are fired with SEBI on or after April 4, 2005'

Case Laws

standard chartered Bank vs. Directorate of Enforcement

The Division Bench of Bombay High court referred the matte r of ANZ Grindtays Bank Ltd' vs'

Directorate of Enforcementalong with some other cases to the cohstitutional Bench of the supreme

court of lndia. The issuu to[" Jici"oeo in tre said case was whether a juristic entity like a compally
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could be prosecuted for offences for which the mandatory punishment prescribed is imprisonmentandfine.'.1r..,'-.'''
The Constitutional Bench, while fveillring ,it :uaiiiu'r tJecision of the Supreme Court in AC;T

Vs Vettiapa Textite Ltd., held that as the company cannot be sentenced to imprisonment, the court
cannot impose that punishment, but where the statute provides imprisonment and fine as the
prescribed punishment, the Court can impose the punishment of fine which could be enforced
against the Company. The Constitutional Bench further held that there is no immunity to the
companies from prosecution merely because the prosecution is in respect !f ef,e1A3s, fqr which
the punishment prescribed is mandatory imprisonment. ."':: '' '; .' ":''i -

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBf ) ha:s.pr:qposed:to irnpose,a'.20o/o. circuit
filter on the first day of re-commencement of stocks irading in all the cases of de-merger,
amalgamation, capital reduction, scheme'of arrangements, revocation of suspension fother ttan
initial public offerings) (lPOs), as decided by the Stock Exchanges (SEs) from time to time.

In case of circuit filters on the first day of the listing of lPOs, SEBI's surueillance comunittee is
to soon take a decision on the issue, sources close tp the development, said. - . ,-

The SEBI rnove follows recent developments in the market where on the day of re-
commencement of trading, there was a higlr amount of volatility in the absence of any.circuit filter.
Recently, SEBI said that it has noticed significant price spikes on the first day of re-commencement
of trading in certain securities.

In view of such large price rises on the first day of trading, it would be appropriate to apply
circuitfi|tersuponthere-commencementoftradingforcaSeSotherthan|Pos.

The matter has been discussed with the SEs and they have indicated that it would require a
base price for implementing circuit filters, When trading of Ahluwalia Contracts'stock re-commenced
on the BSE on February 22, at opened at Rs. 101.50 and fuesday's high of Rs. 611.90, before
closinq at Rs, 577.80. The counter recorded a volume of 7.21 lakh shares.

The stock closed at Rs 453.55 on Tuesday with a volume of 8,306 shares.

SEBI has framed a draft policy for fixing the base priie fgr: cases other than lPOs,. The company
shall obtain a valuation certificate from any of the SEB!-r'egistered merchant bankers which will be
considered as base price for applying actual circuit filters upon the re-commencement of trading.

Merchant bankers will undertake due diligence based on the,financial and other relevant
information for the purpose of valuation. SEBI stated that the merchant banker will adopt a pbticy
which in its opinion will be appropriate in arriving at the valuation and they will furnish to SEs, the
methodology adopted in arriving at such a valuation.

3.15 Self Assessment Questions

1. Briefly explain the Stock Exchange? What are the characteristics of stock exchanges?

2. What is the role of SEBI?

3. What is the traditional structure of the stock exchange in lndia?

4. Explain about the SEBI risk management system?



Lesson - 4

Derivatives

4.0 Objectives

The objectives of this unit are to enable you:

o To understand the meaning and importance financial derivatives.

. To know about the derivatives and other derivatives.

. To know about the benefits from'derivatives.

. To ascertain the growth involved in the financial market

Structu re:

4.1 Introduction

4.2 Futures Contracts

4.3 Other Derivatives

4.4 Currency Swaps

4.5 Growth in DerivativeJ Marliet

4.6 Case Studies

4.7 Summary

4.8 Self Assessment Questions
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This unit introduces to' the basic meaning, nature and concept of Financial Derivatives. Theimportance of Derivatives and its influen"u on stocks is covered in detail. lt is essential for themanagenrent student to understand the derivatives 
"on""pi-*r,i"n'i, " 

I;;ri';;i" ;lil on"n"".
4.1 Introduction:

The textbook definition of a 'financial derivative' is a financiar instrument, the value of which isbased on the value or vaf ues of one or roi" ,;;;;fi; assets or indexes of assets. Derivativescan be based on equities (stocks), debt (bonds, bills, arid notes;, curreii"iur, and even indexes ofthese various things, tu"i, as the Dow'Jones r"J"rliiJ Rverage. Derivatives can be sold andtraded either on a regulated exchange, such as the chicago g";io- 
"f 

r;;; ;;;;"."""n"ng.r,directly between the different count,erparties, which is known as "over-the-counter' (orc). Thetextbook explanation of the purpose of oerivaiive;l; ili in"v serve to reduce the risk inherent influctuations of foreign exchange rates, interest rates, and market prices. Derivatives traded onexchanges also are said to serve as a ,,price 
discovery,, mechanism.

According to the Bank for International settlements' octobel 1g92 repo rt, Recent Developmentsin lnternational lnterbank Retations, "swaps" are tili"rg"st type oioJriu"tives, as measured bythe notional prinicpal amounf outstanding. !

A generation or so ago, the matter of what derivatives are might have been adequatelysummarized by contrasting the difference between investment, on tn""onu'nlni, ;n-i'ffio,,nn o,.speculation, on the other.

The instruments which "underlie" derivatives - stocks, bonds, commodities, mgney -represent a claim, usually through ownership, on wealth produced in the economy. Such claimscan be purchased. Thus, shares in a company can be boug'ht, as can bonds issued by governments
or corporations, or hard commodities produced by agricultuie, forest industries, or minerals extractorsand refiners.

The instrument so purchased provides a means by which the wealth produced may be turnedinto money. ln the case of stock, this may take the form of the 
"";;;;t'! oiuidund payment, thepart of after-tax profits distributed to shareholders, or it might take the form of capital gains realizedthrough the appreciation of the stock's vat1e.'Formeiiy, uu.h ;";;;;ation, or potentiat formonetization, would have been more or less directly relatld to the economic performance of thecompany, in contributing to an increasing ov_erall rate of wealth generation through productivity-enhancing increases in the porvers of labour. so too are bondr JirJ.lly iJ"i"o-i";;;iJ activity,though where stocks represent equity ownership, bonds rupru"uni i#Ji;;;;;r. il;;;;st paidcorresponds, more or less, to the dividend yield of a stock. And like stocLr,toonJ; ;;;' providecapital appr:eciation. - '1rJt L,,\''r rLro vcrr I

A generation ago, such financial instruments were the means for transforming economicsurplus into monetized net profit. "Hard" commodities are differ*t, ;";"r;; il;; 
",.j 

p"a-rt of thematerials-flow needed to sustain production and consumption, *ni"n-o-rght to be il;ii;nd soldso that production might proceed'- oriprts of production on the one siJe, are also the inputs forthe next level of productive transformation on the otn"r, wheat becomes flour, flour becomesbread; iron ore becomes steet, steel becomes machinery, ouiioi;;;-il;;;iL;, 
""j'r,""sehotdappliances' Such activities used to contribute to generation oi surpj;;, ;;l'in"i, monetization is notpart of after-tax profits. ----'----'
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purchases of stocks and bonds would once have been seen:as'investmgnt for the,long hault'

Trad€ in,commodities would have been ,u"n mt 
"e 

investmeht, bgt as purchases and sales' 
:

..,
with what are now called derivatives, we move from investment, and purchases and sales of

hard commodities, to speculating on the future price or yield performance of what were oRce

investments, and relatively simple, economically necessary transactions'

All derivativ€s are actually variations on futures irading, Td, *u".1 .": :"T:^lsist.to the

"on,i'a.y;]riiltrres 
trading is inhepnty speculation or gamblihg. Thus, uhtil late in 1989' all futures

trading, of any sort, was o]uilawed in_Germany, under the country..s gambling laws' such activities

we re not treated as a.tegitimate part of business- activity. And , who will contend against the observation 
'

that Germany did quite well without them?

.There are two types of futures trading; each can be applie! to e19h of the instruments, like

stoeks'il ;il;ii"n, nought directty tJi casrr, monetize wh.at us.ed,to be after-tax profits' The

first type is, as it were, " ""cond 
step removed from, econornic activity as sucht This is futures

trading per se: contracting to buy or setl at a future date, at a previousty negotiatqd Rrice- Here the

;;";'ption used to hold, that cornmodities, forexample,'would actually ch'ange hands for money,

as the agreed-on contracts fell due'

-_ The other kind of futures contract, calted an option, moves another step further away from

economic activity as such. Now what is bought or sold is the right, but not the obligation, to buy or

sell a 
"or1noJi(, 

stoct<, bond, or money, atl future price on an agreed-on date.

Where the futures contract speculates on what the price that would have to be paid against

delivery will be, the option simply speculates on the price.

At yet another remove from ecgnomic activity per se is an index. An index is not the right to buy

a commodity or stock in the future which is traded, but the future movement of an index based on

a basket of stocks, comrnodities, bonds, or whatever,

4.2 Futures Gontracts:

organized exchange, the Chicago Board of Trade (CtsOT), in 1859. "Notional principal amount"

refers to the value of the underlying assets in a futures contract. For example, in 'a'corn futures

contract to take future delivery of 5,000 bushels three months hence, the notional principal amount

of the contract would be the:price of a bushel of corn times 5,O00. lf the price of corn were, for

example, 92.00, the notional principal value of the corn futures contractwoutd be $10,000. But the

actual price of the contr,act, however, is the margin set by the exchange; theCBOT, for example,

requires $ZZO be paid to purchase a futures contract that on May 15 had a notional value of $11 ,637.50.

,Since financial deregulation in the 1970s, futurescontracts have been developed forthings

that are ,not assets or commodities. The first move was the introduction of futures contracts on

foreign exchange rates.' In May 1g72,the International Monelary Market of the Chicago Mercantile

Exchange (CME) began trading in the firstfinancialfutures: futur6s contracts on the British pound,

Canadian dollar, German mark, Dutch guilder, Japanese yen, Mexican peso, and Swiss franc'

In October l gTS,the CBOT introduced trading in the first futures on interest rates, on the

Government National Mortgage Association's (GNMA) mortgage-backed certificates. In January
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1976' the cME began futures trading in gO-day u.s. Treasury Bills. Trading in futures contracts on15:year: u's' Treasury Bonds began on the cBoT in Auguit lgl1.Trading in,such intdrest ratefutures, as they are called, quickly gre* to become the 
'o",;;;;"irlrir"#d futures contracts in thewcjrld' on the cBor trading in TrJasury bond futures and option, h". risen from 28.3%of totalvof ume in 1981 , to 64.4yo of totar vorume in 1991.

In Febru ary 1982, futures contracts for indexes of asset values bega.n trading, with theintroduction of futures contracts based on the Value Line Average stock Index, on the Klnsas cityBoard of rrade. Two mgnths later, the cME bega4 dj;g in the standard and poor,s 500 stockPrice Index' which is now oou oift," t*i nu"uily tr"o"J iirt"r", 
"ontruJ. 

at the cME. Trading inthis contract is considered so important, that th;'cMir"t'up a special room in a different buildingto allow continued trading in the s&P 500, when the cME was forced ;i ; 
'd'il,,;ing 

oy the' flooding waters of the chicago RlT in May lgg2,crosing trading in all other futures contracts. Notcoincidentally' the S&P 500 stock Price tnoex futures co-ntracts is one of the instruments the u.s.Federal Reserve has reportedty used since october lgeii;;u";rJJ;rr"pses on the New yorkStock Exchange.

4.3 Other Derivatives;

There are other types of derivatives which are not traded on exchanges, but are negotiatedbetween contracting parties, usually large banks. These are called "over-the-counter,,instruments."swaps" are designed tq transform-a nJminalrvJong 
"r 

r"oirm-term contract into a succession ofsho.tgr-tgrm maturities. "vr " L\'r r r r tevr rtr

For examPle; swapping a floating rate swiss franc-denominated obligation for afixed-ratedollar instrument between banks, involies the Euromartet, tie"Jffi; ,il*"tr, the swap market,and perhaps also the interest rate futures and/or options markets. Thsintrepid might want to try tocalculate how far we now have moved from th€ first level of cash purchases of stocks and bonds.
An interest rate swap is a transaction in which two counterparties agree to exchange twodifferent types of interest payment streams based on an underlying notional principal amount. Forexample' assume that a bank with a portrorioJurr 

"indilrlutru Rate Mortgages (ARMs) wished toreceive an income stream of fixed-raie interest paym"ntr. The ban(wouti.package together, say,$10 miflion of such mortgages, all paying interestclrruntlv at6.so/c,,and exchange the ownership ofthe interest payment stream from ftrai package ofARMs with a corporation that would give the bankin return ihe ownership of an intereti p"yrient stream fixed at, say, BZo. The notional principalamount of the swap would be $10 million, but the actual amount of money that exchanges handswould be limited to the interest payments each counterp"rty o*"d to the bt u,. over the life of theswap. .v vtr..vr vvsl tlllt lll

swapping of interest rates is saicl to have begun in connection with the Eurobond nrarket inthe early 1980s' when high interest rates dictated that only the highurt lr"lity borrowers couldqualify for long-term, fixed-rate financing. Bor:rowers.of lesser quality, who were excluded fromsuch financing, were abre to obtain it indlrecily through swaps
However' it was not until the U's. student Loan Marketing Association (sallie Mae), beganusing swaps in 1982' that they began to be widespread. sallie Mae was seeking a way to avoidhaving to borrow longer-tett, higr,ur-priced rrnos, ioil JJttorshorterterms at rowerrates. The
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swaps used by borrowers in the Eurobond markets proved to be the perfect vehicle for sallie Mae'

which, as a quasi-government agency, is perceived by the markets to be an.extremgly hioh-grade

bbrrower. The first swap for sallie Mae was 
"rr"ng"o 

tirrough an investment bank'in the summer of

1ggz,w1h lrr as a counterparty. lrr reportedly saved 17 basis points (17and100 of 1%) in borrowing

costs in the deal.

4.4 Currency SwaPs:

currency swaps have been used by central banks for decades. The Bank of England' for

example, would receive a set amount of dollars from the U.s. Federal Reserve in exchange for a

set amount of pounds, in order to have dollars to use on the foreign exchange rnarkets' After a

period of time, the Bank of England would return the dollars to the u-s. Federal Reserve' and

receive back its pounds. The accepted definition of a currency swap is a transaction in which one

counterparty exchanges its principarand cash flows denominated in one currency, forthe differently

denominated principal and cash ho*, of another counterparty. At an agreed upon future date' the

two counterparties close out the transaction by reversing the swap of the principal'

ln the 1g70s, a small number of currency swaps were arranged that were not related to

central bank activity. A u.s. dollar/French fran" L*"p,-for example, was arranged for the Republic

of Venezuela to help meet payment obligations arising fro,* the construction of a cornmuter rail

system in caracas. The'details of these swaps were lirgely kept from the public view, for fear of

disclosi n g pro pri eta ry operati ng i nfo rmati on'

After the debt bomb exploded, when Mexico threatened a debt moratorium in 1981, however'

the.world Bank widely publicized a swap arranged by salomon Brothers between itself and IBM'

The motivations of the world Bank and IBM to cJnclude the transaction made the swap exceptional

at the time. The world Bank was seeking to maximize the rate of interest on its debt, and IBM was

seeking to hedge its swiss franc and German mark debt, while at the same time capturing a paper

profit from the appreciation of the dollar against both currencies. As Michael wood, senior manager

of lnternational Financial Markets at Dresdner Bank in Frankfurt, noted in the 1}gztextbook "cross

currencyswaps,,, by Lehigh university Professor carl Beidleman, it was "the first time that a

currency swap was used to arbitrage between capital markets, that is, where a capital market

issue wes done solely for the prrpoJ" of swapping into another currencl 
l- 

And i.iren there are caps, flooi-s, and collars, options on the anticipated interest rate movemgnts

whrich make uP the swap:

caps,in which the buyer will receive from the selier the difference between Gurrent interest

rates, and some agreed-upon rate, in the event interest rates move above the agreed upon rate' In

return for thus limiting its exposure to interest rate increases, the buyer pays to the seller a onetime

fee.

Floors, in which the buyer is protecting himself from decreases in irtterest rates' That is' if

interest rates fall below an agreed-upon tevelltre seller is obligated to make up tfre difference to the

Luy"r, in exchange for the up-front fee paid by the buyer.

collars, in which the buyer of a cap sinrultaneously sells a Jloor.at the same time' or vice

versa, with the object of maintaining interest rates within some defined band
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currency forwards are perhaps the simptest derivative instruments, and perhaps the onewith the greatest utility for companies involved in producing and shipping goods in foreign trade,given the insanity of floating exchange rates. Assume that Boeing has sold an airliner to Lufthansa.Rather than go through the trouble of 
"onu"rting 

the deutschemarks paid by Lufthansa into dollars-and being subjected to the risk of changing exchange rates if Lufthansa is paying Boeing back overa period of time - Boeing pays a fee toan interr"diary (a swap dealer) to'find ;G;"; companythat has sold something in the united states that is oi .orparable u"il" to the Boeing airliner' purchased by Lufthansa. Let us assume that siemens hagsold some power-generating equipmentto a u's' utility' under a currency,fo_nrard, the utility that had bought equipment from siemens, willpay dollars to Boeing instead of siemens, and Lufthansa wiil pay deutschemarks to siemensinstead of Boeing' In otherwords, Boeing gets siemens's u.s. income stream in the United states,in exchange for which Siemens gets Boeing's deutschemark income stream in Germany.
Thus' the definition of a currency fonrard is a contract in which two counterparties agree toexchange differently denominated income streams at an agreed upon exchange rate at some pointin the future. There is no swapping of pdndpal involved.

Within the United States, the entire "over-the-counter market" is quite illegal, ir,"" by thecurrent version of the Commodity Exchange Act, banks and related agen;" ;;;;ro-nio]t"o fromengaging in off-exchange futures contracts. Thanks to Sen. phil Grimm,s wife Wendy, formerhead of the commodity Futures Trading commission, regulatory agencies have ,u""u."ivelyundermined that exclusion through so-called interpretation and exemption, just as the earlier prohibition
of options was undermined, or just as the 1930s Glass-steagallAct, which divided u.s. banks intotwo, mutually exclusive types-commercial banks and investment banks-i" no* oui"gil;garded,even though it remains on the books.

4.5 Growth in Derivatives Market:

According to the October 1992 report of'the Bank for International setflements, ,,Re centDevelopments in lnternational lnterbank Relations", since the mid-1gg0s, tne g;wtn 
"i 

turnoverand of volumes outstanding in markets for derivatives instrumerltr, il.iroing'ou"r-the-counter (oTC)markets that offer more customized products, has outpaced the growth of most other financialactivity', the "notional principal amount" (referring to the value of underlying assets) of derivativesouistanding had elceeded the total market capltalization of the New yoit< stock Exchange. By1989, the notional value of derivatives outstanding was atmost;^; il; ;;;;rfi;lt* ffil marketvalue of all publicly listed conrpanies in the'uniteJ st"t"r. By the end of rg5r, the notional value ofderivatives was soaring toward being doubte the market iapitalization of att u.s. publicly listedcompanies.

In other words' if the phenontenal growth rate derivatives exhibited from 19g6 to 1gg1 hascontinued in the past two years, fhe amount of derivative paper outstanding-none of which iscarried on corporate balance sheefs- is now somewhur" 
"iound 

twice the tota! market value of attpublicly listed companies in the united sfafes 'vv r"v 1

The financial der:ivatives have grown to such an extent is all the more amazing, consideringthat these instruments simply did not exist 25 years ago. The rargest single type of derivatives,interest rate swaps, did not get off the ground until the ,Lrrn"r of 1gg2. Fuiures on currencies didnot come into use until May 1972- Interest rate futures first came into being in october 1g75.
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oddly enough, there are no officiar figures avallable for the lotty volumeof futures trading in

the United states. Not even the commodities Futures Trading commission, the federal government

agencJ charged with regulating,the futures markets, has figures for the dollar: volume of futures

trading. Neither. do the c,hicago-Boaro of rrade or the chicago Mercantile Exchange, the two largest

futures exchanges. By muttiplying the number of contracts traded of a certain basic type-+gricultural

commodities, p-recious metals, 
"-n"rgy 

pr:oduets, currencies, and financial products-by an average

price for each basic type; E/R has eiiimated that the U.S. futures maikets have an annual turnover

of around $25 trillion. This is a major revision from E/R'b original estimato of $152 trillion, published

in December -1gg2. still, it dembnstrates ,that,the-futures markets dwarf the New York stock

Exchange, which had a market capitalization of $3.713 trillion, and total value of shares traded of

$1.520 trillion in 1991

The futures markets are also some five times larger than the u.S. Gross National Product,

which was $5.519 trillion in 1991'

T-hese gigantic markets are highly concentrated, with a mere handful of firms completely

dominant. A report by the Board of Governors of the Federat Reserve System, the Federal Deposit

lnrur"n"* borp,, ?ni office of the comptr:oller of the'currency, Derivative Product Activities of

Cammerciat Banks, issued on Jan. 27 ,1.ggg, revealed that the ten largest commercial banks in the'

u.s. control g5.2% of al] derivatives activities by u.s. commercial banks.

The same situation probably exists on the investment bank side. ln a listing of tf e a0 largest

institutionrln tr" futures markets, ranked by customgr equity (the futures markets define equity as

the residual dollar value of a futures account, assunring it were liquidated at prevailing market

;;i"";t, i;ih, March 1993 issue of Futures magazine, the five largestwere'.1Y":9":t uant<1: !]f
Merril Lynch rriri"r, Inc. ($2,126.9 miuion); 1zy cotoman sachs_and 9: ($1,581.3 million); (3)

Shearson Lehman Brothers, Inc- ($1,527.2 *iriion); (4) Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. ($t ,t 20'1 million);

and (5) Prudential securities, Inc. ($1 ,106.1 million).

Thesewerefollowed by(6) Refco, lnc. ($1,071.3 million); (7) Morgan stanleyand co' ($844'7

million); (g) cargill lnvestors sLrvice, Inc. ($gb+.s million); (9) Daiwa securitiesAmerica, Inc' ($saa's

million); (10) paineWebber lnc. ($576.2 million); (11) Bear Stearns Securities Corp' ($539'4 million);

and (12) Salomon Brothers, Inc. ($488.6 million).

of these firms, the three with the largest net adjusted capital (the amo$ft.of liquid capital

established by commoditi'es Futures Tradlng commisr'.o^ capital requirements) were 'Salorr{on

Brothers ($ggb.o million), coroma; sachs ($g-63.0 million), and brrearson Lehman ($asg'+ million)'

E/R's revision of its estimate of the size of the futures markets means that the iargest market

in ihe world remains the foreign exchange, or currency, nrarkets. ln March, the Bank for International

settlements (Bls) issued 
" 

nL* report, "central Bantk suruey of Foreign Exchange MarketActivity"

in April 1gg2',;yrich states that foreign exchange trading increased42% from 1989 to 1992' to an

estimateo gdao billion per busin"rri"y. This n!ure includes derivatives trading in currencies (i'e',

futures contracts on currencies, swaps, and o[tions;, but also excludes offsetting positions' The

actual total gross turnover reported by the 26 central banks which conducted the surveys' was

$1.354 trillion a daY.

According to the Bls report, London now trades more dollars and deutschemarks than.the

United states or Germany does. London has increased its share'of world tlading, from 25oh or



$187 billion 
'n..1,,?.u119,:":t 

4.oi/o.9r 
9309 billion in 1992. Trading in London is atso increasjngty

concentrated, witl'r the-1.0.*g:t^ictive banks in the city of 1""d";";;;*r.;;d;;;;il;;;
f?]' comilled to sovo in 1?t9-, according to t ieport-isrr"clri t;;i'ii,or.r" Bank 9f Engfand.
That means 10 London,Banks accounted for 18a/p oi,an *orrobui;;;";ir;;i"sl. diiri'ggz.

' The second'lar:gest currency market,was the United States, reporting a daily volume,of $129blllion in 1989, and $192 billion in 1993. Japan was the third largest, witn d-aity volume inApril lggg
-of $115 billion,,.and $120, billion in 1gg3: , ., j

The fifth and sixth largest markets were two key members of the British Commonwealth:
Singapore and Hong Kong, with $76 billion and $61 billion in daily tr:ading inApril 1gg2; respectively.
lf the figurleq for Britain, Singapore, and Hong Kong ar:e ad.ded together, it will be seen that the
Blitish Empire co.ntrolled almo'st exactly half oflhe gelo'uirrion in roru'ign u"lh"ng" ti"oir,g tn"ti""r.
pf ace every day in April 1992. 

,

In December 1992, for the occasion of the meeting of the finance and bank ministers of the
Group of Seven, the BIS issued a new estimate of daily world currency trading, of $1 trillion a day.

4.6 Case Studies:

Derivatives-and Agricuttural Commodity Trading

How mucfr does the trading activity on the futures markets contribute to t'making the economy
more efficient?" Just how many grain futures contracts-covering corn, wheat, oats, soybeans,
barley, and sorghum-that are tiaded on the future.s markets, are r6al, representing the *ou"r"ni
of agriculturat produce, and how many dre purely speculative trades?

Most Am€rican farmers will tell you that the agricultural futures markets, 'whether for grain,
livestock products, oilseed products, orange juice, coffee, or sugar, are the farmers'worst opponents,
forcing the price of grain products down below production cost. Only 5-15o/o of farmers euen bother
tousethefuturesmarkettosel|theirproducts

Normally, in theory, the agriculturaf futures market woutd work in the following way.A:wheat
farmer, at planting time in the spring, might see that the price of wheat is but $2.25 per bushei. He
might buy a September or December wheat futures contract (a "put") that will pay him $2.7Sfor his
wheat at the month at which the contract expires. This Way the farmer has guaranteed himself a
minimum price for his wheat whe.n it comes time to selt.

However, most farmers know that the theory does not work out that way in practice. The
eighth largesi futures trading firm in America, foifutures trading of all kinds, ir C"rgitl-lnvestor
Services, Inc., run by the Cargill grain cartel. The 34th largest futures trading firm is ADM Investor
Services, Inc., of Archer Daniels Midland. They clirectly rnanipulate prices against the farmer.

Consulting the statistics provided by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, which
regulates ihe futures and options industry in 1992, there were 17,552,356 grain futures contracts
traded. Of that iotal, only 64,200 were settled by delivery/cash settlement, meaning that the actual
grain produce of the contract was taken for physical delivery. That is but 0.36% of all contracts
traded.

However, at the level of the farmer selling his grain to an ele.,,atcl for each saie of real grain-
called a ltedgd-there has to be an offsettirlg speculative trade to make the market. So, on tf,at first



12g,400 legitimate trades;Then, the local elevator usually sells the grain to the sub-rever' there "'",l,ili:trjfitj:X :aska or Kansa;;lr;"ffi;;, and sare by the rocal

::ffi1 il:",'#:*1T"T#,fl',i1";|""i,i,;;,;esa,e r,,l,lLYH;lHin' orterminar might

have to sell the grain one more time. So, there are three times 128,40A contracts which can be

considered legitirnate. Thatis 2..7o/o of all trades; so 97.8% of all trades are,purely speculative,

having oo copflection to the real process involving the farmer and his produce. They involve

speculators, often linked to the grain cartels, moving paper back and forth, attempting to capture

spreads, or drive down the grain price for farmers.

The Bank of New England blowout i

The Janu ary 1991, failure of the Bank of New England (BNE), which had until its collapse been

one of the 1 0 largest bank holding companies in the United States, provides a good example of the

way federal regulators have propped up the banking system, and of the risks faced by banks which
play in the world derivatives markets.

The collapse of the speculative real estate market, which virtually wiped outthe Texas banking
system in the late 1980s, spread to New England by the end of the decade, bringing !o a close the
speculative bubble known as the "Massachusetts miracle." Boston-basbd BNE, which had lent
heavity in the regionat real estate n\arket, suddenlyfound itself with ovenrvhelming losseson its r:eal

estate portfolio. The bank, which had grown rapidly thanks to the real estate bubble, was dying with
the collapse of that bubble.

In October 1989, BNE, which then had $31.4 billion in assets, announced plans to dramatically
ciownsize the bank through massive asset sales arfd emptoyee cutbacks, The plans included
selfing some 10% of its branches, closing loan production offices in Chicago, New York, and
Philadelphia, and reducing its work force by more than 20%.

ln late December 1989, BNE took the extraordinary step of rescinding a previously announced
34 Act quarterly stockholder dividend. The step was forced by federal regulators, who were already
making preparations for the inevitable failure'of the insolvent bank. Federal regulators also threw
'out the chairman pf the bank, and replaced him with an interim chairman, H. Ridgely Bullock.

In early February 1990, in an attempt to calm public fears and prevent depositor runs, Bultock
dectared thatthe bankwas "off the critical listand getting better.... We're in a fix-it mode. We're not
going to be as big, but we're going to be better."

BNE was not "off the critical list," however; the only thing keeping its doors open was a massive
covert baitout from the Federal Reserve. By the time Bullock made his statement, the bank had
already received ne-arly $1 billion from the Fed.

Beginning in nrid-Jariuary, the Feci had bregun pumping vast amounts of money into BNE via
loarrs fr<lm the Boston Federai Reserve. Federal Reserve statistics show that the Boston Fed lent
banks in rts region $478 million the week ended Jan. 24, compared to just $3 million the week
before While the Fed does not reveal to which banks the rnoney was lent, it is clear that most, if not
virtually all, went to prop up BNE.

The weekly bank lendirrg by the Boston Fed rose dramatically in the following weeks: $440
milfion the week ended Jan. 31, then $723 million the next week, then $ggO million, and $1 ,280
million the week ended Feb. 21. DurinE each of the nqxt seven weeks, the Fed pumped between
$t.S billion and $1.85 billi'on into the bank, byApril 11, the Boston Fed had lent$15.6 billion to its
regional banks, the vast majority going to the Bank of New England.



By March, after some $5 billion of bailout funds had already been injected into the bank, theoffice of the comptroller of the currency and the Fed issued f#"i;;.":;;l-o"rirt;;;r, to thebank''The Fed order stiputated:that the bank could ;"t*v rtock dividends without permission fromthe Fed-a requirement that had already been in effect ftr moreth;; thre; rontn,.
Even more comical was the bank's admission in its second quarter 1gg0 report to the Securities

and Exchange Commission, that it may need gouurnreni assiitance to survive. This, after some
$18 bif fion had,already been funnelled into the bankrupt bank. :

The end forthe Bank of New England came on Jan.4, 1991, when Chairman Lawrence Fish
told federal regulators that the $450 million l6ss the bank suffered in the fourth quarter of 19g0,'h;;
wiped out its $225 million in equity, making the bank officially insolvent. At this point, the bank had
just $23 billion in assets, and had fallen from 1Oth place on the list pf largest U.S. Banks, to 33rd
place.

Not surprisingly, the annbuncernent triggered massive depositor runs at the banks, with long
lines forming at-its corporate offices. Two days later, on Sunday, Jan. 6, 1gg1 , federal regulatori
officially closed the bank. Federal Deposit Insurance Cor.p. Chairman William Seidman estimated
the ultimate cost to the agency of the failures at $2.3 bitlion, at the time the second most-cos1y bank
failure in U.S. history, after the 1988 failure of First Republic Bank Corp. of Dallas. .

Why did federal regulators pump more than $18 billion into the Bank of New,.Engtand, and then
close it? lf they were going to close it anyway, Why did the regulators keep the bank open for a year
after it was insolvent?

The answer is: derivatives

The Wallsfreef Journal,in a June 18, 1991, article by Craig Torres, revealed that regulators
had propped the bank up for a year in order to unwind its portfolio of :'off-balance sheet" derivatives
transactions. :

"Everybody knew we had $30 billion in assets" on the balance sheet, BNE head of treasury
operationsArthur Meehan told the Journal. "But nobody but a small cadre of regulators and analysts
knew we hand $36 billion in off-balance sheet activity." i

During November and December 1989, before BNE publicly reveated the size of its fourth-
quarter losses, BNE chief currency and derivatives trader David Pettit was abte to trim his off-
balance sheet exposure by $6 billion; getting rid of the remaining $30 billion was not so easy.

The bank, underthe close supervision of fecleral bank regulators, beganattempting inJanuary
to cash out thousands of derivative transactions. However, as word of its financiat troubles spread
in financial circles, banks all over the world ,denied BNE credit, and demanded cash upfront. Not
surprisingly,thisiswhentheBostonFedbeganpumpingmoneyintoBNE

Having become a pariah on world financial nrarkets, BNE enlisted the help of Shearson Lehman
and Prudential Securities to help it unwind its currency swaps on the Chicago Mercantite Exchangq's
!nternational Monetary Market. Bycioing so, Meehan acknowledged, "\Me moved the riskoutof the
interbank system into the exchanges; but had we not, he said, regulators would have been torceO
to take over BNE's trading positions""

By the end of 1990, BNE had reduced its derivatives portfotio to $6.2 billion. Aweek later, the
bank was closed.
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warneQ, adding, "lt atlsounds far;fetched. !u! tna-t.l just what pegrty happened, federal regulators

say, in the monthS- before lhey seized the Bank of Npw England." , , | :

lf BNE, with its $36 billion in derivatives, nearly sent the global bankiryg system into gridlock,

imagine wlrat would happen were Citicorp, with its $t.+ trillion in derivatives, to fail.

"For certain banks there is a lot of exposure'i in: the derivatives mark€t;'a:senior examiner at

the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency to!.d repqrter Tores. '11.f we had a real problem with one
of the larger banks, a meltdown scenario would be a possibiliq/."

That meltdown scenario is no.t just a possibility. lt is, in fact, well'under way.

The History of the Fight Against Derivatives

,The fight to institute Lyndon LaRouche's proposal for a one-tenth of 1 
o/o,laxon financial derivatives

comes after intense warfare over this issue by many nations that were fighting to preserve their
national sovereignty. In the United States, trading,in options on agricultural commodities had been
banned in 1936, and the ban was not officially lifted until 1983.

Farmers had opposed the highly destructive effect of options, one of the eartiest forms of the
der:ivative mqrket,,starting in the 1920s, long before they, became as. large as they are t'od,ay; even
then, farmers still exercised s.ignificant influence within the United States. In 1933, an attempt was
made to manipulate the wheat futures market using options, which resulted in,an opportunity for
farmers to force the U.S. Government to ban trading in'these options. There were attempts to re-
introduce trading in agricultural options during the 1970s, but the plan met with only limited success.

: lt was only in January 1983, when President Ronald'Reagan signed the 1982 Futures Trading
Act, that the ban was officially lifted. This was a m'ajor'feature in the disastrous Reagan-era
deregulation of the U.S. ecbnomy

. Arnerica had, for a short tirne, a, small financial transaction tax, and'the fight to impose a larger
financial transaction taxwas very intense,in the late 1980s. Throughoutthe 1950s and early 1960s,
the United States had a low-rate transaction tax--<alled a stamp tax-on the issuance and transfer
of stocks and debt. The tax was revealed in 1965.

Ru mbl ings from €ongress

However, in the late 1980s, the fight broke out more intensely for a transaction tax of a greater
size. In 1987, Speaker of the House Jim Wright of Texas called for a tiansaction tax on the financial
markets. Wright's proposat called {or a 0.5% tax on both the seller and the buyer in the same
transaction, thus,'effectively, amounting 1o/o. For six months, there was a heated public debate
over Wright's proposal. Wright was soon driven from office in what is generally agreed to be an
overblown scandal. The Oct. 16-19, 1987 stock market crash confirmed Wright's warnings of the
instability of the financial markets. :

Also in the 1989-90 period, during discussion of the 1990 Budget Reconciliation Act, Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen, then chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and now secretary of the treasury,
raised a proposat for a transaction tax on selected financial instruments on the floor of the Senate.

In February 1990, partly in response to the furoroverthis issue, the Congressional Budget
Office, in its report "Reducing the Deficit; Spending and Revenue Options", had a section on pages
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388-89, entitled "tmpose a O.Sa/oTax on the Transfer of Securities.,,lts analysis of the tax reported
that "the tax would have to be ut*o-f"s"J, ;p;t;"g*;;#, ffi; "fi;;nd trades byAmericansonforeignexchanges-' ' 

Frt ?

In 'June,1993",Rep. Henry G,onzalez (D.Tex.) proposed an investigation of derivatives high
roller George, $oros,, and the derivatives phenomenon., Derivatives, GoLalez told the House on
June 10; is'ia fancy,name fo1? :.: Gootract in which two parties agree that they will bet on the future
value of some market activity-futures-all the way rrom some commodity, to such things as the
currency futures which are volatile ... ls there money out there in these international markets for theprocurement of goods, for firing the engines of manufacturing and production? No, lt is paper
chasing paper."

What Other Nations Have Done?

Various nations have taken action to tax and/or ban some of the instruments traded in the
financiaf derivatives market, in an attempt to assert sovereign'controlover their national credit andfinances. : . .

In ,198p' the Government of Sweden doubled its equ.ity transaction tqx, which is the tax on
trade of stocks on,the Swedish stock market. In 1989, Sweden extendeci the tax to.frtur*-"nJ
options trades. The effect of this new tax was to substantially reduce the trading of futures on
Sweden's Stockholm market. Furthermore, the tax ctosed the Swedish Option'and Future Exchange
(SOFE) for'two years. But in 1990, apparentiy under pressure from financieis, SWeden abolishEd.
the derivative tax; and trading in the derivatives market exploded, helping to deepen Sweden's
financial problems.

Until as.late as 1989, the German government held fir:m and refused to legalize the trading of
solne financial der:ivatives.within the country. As a result of pressure from the trading of German
government bond futures in the London markets, amendments to Germany's gambling law in l ggg

lade changes and permitted retail participation in derivative markets, followed by the opening of
Germany's first financial exchange, Deutsche Terminbo@aurse in 1gg0.

Atpresent, der:ivativq taxes,areassessed in Finland, France, Hong Kong, and Japan, although,
on the whole, they are -not very large. The exception is France, which assesses a signiflcant 2yo
transactionrfee., So far, however, the fee is only used to finance the annual budgetfor CMT, the
French regulatory body for the futures and options markets. Once the CMT's budget requirement is
met, the fee is no longer levied.-Richard Freeman.

Derivatives Create Mass Global Unemployment

Unemployment, which was already at lligh levels globally throughout the 1970s and 1g80s,
has exploded within the past six years, the very time that the derivatives market has risen within the
United States:froma few trillion to currently $t2 trillion outstanding, with a yearly trading votume of
greaterthan $125 trillion. The derivatives market is the teading edge of the global finaniiat bubbte,
which has caused mass unemployment and underemploymeht of but*"en one-hatf and three-
quarters of a billion people around the globe. About 55 million are unemployed in the advanced
sector, and above 500 million in the developing sector.

In the U.S.A., the official unemployment rate was 4.4 percent in the decade of the 1950s, 4.7
per cent irr the decade of the 1960s and 7 per cent today. In the 12 nations that make up the
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European community, the effect is even more dramatic; unemptoylel! has risen from an official

,Ji Jiz.o p"r cent in-i gos to 11 .8 per cent today. lf one adds the officially reported unemployment

fevels for the European Communiiy of 12 nations to the levels of unemployed in C3.1ada, Japan,

and the United States, then the total level of unemployment in the West,-with the addition of Japan,

is a staggering Zg riif ion pebple. But even that enormous official number is an understatement.

The unofficial, real unemptoyment level is sornewhere between 50'and 55 million- This represents

a criminal waste of resources. The European Community reports that just a shade under one-half

of the 17 million officially reported unemployed European workers have been out of work for one

year or more.

Terrified that they cannot think of how to put their own people back to work, at least two countries,

France and the United States, have in the last month initiated discussion of immigration restriction

laws.

As the table shows, in every nation but Japan, unemployment,has skyrocketed since 1989. To

some nations with a large labor force, Canada's officially reported level of unemployment of 1 .6

million may not seem much; but consider that against Canada's working population of 13.9 million.

This represents 11 .4 per cent of its work force. Six European Community members have an officially

posted r.ate of greater than 10 percent. They are: Britain, 10.5 per cent; ltaly, 13.6 per cent; France,

10.9 per cent; Spain, 21 per cent; lreland 19 per cent; and Denmark, -11.5 per cent.

The most worrisome part of the explosion in unemployment since 1989 is the tayoff of
manufacturing workers. In 19B9,.the United States had 19.39 million rnanufacturing workers; today

it has 1T ,BZ million, a toss of 1.56 million. In 1989, according to the British lnformation Office, Britain

had 5.1 million manufacturing workers. In January 1993, it had only 4.1 million-a loss of one-fifth in

four years. Britain is truly the junk-heap of Europe. In the western portion of Germany, between
1g8g and the pre sent ihe nu*ber of manufacturing jobs dectined from 7.203 miltion to'6.977
million, a loss of nearty a quarter million. An estimated 1 million manufacturing jobs may have been
lost in the former East Germany during this same time frame.

And thes e areonly the official figures, The United States, for example, reports 8.858 miltion

unemployed, representing 6.9 per cent of the labor force. But, if one adds in 6.580 million workers
who work part-time for economic reasons, and 6.378 million workers who are "not in the labour
force," but who answer government surveys saying that "they want a job," the total number of
unemployed and underemployed is 21.816 million. Fora tabourforce of 128.3 million, that is 17.O

per cent, not the official U.S. Government figure of 6.9 per cent.

lf the real unemployed in the other nations under consideraiion are brought to light, the total
unemptoyedintheWest,withJapan,isbetween50and55mi|lion.

Unemployment in East Bloc and Developing Sector \

The reader should recall that derivatives trading and IMF conditionatities operate in tandem

and are just two sides of the same coin. Leading derivatives specutator, George Soros has helped
implement the IMF's shock therapy program, especially in formerYugoslavia, throughout the former

East bloc.

Take the case of Poland, where IMF conditionalities and the speculative/derivatives market

are raging at the same time. Just a few years ago,in this nation of 39 million people, with a labour



force of 2o million, unemployment was less than half a million, though some of the jobs were ofpoor quality' Today, the official unemployment tevel is 2.3 million, and liany believe it is two to three
times that rate. 43 per cent of all households can food only on the conoitionthat other expenses are
cut down to a minimum, or are not even paid, such as rents ;;;;;iilii bils.
' Mexico, where speculator George Soros has been a big player causing the gigantic speculative
run-up in the Mexican stock market, is anotherexernplary case. tn tvlexico-, todiy;thg Gov-ernment
reports an official unemployment rate of 2.9 per cent. Nobody betieves this. In 1gg0, Mexico had a
fabour force of 22 million and an official unemployment level of 3.5 million. Since that time, 10
million workers entered the work-force, but the economy has stagnated. These 10 million workers
are either unemployed or part of the burgeoning "informal economy," i.e., street vendors, criminals,
etc. lf one adds this 10 million, the unemployment and underemployment level is 13.5 miltion. There
are 2 million additional uncounted workers in the agricultural sector who are unemployed or
unemployed. The final result: Mexico has 15.5 million unemployed or underemployed in a labour
force of 32 million; nearly 50 per cent unemptoyment. Such levels of unemployment, or only slighly
fower,. exist in many lbero-American nations. With an lbero-American workforce in 1gg0 of 174
million, assuming an unemploymeht rate of only 33 per cent for lbero-America, then the level of
unemployed and underemployed on that continent is 58 miltion.

Finally, China and India are two other examples. Both countries are the victims of forced
underdevelopment which is the flip side of the specutative derivatives markets. In 19g0, together
these two huge ndtions, had 1.987 billion people (37 per cent of the world totat), and a combined
workforce of 1 .003 billion (41 per cent of the world total). In July 1993, the Chinese Ministry of
Labour reported that China has already 170 million surplus agriculturat labourers and the number
wif f swell to 400 million by the year 2000. Between 100 to 150 million of these agricultural workers,
swarm in mass migrations from city to city desperately looking for. work and food. They are the
human fodder that is fed into China's slave-labour special economic zones to keep workers' wages
at 10 cents an hour: lf a worker doesn't want to take a job at that level, an unemployed agricultural
worker surely will. Moreover, while some of China's 92 million member industrial workforce is
enrployed in special economic zones, the backbone of old smokestack industry is cracking, and
large numbers of Chinese are being laid off there. Total unemployment and underemployment in
China exceeds 250 million.

In India, the government admits an unemptoyment rate of 11 per cent, which in a country with
a 323 million workforce is 30 million. But in India, 70 percent of the farms are tess than 1 acre, a
very smali area. This means that there is a good part of the year, when there is nothing for the
lndian farmer to do on his small plot of land. About 65 per. cent of India's aEricultural poputation is
underutilized if not downright unemployed. Many of them look around desperately for other work.
One could conservatively say that the level of unemployed and underemployment in India is 80
million.

In Africa, proportionally, the numbers'are as large, In each instance, the conditionality of the
IMF and the imposition of Anglo-American speculative markets, led by derivatives are the cause of
this misery. The suffering is needless: slrut down the derivatives markets and return to ihe Great
Projects perspective of infrastructure building and technology transfer, and the world suddenly has
the availability of one-half to three-quarter:s of a billion of human being.
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4.7. Summary: ., ',

The textbook explanation of the purpope of derivatives is that they s?rve to redlce the risk

inherent in fluctuations of foreign.exchange, rates, intelest rates, and market pr:ices- Derivatives

traded on exchanges also are said to serve as a "price discovery" mechanism'

4.8Se|fAssessrnent.Questions:.,-.'. : .. -:

1. Br.iefly explain the concept of Derivatives? What are the other derivatives included in it?

2. Evaluate growth in the derivative market? : -

j.
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Lesson - 5

ts:lForwarqs and Futures :

. ' .: .I '

5.0 Objectives

The objectives of this unit are to enablo loui :

'. )..:.....Tounderstandtheconceptottorwardiandfutures
'

. To know definitions of fonruards and futures..

. To know the satient features of forwards market.

. To ascertain the. limitation of fonrvards market- , 
:

Stru ctu re :

5.1 lntroduction

5.2 Definitions

5.3 Legal Definitions of Forward Gorrtracts

5.4 The salient Features of For:ward contracts are 
.

5.5 Limitations of Forward Markets ' ,

5.6 Summary

5.7 Self Assessment Questions :



ln recent years, derivatives have become increasingly important ln the field of finance. While

futures and options are now actively traded oh' rnany e*changeg, forweird contract are popular on

the OTC market.

5.1 lntroduction:

A forward contract is an agreement to buy or sell an asset on a specified price. One of the
parties to the contract assumes a long position and agrees to buy the underlyiRg asset ofl,a certain
specified future date or a certain specified price. The other party assumes a short position and
agrees to sell the asset on the same date for the same price. Other contract details like delivery
date, the parties to the contract negotiate price and quantity bilaterally. The forward contracts are
normally traded outside the exchanges.

5.2 Definitions:

A fonryard contract is an agreement between two parties to buy or sells, as'the case may be,
a commodity (or financial instrument or currency) at a pre-determined future date at a price agreed
v;hen the contract is entered into.

The key elements are that:

The date on which the commodity will be bougirUsold is determined in advance.

The price to be paid/received at that future date is determined at presenl

Example: In the month of August, a ricg mill agrees to buy one tonne of paddyfrom a farmer
in the following February at a price of Rs.3000. This is a forward contract. Note that the farmer will
receive Rs.3000 in February irrespective of whether the market price in February is Rs.2000 or
Rs.4000

5.3 Legal Definitions of Forward Contracts:

Under the fonruard contracts (regulation) Act, lgil2.fonlyarcl contracts are classified into:

Hedge Contracts: These are freely transferable and do not specify any particular lot,
consignrnentorvarietyfordelivery. Delivery in such contr:acts (which may be of any of the approved
deliverable varieties) is unnecessary, except in a residual or optional sense. Hedge contracts are
subject to the regulatory provisions of he Fonrvard Contracts (Regulation) Act.

Transferable Specific Delivery (TSD) Contracts: These are contracts, which, though freely
transferable from one party to another, are concerned with a specific and pre-determined
consignment or variety of the commodity. Delivery of the agreed variety is mandatory. Such contracts
are normally subject to the regulatory provisi<lns of the Act but rnay be exempted frcrn regulation.
(in specified cases) by the central government.

Non-transferable Specific Delivery (NTSD) Contracts: These are concerned with a specific
variety or consignment and are not transferable at all. Contract terms are highly specific. Delivery
is mandatory. NTSD contract are normally exempted from the regulatory provisions of the Act, but
may be brought under regulation by the central government, wherever felt necessary (in practice,
NTSD contracts in most items have been brought under regulation).
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As will be obvious, the legal definition of hedge contracts corresponds to the analytical definition
of futures contracts, while the latter two categories are not'futures'contracts,or.,hedge dntracts
does not specify precisely which variety or consignment will actually be delivered because the
limits are set by,'the rules of the exchange on which types can,or cannot be defivered. Where a
variety superioror: inferior to the basis variety is tendered for" delivery" prices are,adjusted by means
of premia or discounts, as the may be, these are commonly'known as tendering differeni".. i ,,

Thus, every futures contract ls a fsrward contract, not every fon /ard contr:dct is a future
contract :

I

5.4, The Salient Features of Forward, contracts,are: : . j :

A fonvard contract is one to one bi-partite contract, to,,be performed in the future,at the terms
decided today. (E.g. forward currency market in India).

Forward contracts offer tremendous flexibility'to the partles to design the contract in terms of
the price, quantity, quality (in case of commodities), delivery tirne and place. :

Forward contracts suffer frorn,poor liquidity and default,rjsk. ,

lf the party wishes to reverse the contract, it has to compulsority go to the same counter party,
which often results in high prices being charged.

Holveverfonruard contract in certain markets have become very standardized, as in the case
of foreign exchange, thereby reducing transaction costs and increasing transactions volume. This
process of standardization reached its limit in the organized futures market.

Forward contracts are very useful in hedging and speculation. The classic hedging application
would be that of an exporter who expects to receive payment in dollars three months later. He is
exposed to the risk of exchange rate fluctuations. By using the currency forward market to sell
dollars fonryard, he can lock on to a rate today and reduce his uncertainty. Similarly, an importer
who is required to make a payment in dollars two months, hence can reduce his exposure to
exchange rate fluctuations by buying dollars forward.

lf a speculator has information or anatysis, which forecasts an upturn in a price, then he can
go long on the forward market instead of the cast market. The speculator would go long on the
forward, wait for the price to rise, and then take a reversing transaction to book profits. Speculators
may well be required to deposit a margin upfront. However, this is generally a relatively small
proporlion of the value of the assets underlying the forward contract. The use of fonnrard markets
here supplies leverage to the specu.lator.

5.5 Lirniiations of Forward ldarkets:

Forward markets worldwide are affected by several problems:

. Lack of centralization of trading,

e lll-liquidity, and

. Counter party risk

In the first two of these, the basic problem is that of too much flexibility and generality.



5.6 Summary: :'' :'' ''i

, The fonryard market is like a real estate market in ,that any two consenting adults can form a

contracts againsteach other, This often makesdesign terms of the deal, which ard very convenient

inthatspecificsituation,butmakesthecontractsnon.tradab|e.'..
Counter party risk aris'es from the possibility of default by any one party to the transaction.

When one of the two sides to the transaction declares bankruptcy, the other suffers. Even when

fonruard markets trade strandardized contracts, and hence avoid the probfem of ill-tiquidity, still the
counterpartyriskremain5averyserious.issue.,':.]..;.:.,'''.'

,5.7 Self Assessment, Questions
':

Define Forward contract? Moreover, what its_different legal definitions of forward contracts?

What are the salient featuies. of fonruard contra ct?

Describe the Fonrvard contract and what is its lirnitation?

1.

2.

3.



Lesson - 6
..t

Futures,: 
'

6.0 Objectives

The objectives of this unit are to enable you: i

. To know and understand the concept of futures.

. lo Know tne olfierenl 
:

. To assess the margining in the future market.

. To identify the operators in the derivative market.

Stru ctu re:

6.1 lntroduction

6.2 lntroduction of Futures in India

6.3 Features of Future Contracts

6.4 The ctassical View Gonstructive speculation

6.5 Forward/Future Contracts : : '"

6.6 Concept of Basis in Futures Market

6.7 Operators in the Derivatives Market

6.8 .Margining in Futures Market

6.9 Liquid Assets and Broker's Networth

G.10 Expected Advantages of Derivatives to th9. Gash Market

6.11 Summary

6.12 Self Assessrnent Questions
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6.1 Introduction:

Futures markets were designed to solve the pr'.dldms that exist in forward rnarkets. A futures
contract is a agreement between two parties to buy or sell as asset at a certain time in the future at
a certain price. But unlike fonrard contracts, the futures contracts are stiandardlzed and exchange
traded. To facilitiate liquidity in the futures contracts, the exchange specifies certain standard features
of the contract. lt is a standardized contract with strandard underlying instrument, a standard quantity
and quality of the undedying instrument that can be delivered (or which can be used for reference
purposes in settlement) and a standard timing of such settlement. A futures contract rnay be offset
prior to maturity by entering into an equal and opposite transaction. More than 99% of futures
transactions are offset this way.

Merton Miller, the 1990 Nobel laureate has said, iFinancial futures represent the most'Significant
financial innovation of the last twenty years." The fir:st exchange that traded financial der:ivatives was
faunched in Chicago in the year 1972.Adivision of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. lt was called the
International Monetary Market (lMM) and traded'currency futures.:The brain behind this was a fnan
called Leo Melamed , acknowledged as the "fatherof financialfutures". whowas then the Chairman of as
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Before IMM opened in 1972, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
traded at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange totalled 50 trillion dollars. 

L

These cuffency futures paved the way for the successful marketing of the dizzying array of similar
products at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the Chicago Board of Trade, and the Chicago Board
Options Exchange. By the 1990s, these exchange were trading futures and options on everyt[ing from
Asian and American stock indexes to interest-rate swaps, and their success'transformed ,Chicago
alrnost overnight into the risk transfer capital of the world.

llox: 6.1: 'flrc lirst fin:rncial futurcs nrarkct

6.2 Introduction of Futures in lndia:
.

The first derivative product to be introduced in the Indian securities market is going to be
"INDEX FUTURES''. : .

In the world, first index futures were traded in U.S. on Kansas City Board of Trade (KCBT)on
Value Line Arithmetic Index (VLA|) in 1 982.

6.3 Features of Future Gontracts:

Future contracts are organizbd/standardized contracts, which are traded on the exchanges.
These contracts, being standardized and traded on the exchanges are very liquid in nature.

In futures market, clearing corporation/ house provides the settlement guarantee.

Every futures contract is a forward contract. They:

o Are entered into through exchange, traded on exchange and clearing corpo.ration/house
provides the settlement guarantee for trades.

. Are of standard quantity; standard quality (in case of commodities).



e Have standard detivery time and place-

. Economic functions of Futures Markets

tl goes without saying that an elaborate structure of suture of futures markets would not exist
without some definite function or purpose (other than providing a fertile ground for authors towrite
complicated books about). What then, are the purposes and are they economically useful?

The primary economic function and raison deter of futures markqts is the hedging function
also known as the price insurance,,risk-shifting or risk transferable function. Futures marliets provide
a vehicle by which participants can hedge, i-e., protect themselves from adverse price movements
in a commodity or financial instrument.in which they face a price risk.

' Price Discovery Functic.rn: Futures rnarkets provide a'mechanism by which'diverse and
scattered opinions of the future are coalesced into one readily discernible numbel which provide a
"consensus of knowledgeable thinking". Organized spot market perform a price disc.overy function
i,oo, but only in respect of the spot (i.e.; current) piice. Future ixice provide an €xpression of the
consensus of today's expectations about some point in the future. By publishing and disseminating
this, they aiso perform an informatron or publicity function. The process of price discovery also
leads to the inter-temporal inventory allocation function, by which market participants are able to
compaie'the current and future prices and decide the optimal allocation of their stccks between
immediate sale anci storage for future sale.

''
Financing Function: The use of standardized contracts makes it easier to raise finance

against stocks of qo;y1*odities, since lenders have an assurance of standardized quality and quick

liquidity. Again, this function is not unique to futures: organized spot markets perform the same

function. However there is a small part of the financing fuhction that is unique to forward/future

market- this is tlre fact that lenders are often more willing to finance hedged stock than unhedged

stocks, since the former are protected against risk of los_s of value:

Liquidity Function: Futures markets operate on a fractional margln whereby the buyer and

seller deposits only a fraction of the ,contract value (say rc%) at the time of entering into it. This

enables traders to buy and sell a much larger volume of contracts than in a spot market, and

makes markets more liquid, so that large transactions can be put through with ease.

price Stabilization Function: Futures markets generally exercise a stabilizing influence on

spot prices by reducing the amplitude Of short-term fluctuations. i

Cf the four secondary functions, it is the price stabilization (or alleged destabilization) function

that is the most important for purposed of economic policy. The effect of futures nrarkets cn spoi
prices has often been misunderstood, particularly (but not exclusively) in India. The theory underlying

the price stabilizing function is presented.

Futures Trading and Price Stabilization: Speculation can and does exist without a futures

market. After all, speculation is common in the siock market. Speculation is possible even in spot
commcdity market. A speculator may buy and hold stocks in anticipation of a price rise. However,

futures i.rading ( or organized forurard trading) greatly facilitates speculation and increases possible

in a spot market. Secondly, it greatly reduces the transaction costs associated with speculation.
Suppose a speculator anticipates a rise in pepper prices. In the absence of a forward or futures
market, he has to:



Buy pepper in the spot market
'l

Find a place for storage _ ; ,

Transport it to the storage site

Paycarryingcosts : : .,

lnsure the stock

Transport it back to the selling point

Arrange for sate, etc. ;

Thus, he has to go through a number of transactions, involving'a tot of time, energy and
resources. On the other hand, if there is a futures market he simply places an.order with a broker.
Because qf this enhances speculation.

6.4 The Classical View Gonstructive Speculation:

A long line of distinguished economists, including such luminaries as Adam smith, J.S.Miltl
and Alfred Marshall propounded the view that speculation had a stabilizing influence on prices. The
essence of thatview is thatspeculators tend to buywhen-a good is cheap (thus increasing demand
at a time of gut) and sell when it is costly (thus increasing supply at a time of scarcity). Speculators
take efforts to acquire information on market conditions and prospects, in their own interests. They
then use this information to buy cheap and sell dear, there by reducing the extremes of price
movements. Marshall termed this twin activity. collection of information and this use in a stabilizing
manner- constructive speculation.

Stabilizi,ng Speculation and Profitability ,

Several leading economists, including Milton Friedman, have shown'that speculators can on!y
make profits if their activities are stabilizing in nature. Though Friedman's conclusion is based on
certain assumptions and in some conditions even destabilizing a speculation can be profitable, it is
nevertheless true that in most circumstances, destabilizing speculation results in toosed for the
speculator. Overa period,of time, destabilizing (loss rnaking) speculators are eliminated forms the
market.

Destabilizing Speculation Through Movement Trading

It has been argued that professionat speculators often engage in movement trading. According
to Inruin, movement traders are professional speculators, who go with the rnarket, i.e., follow the
movement. When they see a rising trend, they buy thereby exacerbating the trend. When they see
a falling trend, they sell again exacerbating the down ward tendency. UsinE their superior agility
entering and leaving the market, they then take profits trefore the movement comes to an end, but
after attracting a lot of otherrs into the market. They thus make profits through destabilizing
speculation.

A closer examination shows that, even if moveinent trading were commonplace in real life, if
does not negate the view that, in.general, destabitizing specuiators lose money. As 'Goss and
Yamey', point out, "this theory does not imply that speculators as a whole make profits from their
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destabilizing activities; it implies no more than that one important catego ry of spec*lators- theprofessionals and then onty the agile ones- make profits in the circumst"ir"r. Besides, tn"[ ir'Jdifference between stock (and pure spot) markets and futures markets. Assume, there is a bullishphase in a market and a professional speculatorthink (or knows) it is not justified by fundamentals,
but feels that it will cbntinue for some time due to the mass bullish psychology. In the futures market
he can go with the market, by buying in the near futures contract andsirnultineously go against the
mass psychology and sell in a distant futures contract. lf he is right, he can gain il;"- i;tially byjoining the crowd in the near month, and later by reaping the benefit of in" Afr""tion of the
overvaluation. As 'Goss and Yamey' put it the ' second gain arises from 'correct' behaviour which
tends to off-set the results of the 'incorect' behaviour. " Such simultaneous- buying and selling is
not possible in spot market. The actions of the speculators in simultaneously buying near and
selling distantfutures will reduce the contango orincrease the backwardation, which-itsJlf *itt 

""nJa signal to the rnarket that the current price is overvalued and expedite a correction. This makes it
difficult for inappropriate price levels to persist for long

Numerous empirical studies have found little support for the 'movement trading theory,. No
doubt, from anecdotal evidence, it appears that movement trading does occur orr 

"to"k 
anci futures

markets from time to time trading does occurs on stock and futures markets from time to time.
However it is general prevalence, except for very brief and sporadic interludes, is extremely doubtful.

Similar to the concept of 'Perfect Competition' in economics will be able to see that modern
active futures markets are probably the closest real life approximation to perfect competition. All
participants in the market deal with an identical, non-differentiated standardized product. Their is
near-instantaneous and universal dissemination of the price data, participants are price-takers
since no one buyer or seller is large enough to influence the price, and there is complete freedom
of entry and exit.

For analytical purposes, it wouid be useful to define a 'perfect' future market, one that performs
its functions perfectly in accordance with futures trading theory. From the point-of-view of a'financial
analyst, a futures market would be 'perfect', if it was perfectly efficient on two criteria: hedging
efficiency and absence of hedging bias. A perfect futures market would be one, whicfr (a)
compensates fully for spot market price risk (adjusting for carryihg costs) and (b) shows no bias
between long and short hedgers. An economic anatystwould also be interested in the price stabitizing
effect of the market. From the economists point-of-view, the third criterion of perfection would be
the elimination of short-term price fluctuations.

The three criteria are clearly unattainable and utopian, but like most criteria of perfection in
economics, their real purpose is as a yardstick against which to measure actual performance.

In terms of empirical indicators, a perfeci futures market can be defineci as one where:
Average hedging efficiendy is 100%

Index of bias is 0

Elasticity of expectations is 0

Criterion (1) means that price risks would be fully compensated on the average; (2) means
that upward and downward price risks would be equally compensated for criterion; and (3i means
that changes in spot prices are so firmly smoothened by futures trading that a change in spot price
leads to no change in expected future prices.
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6.5 Forward/Future Gontracts:

Forward contracts,are often.confused with contracts. The confusio-n-primarily because both

serye essentially the same r"ono*ic funclion risk in the presence of future price uncertainty'

However futures are a significant improvement over the forward co4tract as they eliminate counter

party risk and offer moreliquidity. lts distinctions listed in the following table.

Features Forward Contract Future Contract

Operational Mechanism Not traded qn exchange Traded on exchange

Contract Specifi cations Differs from trade to trade. Contracts are itandardized
contracts.

Counter party Risk

L)

Exists Exists, but ass u med by
Clearing Corporation/ house,

Liquidatiorl Profile :Poor Liquidity as contracts are
tailor maid contracts. 

;;

Very high liquiditY as contracts
is standardized contracts.

Price Discovery Poor; as markets 4fe
fragmented. i

Better; as fragmented markets
are brought to the common
platform.

Forward/Future Gontracts

Analyze the different dimensions of Fonryard and Future Contracts:
.!'

(Risk; Liquidity; Leverage; Margining etc....)

Assign,value to each factor to arrive at the contract price.

(Perception plays a crucial role in price'determination)

Any'substantial difference in the Forward and Future prioes will trigger arbitrage-

lFr.equently u$ed terms in lndex Futures market i '

Contract Size - The value of the contract at a specific level of Index. lt is ln-dex level * Mrtlltiplier'

Multiplier - lt is a pre-determined vatue, used to arrive at the contraci size. lt is the price per

index point

' Spot price- The price at which an asset trades in the spot market.

Futures price- The price at which the futures contract trades in the futures market. '

Tick Size - lt is the minimum piice difference between two Cu9|es of similar nature.

Contract Month - The month in which the contract will expire.

Expiry Day - The las( day 6n which the contract iS available for trading. i
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open interest - Total outstanding long or short positions in the market at any.specific point intime' As total long positions for market would be equal to total short positions: ;";;;rt"tion oropen interest, ont one side of the 
"ontt""is 

is counieo. 
:

volume - Number of qgntracts traded during a specific period of time. During a day, dr.rring aweek or during a month. Y ' -'--- '

Long position- Outstanding/unsettled purchase position at any point of time.

at any point of time.
Open position - Outstanding/unsettled long or short position at any point of tirne.,
Physical delivery - Open position at the expiry of the contract is setfled through delivery ofthe underlying. In futur.es market, delivery is low. 

.

Cash settlement - Open position at the expiry of the contract is setiled in cash. These contractsaredesignatedascashsett|edcontracts.|ndexFufuresfa|linthiscategory.

Alterndtive Delivery Procedure (ADP) - Open position at the expiry of the contract is setled
by two parties - one buyer and one selter, afthe terms other than defined by the exchanj". W;J
wide a significant portion of the energy and energy related contracts (crude oil, heating 

"njg"rof 
in"

oil) are settled through Alternative Detive,ry procedure.

6.6 Concept of Basis in Futures Market:

Basis is'defined as the difference between cash and futures prices:

Basis = Cash prices - Future prices.

Basis can be either positive or negative (in tndex futures, basis generally is negative).

Basis may change its sign severat times during the life of the contract.

Basis turns to zero at maturity of the futures contract i.e. bolh cash and future prices converge
:'rat maturity.

/Maturity

Life of the contract

6.7 Operators in the Derivatives Market: -1

Hedgers-operator6,whowanttotransferariskcomponentoftheir:portfo|io.
--r

Speculators - Operators, who intentionally take the risk from hedgers in pursuit of profit.

B
A
S
I

S contract ------*
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Arbitrageurs - Operators who operate in the different markets simultaneously, in pursuit of

profit and eliminate mis-pricing. 
:

Risk management through Futures

Basic objective of introduction of futures is to manage the price risk.

Index futures are used to manage the systemic risk, vested in the investment in securities'

Hedge Terminology

Long Hedge- When you hedge by Eoing,long in futures market'

. Short Hedge - When you hedge by going short in futures market.

Cross Hedge - When a futures contract is not available on an isset, you hedge your position

in cash mar:ket on tnir asset by going long or short on the futures for another.asset whose prices

are closely associated with that of your underlying'.

Hedge Contract Month- Maturity month of the contract through which, hedge is accomplished.

Hedge Ratio - Number of future contracts required to hedge the position.

Some Specific Uses of Index Futures

portfolio Restructuring - An act of increasing or decreasing the equity exposure of a portfolio,

quickly, with the help of lndex Futures.

Index Funds - These are the funds which imitate/replicate index with an objective to generate

the return equivalent to the Index. This is called Passive lnvestment Strategy.

Speculation in the Futures Market

Speculation is all about taking position in the futures market without having the underlying.
Speculators operate in the market with motive to make money. They take:

Naked positions - Position in any future contract.

Spread positions - Opposite positions in two future contracts. This is a conservative
speculative strategy.

Speculators bring liquidity to the system, provide insurance to the hedgers and facilitate the
price discovery in the market.

Arbitrageurs in Futures Market

Arbitrageurs facilitate the alignment of prices among different markets through operating in
themsimultaneously. , ,,,

6.8 Margining in Futures Market: ,

Wlrole system dwells on margins: ' i'' : :

. Daily Margins

. lnitial Margins
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. Special Margins

. Compulsory collection of rnargins from clients including institutions.

. Collection of margins on the Portfolio basis not altowed by L. C. Gupta committee.

Daily Margins

Daily margins are collected to cover the losses, which have already taken ptace on open
positions.

Price for daily settlemerrt - closing price of futures index.

Price for final settlement - Closing price of cash index.

For daily mar:gins, tr,vo legs of spread positions would be tr:eated independentty..

Daily margins should be received by CC/CH and/or exchange from its members before the
market opens for the trading on the very next day.

Daily margins would be paici only in cash.

Initial Margins

Margins to cover the potential losses for 
91e day

To be collected on the basis of value at risk at ggo/o of the days.

Different initiai margins on:

Naked long and short positio4s. , .

Spread positions

Naked positions

Short positions 100 [exp (3s,, - 1]

Long positions 1 00[1 -exp(3s,)1

Where, (s,)t = l(s,_.,)2 + (1-lXr,'z)

s, is today's volatility estimates.

s,-,.is,the volatility estimates on the previous tradipg day.

I is decay factor which determines how rapidly volatility estimates change and is taken as 0.94
by Prof. J. R. Verma.

r, is the return on the trading day [log(l/l'1)]

Because volatility estimate s, changes everyday, lnitial margin on open position will change
every day. (forfirst 6 months of futures trading, minimum initial margin on naked positions shall be
5%)
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Spread Positions

Flat rate of 0.5% per month of spread on the far month contract.

Minimum margin of 1% and maximum margin of 3o/o on spread positions.

A catendar spread woutd be treated as open position in the far mqnth contract as the near

month contract approaches maturity.

Over the last five days of trading of the near.month contract, following percentages of the

spread shall be treated as naked position in the far month contract:

100% on the daY of exPiry j

80% one day before the exPiry

60% two days before the exPiry

40o/o three daYs before the exPiry

20o/o iour days before the exPirY

Margins on the calendar spread are to be revie*"d after 6 months of futures trading.

6.9 Liquid Assets and Broker's Networth:

l-iquid Assets

Cash, fixed deposits, bank guarantee, government securlties and other approved securities.

50% of Liquid assets must be cash or cash equivalents. Cash equivalents means cash, fixed
deposits, bank guarantee and government securities.

Liquid networth = Liquid asset - Initial margin
:

Continuous requirement for a clearing member:

Minimum liquid networth of Rs. 50 Lacs.

The mark to market value of gross open position shall not eXceed 33.33 times of member's
liquid networth

Basis for Galculation of Gross Exposure

For the purpose of the exposure limit, a calendar spread shall be regarded as an open position

of one third of the mark to market value of the far month contract.

As the near month contract approaches expiry, the spread shall be treated as a naked position

in the far month contract in the same manner as defined in slide no. 49.

Margining in Futures Market

Initial Margin (Value at risk at gg% of the days) t

Daily Margin



Special Margins
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Striking an intelligent bialance between safety and liquidity while determining margins,

is a million dollar point.

Position limits in Index Futures

Gustomer levet

No position limit. Disclosure to exchange, if position of people acting
more of open interest.

Trading member levet

15% of open interest or 100 crore whichever is higher. '

Glearing member 
level

' No separate position limit. However, C.M. should ensure that his own,positions (if C.M. is a
T.M. also) and the positions of the T.Ms. clearing through him are within the limits specified above
for T.M.

Market level '

No limit. To be reviewed after 6 months of trading in futures.

6.10 Expected Advantages of Derivatives to the Cash Market:

Higher liquidity.

Avaitability of risk management products attracts more investors to the cash market.

Arbitrage betweerl, cash and futures markdts fetches additional business to cash market.

tmprovement in delivery based business.

Lesser volatility.

lmproved price discovery.
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What Makes a Contract Click?

r Risk in the undedying markdt.

r Presence of both hedgers and speculators in the system.

r Right product specifications.

r Proper margining.

Future

Multiple indices trading on the same exchange even the same index with different contract
designs:

r Dedicated funds

r Future funds

r Options funds

r Hybrid funds

6.11 Surnmary:

A futures contract is a agreernent between two parties to buy or sell as asset at a certain time
in the future ata certain price. But unlike forward. contracts, the futures contracts are standardized
and exchange traded. To facilitate; liquidity in the futures contracts, the exchange specifies certain
standard features of the contract. lt is a standardized contract with standard underlying instrument,
a stiandard quantity and quality of the underlying inStrument that can be delivered (or which can be
used for'reference purposes in settlement) and a standard timing of such settlement. A futures
contract may be offset prior to maturity by entering into an equal and opposite transaction. More
than 99% of futures transactions are offset this way.

6.12 Self Assessment Questions:

1. Describe the futures and also the features of fututes contract?

2. What are different Economic Function of Future Contract?

3. Explain price stabilization function under the Future Contract?

4. What are the attributes of a "Perfect Future Market"?

5. Distinguish between the Forward & Future Contracts?

6. What are different [\4argining in Future Market?



Lesson - 7

Pricing Futures

7.0 Objectives

The objectives of this unit are to enable you:

. To know the methods of pricing the futures.

. To know the concept of cost of carry model:

. To know the pricing equity index futures.

. Tr know the difference between the commodity and equity index futures.

Structure:

7.1 Introduction

7.2 The Cost of Garry Model

7.3 Cost and Carry Model of Futures Pricing

7.4 Pricing Equity Index Futures

7.5 The Main Difference Between Gommodity and Equity Index Futures

7.6 Pricing Stock Futures

7.7 Summary

7.8 Self Assessment Questions



7.1 lntroduction:

Stock index futures began trading on NSE on the 12th June, 2000. Stock futures were launched
on 9th November,2001. The volumes and open interest on this market has been steadily growing.

Looking at the futures prices on NSE's market, have you ever felt the need to know whether the
quoted prices are a true reflection of the price of the underlying index/stock? Have you wondered
whether you could make risk-less profits by arbitraging between the underlying and futures market?
lf so, you need to know the cost-of-carry to understand the dynamics of pricing that constitute the
estimation of fair value of futures.

7.2 The Cost of Carry Model:

We use fair value calculation of futures to decide the no-arbitrage limits on the price of a
fuiures contract. This is the basis for the cost-of-carry model where the price of the contract is
defined as.:

p= S+C i

Where

F=Future Price, S= Spot'price, C=Holding costs or cairy costs.

This can also be expressed as:

F=S( 1 +r)r

Where

r=Cost of financing

T=Time till expiration

7.g Cost and Carry Model of Futures Pricing:

Fair price = Spot price + Cost of carry - lnflows

FP,, = CP, a CPt * (R,, - D,r) " (T-ty365

FP,, - Fair price of the asset at time t for time T.

CP, - Cash price of the asset.

R,r- Interest rate at time t for the period up to T.

D,, - Inflows in terms of dividend or interest between t and T.

Cost of carry = Financing cost, Storage cost and insurance cost.

lf Futures price > Fair price; Buy in the cash market and simultaneously sell in the futures
market.

lf Futures price < Fair price; Sell in the cash market and simultaneously buy in the futures
market.

This arbitrage between Cash and Future markets will remain till prices in the Cash and Future
markets get aligned.
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Set of Assumptions

No seasonal demand and supply in the underlying asset.

Storability of the underlying asset is not a problem.

The underlying asset can be sold short.

No transaction cost; No taxes

No margin requirements, and so the analysis relates to a fonryard contract, rather than a
futures contract

Index Futures, Cost, and Carry Model

In the normal market, relationship between cash and future indices is described by the cost
and carry model of futures pricing.

Expectancy Model of Futures Pricing

t/E 
(s)

Maturity

S - Spot prices.

F - Future prices.

E(S) - Expected Spot prices.

Expectancy model says that many a times it is not the relationship between the fair price and
future price but the expected spot and future price, which leads the market. This happens mainly
when underlying is not storable or may not be sold short. For instance, in commodities market.

E(S) can be above or betow the current spot prices. (This reflects market's expectations)

Contango market- Market when Future prices are above cash prices.

Backwardation market - Market when future prices are betow cash prices.

Pricing Futures Contracts on Gommodities

Let us take an example of a futures contract on a commodity and work out the prices of .the
contract. The spot price of silver is Rs.7000/Kg. lf the cost of financing is 15% annually, what
should be the future price of 100gms of silver one month down the line? Let us assume that wee on
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f i Janua ry, 2002. How would we compute the price of a silver futures contract expiring on 30th

January? From the discussion above we know that the future price is nothing but the spot price
plus the cost of carry. Let us first try to work out the components of the cost-of-carry model.

What is the spot price of sitver? The spot price of sitver, S= Rs7000/Kg.

What is the cost of financing for a month? (1+0.151s0rc0s

What are the holding costs? Let us assume that the storage cost= 0.

In this case the fair value of the futures price, works out to be = Rs.70B.

F= S(1+r)r + G- = 700(1.15)sorsos = Rs.708 , :.

lf the contract was for a three month period i.e. expiring on 30th march, the cost of financing
would increase the futures price. There fore, the futures price would price be F= 700(1.15;sonos =
Rs.724.5. On the other hand, if the one-month contractwas for 10000 Kg. of silver instead of 100
gms, then it would involve a non-zero storage cost, ancj the price of the futures contract would be
Rs.708 plus the cost of storage.

7.4 Pricing Equity Index Futures:

A future contract on the stock market index its owner the right and obligation to buy or sell the
portfolio of stocks characterized by the index. Stock index futures are cash settled; there is no
delivery of the underlying stocks.

In their short history of trading, index futures have had a great impact on the world's securities
markets. lndeed, index futures trading have been accursed of a making the world's stock markets
more volatile than ever before. The critics claim that individual investors have been driven out to the
equity markets because the actions of institutional traders in both the spot and futures markets
cause stock values to gyrate with no links to their fundamental values. Whether stock index futures
trading are a blessing or a curse is devisable. lt is certainly true, however that its existence has
revolutionized the art and science of institutional equity portfotio managernent existence has
revolutionized the art and science of intuitional equity portfolio management.

7.5 The Main Difference Between Commodity and Equity Index
Futu res:

There are no costs of storage invotved in holding equity.

Equity comes with a dividend stream, which is negative cost if you are long the stock and a
positive cost if you are short the stock.

Therefore, Cost of Carry = Financing Cost -Dividends. Thus, a crucial aspect of dealing the
equity futures as opposed to commodity futures is an accurate forecasting of dividends. The better
the forecast of dividend offered by a security, the between is the estimate of the future price"

Pricing Index Futures Given Expected Dividend Amount
' 

The pricing of index futures is also.based on the cost-of-carry model, where the carrying cost
is the cost of financing the purchase of the portfolio underlying the index, minus the present value of
dividends obtained from the stock in the index portfolio



Example

Niftyfuturestrade on NSE asone, two and three-month contracts. Money can be.borrowed at
a rate of 15o/o per annum. What will be the price of new two-month futures contracts on Nifty? :

Let us assume that M$M will be declaring a.dividend of Rs.10 per share after 15 days of
purchasing the contract

Currentvalue of Nifty is 1200 and Nifty trades with a multiplier of 2OO.

Since Nifty is traded in multiplies of 2AO, value of the corytract is 200*1200= Rs.240000.
lf M & M has a weight of 7% in Nifty, its value in Nifty is Rs. 1680, ie.,(240000-0.07)

lf the market price of M $ M is Rs.140, then a traded unit rf Nifty involves is 20 shares of M &
M, i.e., (16800/140).

To calpulate the futures price, we need to reduce thp cost-of carry to the exteht of dividend
received. The amount of dividend received is Rs.1 200, i,e., (120*10). The dividend is received 15
days later and hence compounded only for the remainder of 45 days. To calculate the future price
we need to compute the amount of dividend recerved per unit of Nifty. Hence we divide the
compounded dividend figure by 200.

Thus, future price F = 1200(1.1s;0orsot-(120.10(1.154s/36s) = Rs,1 221.8A.

Pricing Index Futures Given Expected Dividend Yield

lf the dividend flow throughout the year is generatly uniform, i.e., if there are few historical
cases of clustering of dividend in any particular month, it is useful to calculate the annual dividend
yield.

F=S(1 +r-Q)
Where

F= future price, S= Spot index value, r= cost of financing, q= expected dividend yield,

T= holding period

Exampie

Atwo-month futures contracttrades on the NSE. The costof financing is 15% and the dividend
yiefd on Nifty is2% annualized. The spot value of Nifty 1200. What is the fair value of the futures
contract? Fair value = 1200 (1+ 0.15- 0..02)0ors0s = Rs. 1224.35

The cost-of-carry model explicitly defines the relationship between the futures price and the
related spot price. As we know, the difference between the spot price and the future price'is the
basis.

7.6 Pricing Stock Futures:

A futures contract on a stock gives its owner the right and obligation to buy or sell the stocks.
Like index futures, stock futures are also cash settled; there is no delivery of the underlying stocks.
Just as in the case of index futures, the main difference between commodity and stock futures are
that:
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There are no storage involved in holding stock

Stock come with a dividend stream, which is a negative cost if you are.long the stock and a

positive cost if you are short the stock.

Therefore, Cost of Carry= Financing Cost- Dividends. Thus, a crucial aspect of dealing with

stock futures as opposed to commodity futures is an accurate forecasting of dividend. The between

the forecast of dividend offered by a security, the better is the estimate of the future price.

7.7 Summ aryi

The volumes and open interest on this market has been steadily growing. Looking at the

futures prices on NSE's market, have you ever felt the rieed to know whether the quoted prices are

a true reflection of the price of the underlying index/stock?. Have you wondered whetheryou could

make risk-less profits by arbitraging between the underlying and futures market? lf so, you need to

know the cost-of-carry to understand the dynamics of pricing that constitute the estimatior. of fair

value of futures.

7.8 Self Assessment Questions:

1 . What are the different pricing models under pricing futures?

2. Explain the concept of cost of carrying model under the pricing futures?



Lesson - I

Swaps

8.0 Objectives

The objectives of this unit are to enable you:
c To know the concept of swaps".

. To know the different types of swaps.

Stru ctu re:

8.1 Introduction

8.2 Types of Swaps

8.3 Summary

8.4 Self Assessment euestions
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8.1 lntroduction:

A swap is an agreement to exchange a sequence of cash flows over a period of time in the

future in same or different currencies mainly used for hedging various interest rate exposures'

They are very popular and highly liquid instruments. some of the very popular swap types are:

8.2 Types of Swaps:

Fixed-Float (Same currency); Party P pays/receives fixed interest in currency A to receive/

payfloating rate in currencyAindexed to Xon a notional N fora tenorTyears. Forexample, you pay

fixed 5.32% monthly to receive USD 1M Libor monthly on a notional USD 1 mio for 3 years. Fixed-

Float swaps in same currency are used to convert a fixed/floating rate asseuliability to a floating/

fixed rate asseVliability. Forexample, if a company has a fixed rate USD 10 mio loan at53% paid

monthly and a floating rate investment of USD 10 mio that returns USD 1M Libor +25 bps monthly,

and wants to lockin th-e profit as they expect the USD 1 M Libor to go down, then they may enter into

a Fixed-Floating swap where the company pays floating USD 1M Libor + 25 bps and receives 5-5%

fixed rate, locking in 20 bPs Profit.

Fixed-Fl oat (Different Currency).' Party P pays/receives fixed interest in currency Ato receive/

pay floating rate in currency B indexed to X on a notional N at an initial exchange rate of FX for a

tenor T years. For example, you pay fixed 5.32o/o on the USD notional 10 mio quarterly to receive

Jpy3MTibormonthlyonaJPYnotional 1.2bio(ataninitial exchangerateof USDJPY120)for3
years. For Non-deliverable swaps, USD equivalent of JP.Y interestwitl be paid/received (as perthe

FX rate on the FX fixing date for the interest payment day). Note in this case, no initial exchange of

notional takes place unless the FX fixing date and the swap start date fall in the future. Fixed-Float

swaps in different currency are used to convert a fixed/floating rate asseUliability in one currency to

a floating/fixed rate asseVliability in a different currency. For example, if a company has a fixed rate

USD 10 mio toan at5.3o/o paid monthly and a floating rate investment of JPY 1.2bio that retUrns

JPY 1M Libor + 50 bps monthly, and wants to lockin the profit in USD as they expect the JPY 1M

Libor to go down or USDJPY to go up (JPY depreciate against USD), then they may enter into a

Fixed-Floating swap in different currency where the company pays floating JPY 1M Libor+ 50 bps

and receives 5.6% fixed rate, locking in 30bps profit against the interest rate and the FX exposure.

Float-Float (Sam e Curreflcy, Different Index); Party P pays/receives floating interest in
currencyA lndexed to X to receivelpay floating rate in currency B indexed to Y on a notional N for a

tenor T years. For example, you pay JPY 1M Libor monthly to receive JPY 1M Tibor monthly on a

notional JPY 1 bio for 3 years.

tn this case, company wants to lockin the cost from the spread widening or narrowing. For

example, if a company has a floating rate loan at JPY 1M Libor and the company has an investment

that returns JPY 1M llbor + 30 bps and currently the JPY 1M Tibor = JPY 1M Libor +10 bps. At the

moment, this company has a net profit of 40 bps. lf the company thinks JPY 1M Tibor is going to

come down or JPY 1M Libor is going to increase in the future and wants to insulate from this risk,

they can enter into a Float swap in same currency where they pay JPY Tibor +10 bps and receive

Jpy Libor+35 bps.With this, they have effectively locked in a 35bps profit instead of running with a

current 40 bps gain and index risk. The Sbps difference cornes from the swap cost which includes

the market expectations of the future rates in these two indices and the bid/offer spread which is
the swap commission for the swap dealer.
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Ff oat- Float (Different Currency): Party P pays/receives floating interest in currencyA indexed
to X to receive/pay floating rate in currencyA tndexed to Y on a notional N at an initial exchange rate
of FX for a tenor T years. For example, you, pay floating USD 1.M liboi on the USD notional 10 mio
quarterly to receive JPY 3M Tibor monthly on,a JPY notional 1t.2 bio (at an initial exchange rate of
USDJPY 120) for 4 years.

To explain the use of this type of swap, consider a US company operating in Japan. To fund
their Japanese growth, they need JPY 10 bio, the easiest option for the company is to issue debt in
Japan. As the company might be new in the Japanese market without a weli known reputation
among the Japanese investors, this can be an expensive option.Added on top of thigithe,qgmpany
might not have appropriate Debt issuance program in Japan and they might laci sophisticated
treasury operation in Japan. To overcome the above problems, they can issue USD debt and
convert to JPY in the FX market. Although this option solves the first problem, it introduces two new
risks to the company. (1) FX risk: lf this USDJPY spot goes up at the maturity of the debt, then
when the company converts the JPYto USD to pay back its matured debt, it receives less,USD
and suffers a loss (2) USD and JPY interest rate risk: lf the JPY rates come down, the return on the
investment in japan might go down and this introduces a interest rate risk component.

First exposure in the above can be hedged using long dated FX foiward contracts, but this'
introduces a new risk where the implied rate from the FX Spot and the FX Forward is a fixed rate but
the JPY investment returns a-floating rate. Although there are several alternatives to hedge both the
exposures effectively without introducing new risks, the easiest and the most cost effective
alternative would be to use a Float-Float swap'in different currencies. In this, the company raises
USD by issuing USD Debt and swaps it to JPY. lt receives USD floating rate (so matching the
interest payments on the USD Debt) and pays JPY floating rate matching lhe retur4s.ron the JPY
investment.

Fixed- Fixed (Different Currency): Party P pays/receives fixed interest in currency A to
receive/pay fixed rate in currency B for a tenor T years. For example, you pay JPY 1.60/o on a JPY
notional of 1.2 bio and receive USD 5.36% on the USD equivalent notional of 10 mio at an initial
exchange rate of USDJPY 120.

Usage is similar to above, but you receive USD fixed rate and pay JPY fixed rate.

8.3 Summary:

Primarily used as hedging instruments, against varying interest payments. The basic concept
is quite easy to follow; you swap a fixed rate for a floating rate or vice-versa. In the case of companies
that offer Variable Rate Bonds, they can enter into a swap agreement with a broker/dealer; where
the company pays the broker a fixed rate as per agreenrent and the broker provides them with the
floating rate, which can be used to make periodic coupon payments. In essence, the company has
hedged it's risk against a sudden rate increase, as it is locked in a fixed rate over time. Swaps may
be terminated v,rith one party paying it's counterpart a certain fee, which may have been determined
at the time of initial agreement or may be based on future payments if hterest rates were to remain
constant

8.4 Self Assessment Questions i

1. Define the concept of Swaps?

2. What are the different types of Swaps?
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Lesson - 9

lndex Futures

9.0 Objectives-,i
;

The objectives ofrthis unit are to enable you:

. To know the concept of index futures.

r To study the different of trading on the index futures market.

. To know the position'of futur,es on different trading.

Stru ctu re:

9.1 tntroduction
g.2 Models of rrading on the Index Futures Market

9.3 Summary

9.4 Self Assesment Questions
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9.1 Introduction

Index futures are the future contracts for which underlying is the cash market index.
For example: BSE may launch a future contract on "BSE Sensitive lndex",and NSE may

faunch a future contract on "S&P CNX NlFTy".

9.2 Models of Trading on the Index Futures market:

There are eight basic models of trading on the index futures inarket:'

Hedging

r Long security, Short Nifty futures
)

. Short security, Long Nifty futures

. Have portfolio, Short Nifty futures

. Have funds, Long Nifty futures

Speculation 
\

. Bullish index, Long Nifty futures

o Bearish index, Short Nifty futures

Arbitrage

Have funds, lend them to the market

. Have securitiesj tend them to the market

1. Hedging: Long Security, Short Nifty Futures

Investors studying the market often come across a security, which they believe is intrinsically
undervalued. lt may be the case that the profits and the q uality of the company make it seem worth
a lot than what the market think. A stock picker carefully purchases securities basqd on a sense
that they are worth more than the market price. When doing so, he faces two kinds of risks:

His understanding can be wrong, and the company is really not worth more than the market
price; or

The entire market moves against him and generates losses even though the underlying idea
was correct.

The second outcome happens all the time. A person may buy Reliance at Rs.1 90 thinking that
it would announce good results and the security price would rise. A.few days later, Nifty drops, so
he makes losses, even if his understanding of Reliance was correct.

There is a ppcuiiar problem here. Every buy position, on a security is simultaneously a buy
position on Nifty. This is because a LONG RELIANCE position generally gains, if Nifty rises and
generally loses, if Nifty drops. In this sense, along NIFTY position along with it as incidental baggage.
This stock picker may be thinking he wants to be LONG RELIANCE, but a long position on Reliance
effectively forces him to be LONG RELIANCE + LONG NIFTY.



Even if you think WIPRO is undervalued, the position LONG WIPRO is not purety about WIPRO;

it is also partly about Nifty. Every traderwho has a LONG WIPRO position is forced to be an index

speculator, even though he may have no interest in the index. lt is useful to ask: does the person

feel bullish about WIPRO or about the index?

Those who are bullish about the index should just buy Nifty futures; they need not trade individual

securities.

Those who are bullish about WIPRO do wrong by carrying along position on Nifty as well.

There is a simple out. Every time you adopt a long position on a security, you should sell some
amount of Nifty futures. This offsets the hidden exposures that are inside every long- security
position. Once this is done, you will have a position, which is purely about the performance of the
security. The position LONG WIPRO + SHORT NIFTY is a pure play on the value of WIPRO ,

without any extra risk from fluctuations of the market index, when this is done, the stock picker has
" hedged away" his index exposure. The basic point of this hedging strategy is that the stock picker
proceecis with his core skill, i.e., picking securities, at the cost of lower risk

Warning: Hedging does not remove losses. The best that can be achieved using hedging is
the removal of unwanted exposure, i.e., unnecessary risk. The hedged position will,make less
profit than the un-hedged position, half the time. One should not enter into a hedging strategy
hoping to make excess profits for sure; all that can come out of hedging is reduced risk.

2. Hedging: Short Security, Long Nifty Future

lnvestors studying the market often come across a security, which they believe is intrinsically
over-valued. lt may be the case that the profits and the quality of the company make it wqrth a lot
less than what the market thinks. A stock picker carefully setls securities based on a sense that
they are worth less than the market price. In doing so he faces two kinds of risks:

His understanding can be wrong, and the company is really worth more than the market price;
or,

The entire market moves against him and generates losses even though the underlying idea
was correct.

The second outcome happens all the time. A person may sell Reliance at Rs.190'thinking that
Reliance would announce poor results and the security price would fall. Afew days later, Nifty rises,
so he makes losses, even of his intrinsic understanding of Retiance was correct.

There is a peculiar problem here. Every sell position on a security is simultaneously a sell
position on Nifty. This is because a SHORT RELIANCE position is not a focused play on the valuation
of Reliance. lt carries a SHORT NIFTY position along with it, as incidental baggage.The stock
picker may be thinking he wants to be SHORT RELIANCE, but a short position on Reliance on the
market effectively forces him to be SHORT RELIANCE + SHORT NIFTY.

Even if you think WIPRO is over-valued, the position SHORT WIPRO position is not purely
about WIPRO; it is also party about Nifty: Every trader who has a SHORT WIPRO is forced to be
an index speculator, even though he may have no interest in the index. lt is useful to ask; does the
person feel bearish about WIPRO or about the index?

Those who bearish about the index should just selt nifty futures; they used not trade individual
securities.
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': Those who are bearish about WIPRO do wrong by carrying along a short position on Nifty as
well.

There is a simple way out. Every time you adopt a short position on a secur1ty you should buy
some amount of Nifty futures. This offsets the hidden Nifty exposure that is inside every short-
security opposition. Once this is done, you will have a position, which is purely ab'out the performance
of the security. The position SHORT WIPRO= LONG NlFry is a pure play on the value of WlpRO,
without any extra'risk from fluctuations of the market index. When this is done, the stock picker
has' hedged away" his index exposure. The basic point of this hedging strategy is that the stock
picker proceeds with this core skill, i.e., picking securities, at the cost of lower risk.

Warning: Hedging does not iemove tosses. The best that can be achieved using hedging is
the removal bf unwanted exposure, i.e., unnecessary risk. The hedged position will make tess
profit than the un-edged position, half the time. One should not enter into a hedging strategy hoping
to make excess profits for sure; all that can come out of hedging is reduced risk.

3. Hedging: Have Portfolio, Short Nifty Futures

The only certainty about the capital m'arket is that it fluctuates. A lot of investors who own
portfolios experience the feeling of discomfort about overall market movements. Sometimes, they
may have a view that security prices will fall in the near future. At other times, they may see that the
market is in for a few days or weeks of massive volatility, and they do not have an appetite for this
kind of volatitity. The union budget is a common and reliable source of such volatility: marketvolatility
is always enhanced for one week before and two weeks after a budget. Many investors simply do
not want the fluctuations of these three weeks.

This is particularly a problem if you need to sell shares.in the near future, for example, in order
to finance a purchase of a house. This planning can go wrong if by the time you sell shares, Nifty
has dropped sharply.

When you have such anxieties, there are two alternatives:

Sell shares immediately. This sentiment generates panic selling which is rarefy optimal for the
investors.

Do nothing, i.e., suffer the pain of the volatitity. This leads to political pressures for govemment
to 'do something'when security prices fall.

Remove your exposure to index fluctuations temporarily using index futures. This allows a
rapid response to market conditions, without 'panic selling' of shares. lt allows investors to be
control of his risk, instead of doing nothing and suffering the risk.

The idea here is quite simple. Every portfolio contains a hidden index exposure. This statement
is true for all portfolios, whether a portfolio is composed of index securities or not.,ln the case of
portfolios, most of the portfolio risk is accounted for by index fluctuations (unlike individual securities,
here only 30-60% of the securities risk is accounted for by index fluctuations). Hence, a position
LONG PORTFOLIO + SHORT NIFTY can often become one-tenth as risky as the LONG
PORTFOLIO positions.

Suppose we have a portfolio of Rs.1 million which hasa beta of 1.25.Then a complete hedge
is obtained by selling Rs.1.25 million of Nifty futures,
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Warning: Hedging does not always make money. The best that can be,achieved using hedging

is the removal of unwanted exposure, i.e., unnecessary risk. The hedged position will make less

profit than the unhedged position, half the time. One should not enter into a hedging strategy hoping

to make excess profrts for sure; all that can come out of hedging is reduced risk.

4. Hedging: Have Funds, Buy Nifty Futures

Have you been in a situation where you had funds, which needed to getinvested in equity? Or

of expecting to obtain funds in the future which will get invested in equity. Some common occurrences

of this include:

Aclosed-end fund, which justfinished its initial publicoffering, has cash, which is not invested.

Suppose a person plans to sell land and buy shares. The land deal is slow and takes weeks to

complete. tt takes several weeks from the date that it become sure that the funds will come to the

date that the funds actually are in hand.

An open-ended fund has just sold fresh units and has received funds.

Getting invested in equity ought to be easy, but ther:e are three problerns:

A person may need time to research securities; and carefully pick securities that hre expected

to do well. This process takes time. For that time, the investor is partly invested in cash and partly

invested in securities.'During this time, he is exposed to the risk of missing out if the overall rnarket

index goes up.

A person may have made up his mind on what portfolio he seeks to buy, but going to the

market and placing market orders would generate -large, 'impact'costs'. The execution would be

improved substantially if he could instead place lirnit orders and gradually accumulate the portfolio

at favourabte prices. This takes time, and during this time, he is exposed to the risk of missing out

if the Nifty goes up.

In some cases, such as the land sale above, the person may simply not have cash to
immediately buy shares. Hence, he is forced to wait even if he feels that Nifty is unusually cheap.
He is exposed to the risk of missing out if Nifty rises,

So far in lndia, we have had exactly two alternatives strategies which an investor can adopt: to

buy liquid securities in a hurry, or to suffer the risk of staying in cash, with Nifty futures, a third

alternative becomes available:

The investor would obtain the desired equity exposure by buying index futures, immediately. A
person who expects to obtain Rs.5 million by selling land would immediately enter into a position

LONG N|FTYworth Rs.5 million. Similarty, a closed-end fund which has finished is public offering

and has cash which is not yet invested, can immediately enter into a LONG NIFTY to the extent it

wants to be invested in equity. The index futureq market is likely to be more liquid than individual

securities so it is possible to take extremely large positions at a low impact cost.

Later, the investor/closed-end fund can gradually acquire securities (either based on detail

research and/or based on aggressive limit orders). As and when shares are obtained, one would

scale down the LONG NIFTY positibn correspondingly. No matter how slowly securities are

purchased, this strategy woutd fully capture a rise in Nifty. So, there is not risk of missing out on a

broad rise in the securities market white this process is takirtg piace. Hence, this strategy allows



the investor to take more care and spend more time in choosing securities and placing aggressive
limit orders.

Hedging is often thought of as a technique that is used in the context of equity exposure. lt is
commorl for people to think that the owner of shares needs index futures to hedge against a drop in
Nifty. Holding money ln hand, when you want to be invested in shares, is a risk because Nifty may
rise. Hence, it is equally important for the owner of money to use index.futures to hedge against a
rise in Nifty.

Warning: Hedging does not always make money. The best that can be achieved using hedging
is the removal of unwanted risk. The hedged position will make less profit than the unhedged
position, half the time. One should not enterr into a hedging strategy hoping to make excess profits
for sure; all that can come out of hedging is reduced risk.

5. Speculation: Bullish Index', Long Nifty Futures

Do you sometimes think that the market index is going to rise? That you could make a profit by
adopting a position on the index? After a good budge, or good .corporate results, or the onset of a
stable government, many people feel that the index would go up, how does one implements a
trading strategy to benefits from an upwaro movement in the index? Today you have two choices:

Buy selected liquid securities, which move with the index, and well them at a later dare; or
' 

Buy the entire index portfolio and then sell it at a later date.

The first alternative is widely used a lot of the trading volume on liquid securities is based on
using these tiquid securities as an index proxy. However, these positions run the risk of making
losses owing to company-specific news; they are not purely focused upon the index. The second
alternative is cumbersome and expensive in terms of transaction cost.

Taking a position on the index is effortless using the index futures market. Using index futures,
an investors can "buy or setl" the entire index by trading on owner single security. Once a person is
LONG NIFW using the future market, he gains if the index rises and losses if the index falls.

6. Speculation: Bearish, Short Nifty Futures

Do you sometimes think that the market index is going to fall? That you could make a profit.by
adopting a position on the index? After a bad budget, or bad corporate results, or the onset of a
coalition government, many people feel that the index would go down. How does one implement a
trading strategy to benefit form a downward movement in the index? Today, you have two choices:

Sell selected liquid securities which move with the index, and buy them at a later date or,

Sell the entire index portfolio and the.n buy it at a later date.

The first alternative is widely used- a lot of the trading volume on liquid securities is based on
using-these securities as an index proxy. However, these positions run the.risk of making losses
owing to company-specific news; they are not purely focuses upon the index.

The second alternative is hard to implement. This is strategy is also cumbersome and expensive
in terms of transactions costs, Taking a position on the index is effortless using the index futures
market. Using index futures, investors can buy or sell the entire index by trading on one singte
security. Once a person is SHORT NIFTY using the futures market, he gains if the index falls and
loses if the index rises.
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7. Arbitrage: Have Funds, Lend Them to the Market

Most people would like to lend into the security market, without suffering the risk. Traditional

methods of loaning money into the secur:ity market suffer from: (a) price risk if shares, and (b)

credit risk of default of the counter-party. What is new about the index futures market is that it
supplies a technology to lend money into the market without suffering any exposure to Nifty and

without bearing any credit risk.

The basic idea is simple. The lender buyers all 50 securities of Nifty on the cash market, and

gimulta,neously sell them at a future date on the futur:e market. lt is like a repo. There is no price risk

since the position is perfectly hedged. There is. no credit risk since the counter-party on both legs is
the NSCCL, which supplies clearing services on NSE lt can ideal lending vehicle for entities which
are shy of price risk and credit risk, such as traditional banks and the most conseryative corporate
treasuries.

8. Arbitrage: Have Securities, Lend Them to the Market

Owners of a portfolio of shares often think in terms of juicing' up their returns by earning
revenues from stock stockholding. However, stock lending schemes that are widely accessible do
not exist in India.

The index futures market offers a reckless mechanism for (effectively) loaning out shares and
earning a positive returns form them. lt is Iike a repo; you would sell off your certificates and contract
to buy them back in the future at a fixed price. There is no price risk (since you are perfectly
hedged) and their is no credit risk(since your counter-party on both legs of the transaction is the
NSCCL)

9.3 Summaryi

The basic idea is quite simple. You would sell off all 50 securities in Nifty and buy them back at
a future date using the index futures. You would soon receive money for the shares you have sold.
You can deploy this rnoney, as you like until the futures expiration. On this day, you would buy back
your shares, and pay for them

9.4 Self Assessment Questions:

1. What do you mean by indexing in Futures?

2. What are different models under Hedging-trading on the index future market?

3. What are different models under Speculation trading on the index future market?

4. What are different models underArbitrage-trading on the index future market?
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Options

10.0 Objectives

The objectives of this unit are to enable you:

. To know the concept of option.

. To identify the options styles

r To know the retationship between the strike price and market price.

. To know the historical uses of options.

Stru ctu re:

10.1 Introduction',
10.2 Types of Options

10.3 Options Stytes

1g.4 Retationsh,ip Between Strike Price and Market Price

10.5 Technical Terms Used in Option Trading l

10.6 Historical Uses of Options

10.7 Summary

10.8 Self Assessment Questions .



10.1 Introduction, .,

Although options have existed for a long time, they were traded OTC, without much knowledge

of valuation. The first trading in options began in Europe and the US as early as the seventeenth

century. lt was onty in the eirly 1900s that a group of firms set up what was khown as the put and

calt brokers and Dealers Association with the aim of providing a mechanism for bringing buyers

and sellers together. lf sonte one wanted to buy an option, he or she would contact one of the

member firms. The firm would then attempt to find a seller could be found, the firm would undertake

to write the option'itself in return for a price.

This market however suffered from deficiencies. First, there was no secondary market and

second, there was no mechanism to guarantee that the writer of the option would honour the
tcontract.

ln 1973, Black, Merton and Scholes invented thefamed Black-Scholesformula. lnApril 1973;

CBOE was set up specificatly for the purpose of trading options. The market for options developed

so rapidly that by early 80s, the number of shares underlying the option contract sold each day

exceeded the Oaity uoiume of shares traded on the NYSE. Since then, there has been no looking

back.

Meaning of Option: An option is a contract between two parties whereby one party acquires

the right but not obligation to buy or sell a particular commodity or instrument or asset, at a specified
price, on or before a specified date. The person who acquires the right is known as the option buyer
or holder while the counter-party (who confers.the right) is known as the seller or writer. ln return for
giving such an option to the buyer, the seller charges an amount, which is known as the option
premium. The specified price is called the exercise price or strike price. The commodity or instrument
or asset covered by the contract is called the undertying commodity or'instrument or asset. The

' specified date is called the maturity date (or'expiration date' or strike date).

Major Options Exchanges

Location Name of Exchange Major underlying Asset

London London International

Financial Futures (LIFFE)

Short-term interest rates

(sterling), dollar, mark.

Swiss Options Exchange (franc), German gilts, Stock
Index, equities.

Chicago Chicago Board Options
Exchange (CBOE)

Commodities, stocks,
stock indices, T-Bonds, T-
Notes and currencies.

New York

International Monetary

Market (lMM)
American Stock Exchange
(AMEX)

I nterest rate (short-and long-term)

Stocks, Stock indices

San Francisco Paclfic Options Exchange (PSE) Stock indices



1A.2 Types of Option:

Real Option: lt is a choice that an investor has when investing in the real economy (i.e., in the
production of goods or services, rather than in financial contracts). This option may be something
as simple as theopportunityto expand production, orto change production inputs. Realoptions are
an increasingly influential tool in corporate finance. They are typically difficultor impossibte to trade,
and lack the liquidity of exchange-traded options.

Traded Options: lt is also called "Exchange-Traded Options" or "Listed Options". lt is a class
of Exchange traded derivatives. As for other classes of exchange-traded derivatives, trade options
have a standardized contract, quick systematic pricing and are settled through a clearing house
(ensuring fulfillment). Trade options include. Stock options, discussed'below in the following chapters:

. Commodity options,

. Bond options,

o Interest rate options,

. Index (equity) options, and

. Cunency cross rate options,

Swaption

Vanilla Options: lt is 'simple'well understood, and traded options; Exotic options are more
complex, or less easily understood. Asian options, look back options, barier options are considered
to be exotic, especially if the underlying instrument is more complex than simple equity or debt.

Employee Stock Options: A company issues these to its employees as compensation.

Options are of two basic types: The Call and the Put Option

A call option gives the holder the right to buy an underlying asset by a certain date for a certain
price. The seller is under an obligation to fulfill the contract and is paid a price of this, which is called
"the call option premium or cpll option price".

A put option, on the other hand gives the hotder the right to sell an underlying asset by a certain
date for a certain price. The buyer is under an obligation to fulfill the contract and is paid a price for
this, which is called "the put option premium or put option price".

The price at which the underlying asset would be bought in the future at a particular date is the
"Strike Price" or the 'lExercise Price". The date on the,options contract is called the lExercise date",
"Expiration Date" or the "Date of Maturity".

There are two kind of options based on the date. The first is the European Option, which can
be exercised only on the maturity date. The second is theAmerican Option, which can be exercised
before or on the maturity date.

In most exchanges the options trading starts with European Options, as they ar.e easy to
execute and keep track of. This is the case in the BSE and the NSE.

Cash settled options are those where, on exercise the buyer is paid the difference between
stock price and exercise price (call) or between exercise price and stock price (put). Delivery



settled options are those where the buyer takes delivery of undertaking.(calls) -or offers delivery of
the undertaking (puts).

Thefo||owingexamp|ewou|dc|arifythebasicSonCa||options

tllustration 1

An investor buys one European Call option on one share of Reliance Petroleum at a premium
of Rs. 2 per share on 31 July. The strike price is Rs.60 and the contract matures on 30 September.
The payoffs fgr the investor on the basis of fluctuating .spot prices .at any time are shown by the
payoff table (Table 1), lt may be clear form the graph that even in the worst case scenario, the
investorwo.uld only lose a maximum of Rs.2 persharewhich he/she had paid forthe premium. The
upside to it has an unlimited profits opportunity.

On the other hand the seller of the catl option has a payoff chart completely reverse of the call
options buyer. The maximum loss that he can have is unlimited though the buyer would make a
profit of Rs.2 per share on the premium payment.

Payoff From Call Buying/ Long (Rs.)

A European call option gives thefollowing paybff to the investor max (S -Xt, 0).

The seller gets a payoff of: max (S - Xt, 0) or min (Xt - S, 0).

Notes

S - Stock Price

Xt - Exercise Price at time 't'

C - European Call Option Premium 
: l

Payoff - Max (S - Xt, O )

s xt c Payoff Net Profit

57 60 2 0 -2

58 60 2 0 -2

59 60, 2 0 -2

60 60 2 0 -2

61 60 2 1 -1

62 60 2 2 0

63 60 2 3 1

u 60 2 4 2

65 60 2 5 3

66 60 2 6 4
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lmplications for the Buyer and the Seller for Exercising the Gall Option

The Catl option gives the. buyer a right to buy the requisite shares on a specific date at aspecific price. This puts the seller under the obligation to sell the shares on that specific date andspecific price' The Call Buyer exercises his optlon only when he/she feels it is profitable. ThisProcess is called "Exercising the Option". This leads ,i to the fact that if the spot price is lowerthan the strike price then it might be profitable for the investor to buy the share in the open market
and forgo the pr.emium paid.

The implications for abuyer: are that it is his/her decision whether to exercise the option or not.
In case the investor expects prices to rise far above the strike price in the future then he/she would
surely be interested in buying call options.'On the other hand, if the seller feels that his shares are
not giving the desired returns and they are not going to perform any better in the future, a premium
can be charged and returns from selling the catl option can be used to make up for the desired
returns. At the end of the options contract there is an exchange of the underlying asset. ln the real
world, most of the deals are closed with another counter or reverse deal. TherJis no requirement
to exchange the underlying assets then as the investor gets out of the contract just before its expiry.

Put Option: The European Put Option is the reverse of the call option deal. Here, there is a
contract to sell a particular number of underlying assets on a particutar date at a specific price. An
example would help understand the situation a litile better: 

:

tf f ustrat ion 2

An investor buys one European Put Option on one share of Retiance Petroleum at a premium
of Rs. 2 per share on 31 July. The strike price is Rs.60 and the contract matures on 30 September.
The payoff table shows the fluctuations of net profit with a change in the spot price.

Payoff From Put Buying/Long (Rs.)

s Xt p Payoff Net Profit

55 60 2 5 3

50 60 2 4 2

57 60 2 3 1

58 60 2 2 0

59 60 2 1 -1

60 60 2 0 -2

61 60 2 0 a

62 60 2 :0 -2

63 @ 2 0 -2

u 60 2 0 -2
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The payoff for the put buyer is: max (xt - s, 0). The payoff for a put writer is: max (xt - s, 0) or

min (S - xt, 0). These are the two basic options tirat form the whole gamut of transactions in the

options trading. These in combination with other derivatives create a whole world.of.instruments to

choose form depending on the kind of requirement and the kind of market expectation'

Exotic options are often mistaken to be another kind of option. They are nothing but non-

standard derivatives and are not a third type of option

10.3 Options styles- American,.European and Asian options:

options are also classified into American, European and Asian style options- A fourth style-

capped options-is discussed under 'Exotic option'. This classification (known as option style)

has nothing to Jo with thb location of the options trade-American options are traded in Europe and'

vice versa. They are only varieties of contracts. In an American style option, the option can be

exercised any time up to the maturity date. In a European option, the right can be exercised only on

the maturity date. Asian Options (also known as 'average rate options').do not have a fixed strike

price. Instead, they have a formula for determining the strike price, which would be the average of

the spot price over a given period of time. (Asian options are relatively rare.) The following examples

illustrate the features of American, European and Asian option styles.

Example: 1

On March 1 , the price of Wheat $ 1800 per tonne. A apprehends a rise in price and buys an

American option on June Wheat (maturity date June 15) at a strike price of $1800. The prices

subsequently are as follows:

May t S:$ 21OO

June 15: $ 1700

As the option is anAmerican option, Aexercise it on May 15, and sells the Wheat at a profit of

$300 per tonne.

Example: 2

All the other facts are as above, but the option is a European option. ln this case A cannot

exercise the option on May 15 because he only has the right to do so on the maturity date. He

therefore, does not have the profit opportunity that he had in the previous example.

It will be clear that an American option has a greater profit potential than a European option for

the buyer. Thus leads to premia being higher forAmerican options.

Example: 3

A limited is an Oil importer, requiring a regular supply of oil. In August, it:anticipates a drop in

the price of oil, but wants to be hedged against a possible rise. lt buys an Asian option on Brent

crude by which it has the right to buy form B, 10,000 barrels at the average spot price froni August

15 to December 15. lf the spot price on December 15 is tower than the 3- month average, it is not

worth exercising the option and vice versa-
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74.4 , Relationship Between Strike Price and Market Price:

Itwould have been clearfrom examples 1 to 3 thatthe decision of an option buyeron exercising
his depends on whether the strike price is above or below the market price. In market terminologla
the expression 'eat the money'is used if the current market price is exactly equal to the option strike
price. An option is said to be 'in the money'when the strike price relates to the market price in such
a way that there is an advantage in exercising the option. A catl option will be 'in the money' if the
strike price is below the current price. A put option will be 'in the money', if the strike price is above
the current market price. An option is said to be 'out of the money' if strike price related to the market
price in such a way that the buyer has no advantage in exercising the option. Acall option is'out-of-
the -money' when the strike price is above the current market price, while a put option is 'out-of-
the-money'when the strike price is below the current market price. An option is said to have intrinsic
value when it is in the money.

As a simplification the amount of intrinsic value is simpty the difference between the strike
price and the current market price of an inthe-money option. However, for amore precise formulation,
it is necessary to take into account the fact that a European option can only be exercised on the
maturity date and not before; this requires an adjustment for the discounted present a value of the
exercise price. By doing this and also taking into account various arbitrage possibitities, it can be
shown that.

The intrinsic value of a cafl option (whetherAmerican or European) is the difference between
the market price and the discounted present value of the exercise price.

The intrinsic value of an American put option is the difference between the exercise price and
the market price.

The intrinsic value of a European put option is the difference between the discounted present
value of the exercise price and the market price.

10.5 Technical Terms Used in Option Trading:

Exercise Date: The date at which the option is exercised.

Expiration Period: At the time of introducing an option contract, the exchange specified the
period (not more than nine month from the date of introduction of the contract in the exchange)
dtrring which the option can be exercised or traded. This period is referred to as the expiration
period.

Option Premium or Option Price: This is the amount, which the buyer of the option has to
pay to the option writer to induce him to accept the risk associated with the contact. lt can also be
viewed as the price paid to buy the option.

Expiration Cycle: The options listed in the stock exchanges and introduced in certain months
expire only in specific months of the year. This is due to the fact that option contracts have to expire
within nine months from the date of their introduction. The exchanges will assign one of the three
cycles. The first cycle will be January, February April and July, the second cycle will be F;;;t,
March, April and July and the finaf cycle will be March, April, July and October.



IntrinsicValue: Intrinsicvalueof anoptionisthevalueoftheprofitthatislikelytoiccruefrom
the option. lt consists of the profit that will accrue, if the option is exercised today.

Strike Price: The price specified in the options contract is known as the strike price or the
exercise price.

American Options: American options are options that can be exercised at any time up to the
expiration date. Most exchange-traded options are American.

European Options: European options are options that can be exercised only on the expiration
date itsetf. European options are easier to analyze than American options, and properties of an
American options are frequently deducted from those of its European counterpart.

' Volatility: The volatility of a stock price represents the uncertainty attached to its future
movement. As volatility increases, the chance that the stock will perform very well or very poor
increases. For the owner of a stock, these two possibilities neutralize each other. However, this is
not true for a call or put option holder. The call option holder gains from price increase but has fixed
downside risk in case of price decline. Again a put option owner benefits from the price decline but
has limited risk in case of the upward mqvement in the stock price. Hence, the value of both calls
and put increase as volatility increases.

Market Players in the Trading of Options

Hedgers: The objective of these kinds of traders is to reduce the risk. They are not in the
derivatives market to make profits. They are in it to safeguard their existing positions. Apart from
equity markets, hedging is common in the foreign exchange markets where fluctuations in the
exchange rate have to be taken care of in the foreign currency transactions or could be in the
commodities market where spiraling oil prices have to be tamed using the security in derivative
instruments. 

.

Speculators: They are traders with a view and objective of making profits. They are witling to
take risks and they bet upon whether the markets would go up or come down.

Arbitrageurs: Risk less Profit Making is the prime goal of Arbitrageurs, Buying in one market
and selling in another, buying two products in the same market are common. They could be making
money even without putting there own money in and such opportunities often come,up in the
market, but last for very short timefr:ames. This is because as soon as the situation arises
arbitrageurs take advantage and demand-supply forces drive the markets back to normal.

Options Undertakings
. . Stocks

o Foreign Currencies

: Stock Indices

. Commodities '

o Others - Futures Options, are options on the futures contracts or underlying assets. are
futures contracts.

The futures contract generally matures shortly after the options expiration
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Options Classifications

Options are often ctassified as

In-the-money: A call option is in-the-money when the strike price is below the current spotprice of the underlying asset; a put option is in{he money when the strike price is above the currentspot price of the underlying asset. These result in a poiitive cash flow towards the investor
out-of'the-money: A call option is said to be out-of-money when the strike price is above thespot price of the underlying asset and a put option is said to be out-of-money when the strike priceis beiow the current spot price of the underlying asset. The buyer makes a.loss if the exercise theoption out-of{he -money. These result in a negative cash flow for the investor
At'the-money: An option whose exercise price is equal to the current spot price is said o beat-the-money. These result in a zero-cash flow to the investor.

Naked Options: These are options, which are not combined with an offsetting contract tocover the existing positions. lt is further classified into two type". fney are:
Naked Call Writing: lf a trader writgs a call option without owning the underlying asset, it is

called as Naked Call Writing.

Naked Call Writing: In this situation, the brokerage firm does not have either the cash or the
stock of companies deposited as security by the writer of the put option.

Covered Options: These are option contracts in which the shares are already owned by an
investor (in case of covered call options) and in case the option is exe/cised then the offsetting of
the deal can be done by selling these shares held.

Time Value of an Option: The time value of an option is the difference between its premium
and its intrinsic value. Both calls and puts have time value. An option t6at is OTM orATM has only
time value. Usually, the maximum time value exists when the option is ATM. The longer the tim6 to
expiration, the greater is an option's time value, all else equal. At expiration, an option should have
no time value.

i 0.6 Historical Uses of Options:

Contracts similar to options are believed to have been used since ancient times. In the real
estate market, call options have long been used to assemble large parcels of land from separate
owners, e.9., a developers pays for the right to buy several adjacent ptots, but is not obligated to
buy these plots and might not unless he can buy all the plots in the entire parcel. Film or theatricals
producers often buy the.right- but not the obligation- to drama tize aspeciiic book or-script. Lines of
credit give the potential borrower the right-but not the obligation to borrow within a specified time
period.

Many choices, or embedddd.options, have traditionally been included in bond contracts. For
example many, bonds are convertible into common stock at the buyer's option, or may be called
bought back at specified prices at the issuer's option. Mortgage borrowers have long frad tfre option
to repay the loan early.
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10.7 Summary:

priviteges were options sold over the counter in nineteenth century in America, with both puts

and calls on shares offered by specialized dealers. Their exercise price was fixed at a rounded-off

market price on the day or week that the option was both, and the expiry date was generally three

month after purchase. They were not traded in secondary market.

10.8 Self Assessment Questions:

1. Define Options and what are the different types of Options?

2. Differentiate between the market price strike prices?

3. What are the historical uses of options?

4. What are the different classifications of options?

5. Explain about the Call and Put Options with illustrative examples.
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Option Pricing

11.0 Objectives ,\

The objectives of this unit are to enabte you: 
:

: To know the procedure of opiion pricing. I

. To know the option pricing under Black-scholes Pricing Model.

Stru ctu re:
i,

11.1 lntroduction

11.2 Black-Scholes Pricing Model

11 .3 Self Assesment Questions



11.1 Introduction

An option buyer has the right but not the obligation to exercise on the seller. The worst that can

happen to a buyer is the loss of the premium paid by him. His downside is limited to this premium,

but his upside is potentially unlimited. This is optionally precious and has a value, which is expressed
in terms of the option price. Just like in otherfree market, it is the supply and demand in the secondary
market that dives the price of an option.

11.2 Black-Scholes Pricing Model:

There are various models, which help us get ctose to the true price of an option, Most of these
are variants of the celebrated Black-scholes model for pricing European options. Today rnost
calculators and spreadsheets come with a built-in Black scholes options pricing formula. So to
price options, we don't' really need to memorize the formula. All we need to know is the variables.

The Black-scholes formulas for the prices of European calls and puts on a non-dividend paying

stock are:

C = SN (d,) - Xe"rN (dr)

P= f,e-rr N (-dr) - SN (- d,)

Where d. = In 5/p1 +(r+ 0-?12)T

Prices of options are commonly depending upon six factors. Unlike futures which derives the
prices primarily from prices of the undertaking, option's prices ere far more complex. The table
below helps understand the affect of each of these factors and gives a broad picture of option
pricing keeping all other factors constant. The table presents the case of European as well as
American Options.

Effect of Increase in the Retevant Parameter on Option Prices

European
Options
Buying

American Options
Buying

PARAMETERS CALL PUT CALL PUT

Spot Price (S) + E t t
Strike Price (Xt) I t g 4
Time to Expiration (T) 2 2 t t
Volatility (V) t fr 4 4
Risk Free lnterest Rates (r) t E 4 E
Dividends (D) I { E t

'! Favourable

I Unfavourable
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Spot Prices: In case of a call option, the payoff for the buyer is max (S - Xt, 0). Therefore,
more the Spot Price, more is the payoffand it is favourable forthe buyer. lt is the otherway round for
the seller: more the Spot Price, higher is the chances of his going into a loss.

In case of a put Option, the payoff for the buyer is max (Xt - S, 0). Therefore, more the Spot
Price, more are the chances of going into a loss. lt is the reverse for put Writing.

Strike Price: In case of a calt option the payoff for the buyer is shown above. As per this
relationship, a higher, strike price would reduce the profits for the holder of the cal option.

Time to Expiration: More the time to Expiration more favourabte is the option. This can onty
exist in case of American option as in case of European Options the Options Contract matures
only on the Date of Maturity.

Volatility: More the volatility, higher is the probability of the option generating higher returns to
the buyer. The downside in both the cases of call and put is fixed, but tfre gains can be unlimited. lf
the price falls heavily in case of a call buyer then the maximum that he loses is the premium paid
and nothing more than that. More so he/she can buy the same shares form the spot market at a
lower price. Similar is the case of the put option buyer. The table shows all effects on the buyerside
of the contract.

Risk Free Rate of Interest: In reality the rate and the stock market is inversety related. But
theoretically speaking, when all other variables are fixed and interest rate increases this leads to a
double effect: increase in expected growth rate of stock prices. Discounting factor increases making
the price fall.

tn case of the put option both these factors increase and lead to a decline in the pui vatue. A
higher expectedgrowth leads to a higher price taking the buyer to the position of loss in the payoff
chart. The discounting factor increases and the future value becomes lesser.

In case of a call option these effects work in the opposite direction. The first effect is positive
as at a higher value in the future the call option would be exerciseQ and would give.a profit. The
second effect is negative as is that of discounting. The first effect is far more dominant than the
second gne, and the overall effect is favourable on the catl option.

Dividends: When dividends are announced then the stock prices on ex-dividend are reduced.
This is favourable for the put option and unfavourable for the call option.

11.3 Self Assessment Questions:

1. What are the factors responsible for the volatility of the shares?

2. Exptain the concept of 5i'ricing of options with Black-Scholes formula?



Lesson - 12

Trading Strategies

12.0 Objectives

The objectives of this unit are to enable you:

. To know the concept of strategy adopted for pricing of options and futures.

. 
,To 

know the various strategies adopted for trading the options and futures.

Stru ctu re:

12.1 Introduction

12.2 Strategy Adopted for'Trading the Options

12.3 Self Assessment Questions



12.1 Introduction:
*.

The futures & options trading system of NSE, called NEAT-F&O trading system, provides a
fully automated screen-based trading for Nifty futures and options and stock futures and optionS on
a national wide basis as well as an online monltoring and surveillance mechanism. lt supports an
order driven market and provides complete transparency of trading operations. lt is simitar to that of
trading of equities in the cash parket segment.

12.2 Strategy Adopted for Trading the Options:

The following are the Strategies Apptied for Trading the options and futures, which discussed
below:

Covered call writing

Protective Put

Straddles and Strangles

Strips and Straps

. Spreads

1. Strategy 
c

A Covered Catl: This strategy involves buying the underlying asset and writing a calt on that
asset. A long position in stock and short position in a call option.

lllustration: An investor enters into writing a calt option on one share of Reliance Petrol At a
strike price of Rs.60 and a prepium of Rs.6 per share. The matiirity date is two months form now
a.nd'along with this option, he/she buys a share of Reliance Petrol in the spot market at Rs. 58 per
share.

By this the investor csvers the position that he got in on the call option contract and if the
investor has to fulfill his/her obligation on the call option, then can fulfill it using the Reliance Petrol
Share on which he/she entered into a long contract.

Writing a Covered Gall Option

S X c Profitfrom
Writing Call

Net Profitfrom
writing call

Share Bought
Call Writbg

Profitfrom
Stock

TotalProfit

50 60 6 0 6 58 :l € -2

52 60 6 0 6 5B € 0

v 60 6 0 6 58 4 2

56 60 6 0 6 58 -2 4

58 60 6 0 6 58 0 6

60 60 6 0 6 5B 2 B



62 60 6 -2 4 5B 4 8

u 60 6 4 2 5B 6 8

66 60 6 € 0 58 I I

68 60 6 -8 -2 5B 10 8

70 60 6 -10 -4 58" 12 8

Table below shows the Net Profit the investor would make on such a deal.

S = Price of the underlying asset at time t.

X = The exercise or the strike price of the option of the underiying asset.

T = The expiration date of the option.

C= The price of a European call at time 't".

C = The price of an American call at time 't".

2. Strategy

Reverse of Covered Calt: This strategy is the reverse of writing a covered call. Taking a long
position or buying a call option and selling the stocks apply it.

tllustration: An investor enters into buying a call option on one share of Retiance Petrol. At a
strike price of Rs.60 and a premium of Rs.6 per share. The maturity date is two months from now
and along with this option he/she selts a share of Reliance Petrol in the spot m4rket at Rs, 58 per
share.

The payoff chart describes the payoff of buying the call option at ine various spot rates and the
profit from selling the share at Rs.58 per share at various spot prices. The thick line shows the net
profit.

Buying a Covered Call Option

S Xt c Profit from
writing call
option

Net Profit from
call buying

Spot Price of
selling the stock

Profit from stock TotalProfit

50 60 € 0 € 5B B 2

52 60 € 0 -6 5B 6 0

g 60 € 0 € 5B 4 -2

56 60 -6 0 s 58 2 4

58 60 € 0 s 58 0 6

60 60 € 0 -6 5B -2 €

62 60 s 2 4 58 4 -B
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u 60 € 4 -2 58 € €l

66 60 € 6 0 58 € €.
68 m € 8 2 58 -10 €
70 60 € 10 4 58 =12 €

3. Strategy

Protective Put Strategy: This strategy involves a longposition in a stock and long positlcn in
a put. lt is a protective strategy reducing the downside heavily and much lower than the premium
paid to buy the put option. The upside is unlimited and arises after the price rises hlgh above the
strike price.

lllustration: An investor enters into buying a put option on one share of Reliance Petrol. At a
sir"ike price of Rs.60 and a premium of Rs.6 per share. The maturity date is tws months from now
and along with this pption he/she buys a share of ,Reliance Petrol in the spot market at Rs.58 per
share.

Protective Put Strategy

s xt p Protitfrorn
buyfuqg put
optioh

Net Profit
from buylng
put option

Spot Price of
stock buying
the stock

Prof,,it from
stock

Total P.rsfft

50 60 € 10 4 58 € 4

52 60 € I 2 58 € 4

g @ € 6 0 58 4 4

56 60 € 4 -2 58 -2 4

58 60 € 2 4 58 0 4

60 60 € 0 € 58 2 4

62 60 € 0 € 58 4 -2

u 60 € 0 € 58 6 0

66 60 € 0 € 58 I 2

68 60 € 0 € 58 10 4

70 60 € 0 $ 58 12 6
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4. Strategy

Reverse of. protective put: This strategy is just the reverse of the above and looks at the

case of taking short positions on the tock 
"t 

*utl 
"i'on 

the put option.

lllustration: An investor enters into selling a put option on one share of Reliance Petrol at a

strike pr.ice of Rs.60 and a premium of Rs.6 per share. The maturity date is two months from now

and along with this option he/she sells a share of Reliance Petrol in the spot market at Rs. 58 per

share.

Straddle: A straddle involves a call and a put option with the same exercise price and the

same.expiration date.Astraddle buyerbuys a call and putoption and the sellersells a call and a put

option at the same exercise price and the same expiration date The maximum loss"associated

with a long straddle,position is the e,ost of the two options. Profit volume is unlimited when the

pricesoftheunder|yingassetriseandit's|imitedwhenitfal|s.

This strategy can be explained with the following ProfiUloss diagram:

rofit

tl\,/

Reverse of Protective Put Strategy

S Xt p Profitfrom
writing a put

option

Net Profit

from Put

Writing

Spot Price of
Selling the

stock

Profit
from
stock

Total Profit

50 60 6 -10 4 58 I 4

52 60 6 € -2 58 6 4

54 60 6 € 0 58 4 4

56 60 6 4 2 58 2 4

58 60 6 -2 4 58 0 4

60 60 6 0 6 58 -z 4

62 60 6 0 6 58 4 2

64 60 6 0 6 58 -6 0

66 60 6 0 6 58 € -2

68 60 6 0 6 58 -10 4

70 60 6 0 6 58 -12 €
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MP (r)

LOS Loss

Fig: ProfiUloss diagram

The profit diagram reveals that the investor purchasing a straddle makes profits at price,
which are higher and lower than the prevailing market price. rnis strategy will appe"r t" 

"n 
i";r;;;

who wants'to take a position in an underlying asset that is volatile but does not have a r€ason
whether it will rise or fall in the short run. ThL investor however, only anticipates a sharp movement
in the price of the asset.

Strangle: lt is a combination of a catt and a put with the same expiration date and different
strike prices. lf the strike prices of the call and the put options are X, and X, then a strangle is
chosen in such a way that X, t Xz

For example, that you buy a call and a put option on a particular stock with strike prices Rs.40
and Rs.35 respectively. Let the cost of the call and the put be Rs.4 and Rs.5 respectively. Then
your initial outflow is Rs.9. lf you have to benefit from your strategy, the total payoff should exceed
Rs.9. You will exercise your call option only when the price of the stock at expiration goes above
Rs.44. Similarly, you will exercise your: put option only when the price of the stock at expiration goes
below Rs.30. To break even, the stock's price at expiration should betow Rs.26 or above Rs.4g. lf
the price at expiration falls some where between Rs.26 and Rs.49 then you do not benefit from
your strategy. ln fact, within this range you are exposed to loss. Out side this scope you have a
profit potential.

4

Payoffs

Fig: Pay off of Strangle

Strips and Straps: A strip consists of a long position in one call and two puts r,vith the same
exercise price and expiration date. The buyer of a strip believe that there will be a big stock price
move but the stock price is more likely to fall than it is to rise.

Profit

MP (r)
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LOSS

Fig: StriP Profit diagram

The profit diagram above show that the strip buyel can,make profit in both rise and'fall in the

"tocr 
pricls eut the amount of profit witl be greateiwhen the underlying stock declines sharply'

This strategy Jrr 
"pp"ai 

to investors who wint to take a position in an underlying asset that is

volatile but is likely to decline steeply

Straps: A strap consists of a long position in two calls and one put with the same strike price

and expiration date. A strap is like a itrip that is skewed in the opposite direction- Thg buyer of a

strap expects bullish and bearish possiuitities for the optioned security wlth a price rise being more

likely.

Profit

MP (r)

LOSS

Loss

The profit diagram explains that the investors purchasing a strap make profit at prices, which

are significanly lower or higher than the prevailing market price. However, profit will be higher in the

bullish rnarket condition. This strategy will attract an invesiorwho expects market to be volatile but

thinks that it will rise in future. As evident from the above diagram, the profit will be higher whenever

the rise in the price of stock is huge.

SpREADS: The above-involved positions in a single option and squaring them off in the spot

market. The spreads are a little different. They involve using two or more options of the same type
'in the transaction.

t
Loss



Strategy 1

Bull Spread:

The investor expects prices to increase in the future. This makes him purchase a call opt'on

at Xl and seff a call option on the sarne stock at X2, where X1<X2.

Using an illustration it would be clear how this is put to use.

lllustration

An investor purchases a call option on the BSE Sensex at premium of Rs.450 far a strike

price at 4300. The investor squares this off with a sell eatl option at Rs. 400 for a strike price at

4500. The contracts mature on the same date. The payoff chart below describes the net profit that

one earns on the buy call option; sell call option and both cpntracts together.

The premium on cailwith X1 would be more than the premium on callwith X2. This is because
as the strike price rises the call option becomes unfavourable for the buyer. The payoffs could be
generalized as follows.

Fayoff From a Bull Spread i

S x1 x2 cl c2 Profit from
x1

Net profit
from Xl

Profit
frorn X?

Net
Profit
form X

Total
Profit

42W 4300 4500 450 400 0 450 0 400 -50

42fi 4300 4500 450 400 0 450 0 400 -50

4300 4300 4500 450 400 0 450 0 400 -50

4350 4300 4500 450 400 s0 400 0 400 0

44W 4300 4500 450 400 100 -350 0 400 50

M50 4300 4500 450 400 150 -300 0 400 100

4500 4300 4500 450 400 200 -250 0 400 150

4550 4:100 4500 -450 400 250 -200 -50 350 150

4600 4300 4500 450 400 300 -150 -100 300 150

4650 4300 4s00 450 400 350 -100 -150 250 150

4700 4300 4500 450 400 400 -50 -200 200 150

4750 4300 4500 450 400 450 0 -250 150 150



Spot Rate Profit on
long call

Profit on
short call

Total
Payoff

Net Profit
Exercised

Which option(s)

S>=X2 S-X1 x2-s x2-x1 X2-X1 -c1 +c2 Both

X1 <S<=X2 S-X1 S-X1 0' S-Xl -c1 +c2 Option 1

S>=X1 0 0 0 c2-c1 None

The features of the Bull Spread: .:
This requires an initial investment.

This reduces both the upside as well as the downside potential

The spread could be in the money, on the money and out of money.

Another side of the Bull Spread is that on the Put Side. Buy at a low strike price and sell the
same stock put at a higher strike price.

This contract would involve initiat cash inflows unlike the Bull Spread based on the Call Options.
The premium on the low strike put option would be lower than the premium on the higher strike put
option, as more the strike price more is favourability to buy the put option on the part of the buyer.

Illustration

An investor purchases a put option on the BSE Sensex at premium of Rs.50 for a strike price
at4300.Theinvestorsquaresthisoffwithasell putoptionatRs. l00forastrikepriceat4500.The
contracts mature on the same date. The payoff chart below describes the net profit that one earns
on the buy put option, sell put option and both contracts together.

Payoff From a Bull Spread (Put Options)

S x1 x2 pl p2 Profit
from X1
from X1

Net
Profit

Profit
from
x2

Net
Profit
from
x2

Total
Profit

+200 4300 4500 -50 100 100 50 -300 -200 -150

+250 4300 4500 -50 100 50 0 -250 -150 -150

4300 4300 4500 -50 100 0 -50 -200 -100 -150

4350 4300 4500 -50 100 0 -50 -150 -50 -100

1400 4300 4500 -50 100 0 -50 -100 0 -50

4450 4300 4500 -50 100 0 -50 -50 50 0

4500 4300 4500 -50 100 0 -50 0 100 50

+550 4300 4500 -50 100 0 -50 0 100 50

4600 4300 4500 -50 100 0 -50 0 100 50

1650 4300 4500 -50 100 0 -50 0 100 50

+700 4300 4500 -50 100 0 -50 0 100 50

1750 4300 4500 -50 100 0 -50 0 100 50
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Spot Rate Profit on
long put

Profit on
shortput

Total Payoff Net Profit Which Option{s}
Exercised

>=X2 0 0 0 p2-p1 None

X1 <S<=X2 0 S-X2 S-X2 S-X2-p1+p2 Option 2

S<=X1 X1 -S S-X2 x1-x2 X2-X1 -p1 + p2 Both

Trading strategies of options are combinations of basic option positions. lnvestors adopt those
strategies to get most out of the market based on their risk tolerance level and market ouilook.

12.3 Self Assessment Questions:

1. Explain about the different strategies adopted by the investors for trading the options and
futures.

2. Describe about any one of the strategies and explain it with an illustrative exampte.



Lesson - 13

Valuation l$odels

13.0 Obiectives

The objectives of this unit are to enable you:

. Jrc know the valuation technique adopted_for the v_aluation of options a1d fufure-

. To know the various technique used for valuation of options and futures.

Structu re:

13.1 Introduction

1g.Z Valuation Techniques Used in Practice to Evatuate Option Gontracts

13.3 Self Assessment Question



13.1 Introduction: :' . 
:

The value of an option can be estimated using a variety of'quantitative techniques, although
most commonly through the use of option pricing modeld such'as Black-Scholes and the binomial
options pricin! model Ingeneral, standard option valuation models depend on the following fa"ctors:

The current market price of the underlying security, the strike price of the option, particutarly in
relation to the current market price of the underlies, th; cost of noiOing a position in the undertyng
security, including interest and dividends, the time to expiration together with any restrictiohs on
when exercise may occur, and an estimate of the future volatility of the underlying security's price
over the life of the option.

More advanced models can require additional factors, such as an estimate of how volatility
changes over time and for various underlyiSrg price levets, or the dynamics of stochastic interest
rates. 

:

13.2 Valuation Techniques Used in Practice to Evaluate Option
Contracts: 'l

The following are some of the principal valuation techniques used in practice to evaluate option
contracts.

Black-scholes

The Black-Scholes modelwas the first quantitative technique to comprehensively and accurately
estimate the price for avariety of simple option contracts. By employing the technique of constructing
a risk neutral portfolio that r:eplicates the returns of holding an option, Fischer Black and Myron
Schole-s produced a closed-form solution for a European option's theoreticat price. At the same
time, the model generates hedge parameters necessary for effective risk management of option
holdings. While the ideas behind Black-Scholes were ground-breaking and eventually led to a Nobel
Prize in Economics for Myron Scholes and Robert Merton, application of the model in actual options
trading is clumsy because of the assumptions of continuous (or no) dividend payment, constant
volatility, and a constant interest rate. Nevertheless, the Black-Scholes model is still widely used in
academic work, and for many financiat apptications where the model's error is within margin of
tolerance. ' 

, 
u

Binomial Options Pricing Model :

Closely following the derivation of Black and Scholes, John Cox, Stephen Ross and Mark
Rubinstein developed the cdginal version of the binomial options pricing model lt models ttre dynamics
of the option's theoretical vllue for discrete time intervals over the option's duration. Th! model
starts with a binomial tree of discrete future possible underlying stock prices. By constructing a
risk-less portfolio of an option and stock (as in the Black-schotes modelj a simple forrri" 

""n"b"used to find the option price at each node in the tree. This value can approximate the theoretical
value produced by Black-Scholes, to the desired degree of precision. However, the binomi"i ;;;i
is considered more accurate than Black-Scholes because it is more flexible, e.g., diserete future
dividend payments can be mocjeled conectly at the proper fonruard time steps', and American options
can be modeled as'well 'as European ones. Binornial 'mod'els are widely uSed by professionat
option traders.



Heston Model

Since the market crash of 1987, it has been observed that mar:ket implied volatility-for options
of lower strike prices are typically higher than fol higher strike prices, suggesting that volatility is
stochastic, varying both fortime and forthe price level of the undertying security. Stochastic volatility
models have been developed including one developed by SL Heston. One principal advantage of
the Heston model is that it can be solved in closed-form, white other, stochastic votatility modets
require complex numerical models.

Monte Carlo Model

For many classes of options, traditional valuation techniques are ineractable due to the
complexity of the instrument. In these cases, a Monte Carlo approach may gften be usefut. Rather
than attempt to solve the differential equations of motion that describe the option's value in relation
to the underlying security's price, a Monte Carlo model determines the value of the option for a set
of randomly generated economic scenarios. The resulting sample set yields an expectation value
for the option.

Risks

As with all securities, trading options entails the risk of the option's value changing over time.
However, unlike traditional securities, the return from holding an option varies non-linearly with the
value of the underlier and other factors. T.herefore, the risks associated with holding options are
more complicatqd to understand and predict.

In general, the change in the value of an option can be derived from lto's lemma as:

where the greeks A, A, 6 and d are the standard hedge parameters calculated from an option
valuation model, such as Black-Scholes, and dS, d6 and df are unit changes in the underlier price,
the underlier volatility and time, respectively.
' 

Thus, at any point in time, one can estimate the'risk inherent in hotding an option by catculating
its hedge parameters and then estimating the expected change in the model inputs, dS, d6 and df,
provided the changes in these values are small. This technique can be used effectively to understand
and manage the risks associated with standard options. For instance, by offsetting a holding in an
option with the amount A of shares in the underlier, a trader can form a delta neutral portfolio that is
hedged from loss for small changes in the underlier price. The corresponding price sensitivity
formula for this portfolio is:

Example

A call option expiring in 99 days on 1 00 shares of XYZ stock is struck at $50, with XYZ currently
trading at $48. With future realized volatility over the life of the option estimated at25%, the theoretical
value of the option is $1.89. The hedge parameters A, A, C, d are (0.439, 0.0631, 9.6, and -0.022),
respectively. Assume that on the following day,XYZstock rises to $48.5 and vo{atility fafls to 23.5o/o.

We can calculate the estimated value of the call option by applying the hedge parameters to the
ngw model inputs as:

Under this scenario, the value of the option increases by $0.1 32 tq $2.A22,realizing a profit of
$ 13.20. Note that for a delta neutral portfolio, where by the trader had;also sold 44 shares of XYZ
stock al a hedge, the net loss under the same scenario would be ($8,:ZS).

:

j'-
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Pin Risk

A special situatisn called pin risk cqn arise uf,ren the underlier closes at or very dose to the
opl,iian's strike value on the last day the option is traded priorto expiratiOn. The option writer {seller}
,rnay not know.wilh certainty whethergr Got the option will actuafly be exercjsed or be alknred is
expire worffdess. Therefore, H'le option writer rnay end up with a large, unvmnted resirfual position
in the urderlier when ttre -martsts €pryr en {fe next lradng day der expiratim, regarses€ €f $e*,.
best efiorts to aveid sucfi e residtrd.

lg.g gdl G sn:

| . y\lhat are the \hlrgtian tegtrnigll'es tlsed ih prac{iee lo-etra*nte qBticn epnlraets?
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14.0 Objectives

Thqgbj9ctivesofthjs'q4itare,to'9nab|eYQu:,,.-.;.,:'.i-,'i|.''.t''..,.,j-...,,:i..-i;'..',.:'.,.i.,

o To know the relevance of market Index.

. To know the concept of Index number.

. To know the various types of Indexes.

. To know the various purposes of Indexes.

Stru ctu re:

14.1 tntroduction

14.2 Understanding the Index Number

14.3 Index Construction

14.4 Types of Indexes

14.5 l\pplication of Index

14.6 Summary

14.7 Self Assessment euestions



Traditionally, indexes have been used as information source. By looking at an index, we know
-how the,market is faring. In recent years; indexes have,come to the forefrontophg to directapplication.in finanee in the'form of index funds and'index derivatives. 'lMex derivatives allow people to cheaply
alter their risk exposure to an index (hedging) and to implernent forecast a.bout index movements

, (speculation): l-ledging using index derivatives has beqonre ;centra[.part,of risk management.in.the
moderneconomy. i.. . .,.;.- : ' : : _.'.:. '- r.: ::, : ,::.{: 

:

stock index represents the change in value oi a'set bf stocks, which constitute thd indbx. More
I specificalfy, a stock index'number is the current relative vdlue of a weighted average of the prices of
i.? 

ptp:gettneg Oro.yp 9le-guiiies, lll" 3 relative Value becaqse it is-eapfessed relatirl t9 theweighted
'average prices at some arbitrarily chosen starting date or base peribd. The starting value or basp
:of the index is usually sei-to ngmber.such as 100 or 1000. Eor examp,le, the base value of [he Nlfty
Wasettp1.000onthestartdateofNovember3{d'1995.:!'.:],

A Good slock market index is'one, which captures the behaviour of the overall equity market.
It shoUld;eiprdsent the market; it should be well div-ersifie,d and yet highJy liquid, Movements of the

. index slpuld represent the returns obtained.by "typicat " portfolios in the country.

'"- ' A Mhrket indd'x is v6ry imporldnt for its usb:

As a barometer for market behaviour,

As a benchmark portfolio performance,

I As a under:lying in derivative instruments like index {utures, and in passive fund management
by index funds.

14:S Index Gonstruction:

AGood index is a trade-off between diversification and liquidity. Awell-diversified index in more
rqPreqentative of the. rnarkeUeconomy. However there are diminishing returns to diversification.
GEing f-rom 10 stocks to 20 stocks gives a sharp reduction in risk. Going from 50 stocks to 100
stoEks gives a sharp reduction in risk: Going beyond 100 stocks gives atmost zero reduction in
risk. Hence, there is little to gain by diversifying beyond a point. The more serious problem lies in
the spckE that we take into an,index when it is broadened. lf the stock is illiquid, the observed
priees yield contaminated jnformation and actually worsen an index.

14.4 TVpes of Indexes:

Most of the commonly followed stock market indexes are of the.foltowing two"types: Market
:capitalization weighted index or price-weighted index. In a market capitalization weighted index,
each stock in the index affects the index value in proportion to the market value of all shares

'outstanding.Aprice-weighted index 
is 

one that gives a weightto each stock that is.proportional to it
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lndeX ,-, :-.j--': x 1000 =-= 1049.56

2829.75

Equally tfiteighted Index: As the name suggests, in an equally weighted index all the
components have similar weightage inespective of their price or their market capitalizatirn. The
following tabte gives an example of how an equally weighted index is calculated.

In the exampte below, we can see that Grasim Inds and \A/ipro have a'similar weightage
irrespeciive of their share price and number of outstanding shares. In the present example, the
base index = 1000 and the index value works out to be 1036.21.

Conrpany Share price at time O Share price at time 1

Graeim Inds 351.55 340.50

Telco 329.10 350.30

SBI 274.60 280.40

Wipro 1333.25 1428.75

Bajaj 539.25 570.25

Total 2829.75 2970.20

rf



rndex = 119 :9 * $?9 *ry .y?9-!?. :19 ?l x 100 = 1036.21
351 .75 329.10 274.60 1335.25 ' 539.25'. ' -

Market capitafization weighted Index: ln this type of index, the eguity prices us weighted by
the market capitalization of the company (share price* number of outstanding shares), Hence
each constituent stock in the index affects the index value in proportion to the market value of all the
outstanding 'sharesi

Formula:

Index =
Current market capitalization *Base Value
Base market capitalization

Where:

Current markei ;apitalization = Sum of (current market price* outstanding shares) of all
securities in the index.

Base market capitalization = Sum of (market price * issue size) of all securities as on base
date.

Company Current Market
Capitalization
(Rs.takhs)

Basc Market
Gapitalization (Rs.Lakhs)

Grasim lnds 1 668791 .1 0 1654247.50

Telco 872686.30 860018.25

sBt 1452587.65 1465218.80

Wipro 2675613.30 2669339.55

Bajaj 660887.85 662559.30

Total 7330566.20 7311383.40

lndex = 1??9?9? ?9 x l ooo :100262
7311383.40



14.5 Application of Index:

Be'sides serving as a barometer of the economy/market, the index also has other applications
in finance. :'

1. Index Derivatives: These are the derivative contracts, which have the index as the
undertying. The most poputar index derivatives contracts the world over is index futures and index
options. NSE's market index, the S&P CNX Nifty was scientifically designed to endble the launch of
index based products like index derivatives and index funds. The first derivative contract to be
traded on NSE's market was the index futures contract with the Nifty as the underlying. This was
followed by index options.

2. Index Funds: An index funds is a fund that tries to replicate the index returns. lt does so by
investing in index stocks in the proportions in which these stocks exist in the index. The goal of the
index fund is to achieve the same performance as the index it tracks.

For instance, a Nifty indexfund would seek to getthe same return as the Nifty index. Since the
Nifty has 50 stocks, the fund would buy all 50 stocks in the proportion in which they exist in the Nifty.
Once invested, the fund will track the index, i.€., if the Nifty goes up, the value of the fund will go up
to the same extent as the Nifty. lf the Nifty falls, the value of the index fund will fall to the same extent
as the Nifty. The most useful kind of market index is one where the weight attached to a stock is
proportional to its market capitalization, as in the case of Nifty, Index funds are easy to construct for
this kind of index since the index fund does not need to trade in response to price fluctuations.
Trading is only required in response to issuance of shares, mergers, etc.

A few index funds were launched in recent past to provide a return at par with the index. For
example, UTI launched in February2000 an open ended Nifty lndex Fund, which invests in the Nifty
stocks in the same weightage as they have in the Nifty with an objective to track the index with
minimum error. OtherNifty based funds include Fianklin India Index Fund, Franktin IndiaTax Fund,
lDBl Principal Fund's SBI Magnum Index Fund. The passive investment approach seems to be
catching the.fancy of investors.

3. Exchange Traded Funds: lt is innovative products, which first came into existence in the
USA in 1993. They have gained prominence over the last few years with over $100 billion invested
as of end 2001 in about 200 ETFs globally.'About 60% of trading volumes on the American stock
dxchanges are from ETF's. Among the popular ones are SPDR's (Spiders) based.on the S&P 500

1'lndex, QQQs.

(Tracks) based on the Hang Seng Index.

ETFs provide exposure to an index or a basket of securities that trade on the exchange like a
single stock. They have a number of advantages over traditional open-ended funds'as they can be'
bought and sold on the exchange at prices that are usually cl'ose to the actual intra-day NAV of the
scheme. They are an innovation to traditional mutual funds as they provide investors a fund that
closely tracks the performance of an index with the ability to buylsell on an intra-day basis. Unlike
listed closed:ended funds, which trade at substantial premia or more frequently at discounts to
NAV, ETFs are structured in a manner which allows to create new units and redeem outstanding
units directly with the fund, thereby ensuring that ETFs trade close to their actual NAVs.



14.6 Summary:

The first ETF in India :NiflV BeqS" (Nifty Bencll4ark Etchange Traded Scheme) based on
S$Benchmark Mukral Fund,laundhed F.CNX Nif$, in Deceinbdr 2001.{t b bought and sold like any
other stock on NSE and has all characteristics of an indexfund. ltwould provide r€turns that closely
corespond to the total return of stocks induded in Nifiy.

14.7 Self Assessment Questions:

1. What are the different types of lndex measurements?

2. What is the various applications of Index Numbers?

3. What is the relevance of lndex Numbers?



Lesson - 15

Black-Scholes Option Model

15.0 Objectives

The objectives of this unit are to enable you:

. To explain the Black-Scholes model briefly.

o To Know the various formulas adopted in the above model.

Stru ctu re:

15.1 Introduction

15-2 The Key Assumptions of the Black-scholes Model

15.3 Summary

15.4 Self Assessment Questions



15.1 Introduction:
\

ThetermBtack-Schotesreferstothreec|ose|y.relatedconc"pis..

The Black-Scholes model is a mathematical model of the market for an equity, in which the
equity's price is a stochastic process.

The Black-Scholes PDE is an equation which (in the model) the price of a derivative on the
equity must satisfy.

The Black-Scholes formula is the resutt obtained by applying the Black-scholes pDE to
European put and call options.

Robert C. Merton was the first to publish a paper expanding our mathematical understanding
of the options pricing model and coined the term "Black-Scholes" options pricing model, by enhancing
work that was published by Fischer Black and Myron Scholes. The paper was first fublished in
1973. The foundation fortheir research relied on work developed by scholars such as Louis Bachelier,
Edward O. Thorp, and Paul Samuelson. The fundamental insight of Black-Scholes is that the
option is implicitly priced if the stock is traded

Merton and Schotes received the 1997 Nobel Prize in Economics for this and retated work;
though ineligible because of his death in 1995, the Swedish academy broke with tradition and
mentioned Black as a contributor.

Robert C. Merton was the first to publish a paper expanding our mathematical understanding
of the options pricing model and coined the term "Black-Scholes" options pricing model, by enhancing
work that was published by Fischer Black and Myron Scholes. The paper was first published in
1973- The foundation for their research relied on work developed by scholars such as Louis Bachelier,
Edward O. Thorp, and Paul Samuelson. The fundamental insight of Black-Scholes is that the
option is implicitly priced if the stock is traded

Merton and Scholes received the 1997 Nobel Prize in Economics for this and related work;
though ineligible because of his death in 1995, the Swedish academy broke with tradition and
mentioned Black as a contributor.

15.2 The Key Assumptions of the Black-scholes Model are:

The price of the undeplying instrument S, foltows a geometric Brownian motion with constant
drift i and volatility o:

dsr -trlS,df +oS,dW,

It is possible to short sell the underlying stock.

There are no arbitrage opportunities.

Trading in the stock is continuous.

There are no transaction costs or taxes

All securities are perfectly divisible (e.g., it is possible to buy 1/100th of a share).
It is possible to borrow and lend cash at a constant risk-free interest rate.
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The above lead to the following formuta for the price of a call option with exercise price K on a

stock currenly trading at price S, i.;., the right to buy a share of the stock at price Kafter f years'

Theconsrbntinterestrateislandtheconstantstockvo|atilityis6.

C(S, 0 = SA@, ) - Ke-oA@z )

where

tn(S/K) + (r + o2 n1TT.)
I

tn(S/K)+(r-o'fzlT ) A

d=dt oJT

Here O is tne standard normal cumulative distribution function.

The price of a put option may be computed from this by put-call parity and simplifies to

P(S, T) - Ke" O(-dr) -sa(41)
The Greeks under the Black-.Scholes model are calbulated below:

Here, 6 is the standard normal probability density function. Note that the gamrna and vega

formulas are the same for calls and puts. This can be seen directly from put-call parity.

In practice, some Greeks are usually quoted in scaled-down terms, to match the scale of

likely changes in the parameters. For example, rho by 10,000 (1 bp rate change), vega by 100 (1 vol

point change), and theta by 365 or 252 (1 day decay based on either calendar days or trading days

per year).

d1

dz=

Calls .Puts

Delta a(d, ) @(d1) -1

./ ____ a@)(iamma
so,\F

Vega Scrt(d,)JT

s@99-rKe'ro(dr)
Theta -7 "\v Y

W+rKtfre(-dr)

Rho KTe-'r @(dr) - KTe-'r* (-d r)



Extensions of the todel

The above model can eas.ity be extended to have non-constant (but deterministic) rates and
volatilities. The model may also be used to value European options on instruments paying dividends.
ln this case, closed-form solutions are available if the dividend is a known proportion of the stock
price- American options and options on stocks paying a known cash dividend (in the short term,
more realistic than a proportional dividend) are more difficult to value, and a choice of solution
techniques is available (for example rattices and grids).

Instruments Paying continuous yield Dividends

For options on indexes (such as the FTSE where each of 100 constituent companies may
pay a dividend twice a year and'so there is a payment nearty every business day), it is reasonable
to make the simplifying assumption that dividends are paid coniinuousty, and- ihat the dividend
amount is proportional to the tevet of the index.

The dividend payment paid over the time period [f, f + dfJ is then modelpd as,
qSdt r

for some constqnt g (the dividend yield).

Under this formulation the arbitrage-free price implied by the Black-Scholes model can be
shown to be

C(S'T) = s-rr (f og, ) - Ka@, ))

where now

F - $og(r-e)r

is the modified fonryard price that occurs in the ter:ms d, and d.:

?t _ tn(F/K) + 1oz n1fvt-T

dz=dl -oJT'
Exactly the same formula is used to price options on foreign exchange rates, except that now

cJ plays the role of the foreign risk-free interest rate and S is the spot eichange rate. This is the
Garman-Kohlhagen llllodel (1 gB3).

Instruments Paying Discrete proportional Dividends

It is atso possibte to extend the Black-Scholes framework to options on instruments paying
discrete proportional dividends. This is useful when the option is struck on a single stock.

A typical model is to assume that a proportion 6 of the stock price is paid out at pre-determined
times tr t2,.... The price of the stock is then.modelled as

Sr = Sofl - 61nttl 
"ut+ow'
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where n(Q is the number of dividends that have been paid by time f.' 'r'' ' '

Thepriceofaca||optiononsuchastockisagain],]
c(so ,T) = e-'r (1FO(d, ) - K@(dr))

where now

F=So'1-61n{n,'r
is the fonrvard price for the dividend paying stock.

Black-Scholes in Practice

The VolatilitY Smile

All the parameters in the model other than the volatility-thai is the time to maturity, the strike;

the risk-free rate, and the current underlying price-are unequivo-catly .o9:"*lble' This;means

there is a one-to-one relationship betw""n ih" option price and the volatility' By computing the

implied volatility for traded options with different strikes and maturities, we can test the Black-

Scholes model. lf the Black-scholes model held, then the implied volatility for a part'rcular stock

would be the same for all strikes and maturities. In practice, the three-dimensional graph of implied

volatility against strike and maturity is not flat. The typical shape ollhg implied volatility curve for a

given maturity depends on the undLrlying instrumeni. rquities tend to have skewed curves: implied

volatility is highei for low strikes, and slighily lower for high strikes. currencies tend to have more

symmetrical curves, with implied volatility lowest at-the-money, and higher volatilities in both wings'

commodities often have the reverse behaviour to equities, with higher implied volatility for higher

strikes.

Despite the existence of the volatility smile (and the violation of all the other assumptions of

the Black-Scholes model), the Black-scholes PDE and Black-Scholes formula are still used

extensively in practice. A typical approach is to regard the volatility surface as a fact about the

market, and use an implied volatility from it in a Biack-scholes valuation model' This has been

described as using "the wrong number in the wrong formula to get the r:ight price" [Rebonato 1999]'

This approach also gives u.ible values forthe hedge ratios (the Greeks)'

Even when more advanced models are used, traders prefer to think in terms of volatility as it

allows them to evaluate and compare options of different maturities, strikes, and so on'

Valuing Bond OPtions

Black-Scholes cannot be applied directly to bond securities because of the pull-to-par problem'

As the bond reaches its maturity date, atl of the prices involved with the bond become known'

thereby decreasing its volatility, 
"hd 

the simple Btack-scholes model does not reflect this process'

A large number of extensions io Black-scholes, beginning with the Black model have been used to

deal with this Phenomenon.

Interest Rate Curve and Short Stock Rate
t:

one difficulty that often arises in practice is how to derive the proper interest rate to use as an

input. The deposit rate for a rist<-tree bond maturing on the option's expiration date is, in general' not
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observable in the market. Instead, an interest rate curye is used. Composed of market-quoted
interest rates of various maturities, the curye provides an estimate of the risk{ree rate of appropriatematurity for the option being priced.

Another issue arises when short stock is to be used as part of the hedging portfolio. This isbecause your broker typically pays you some rate that is less than the risk-free rate on the proceeds
of the short stock sale. In addition, when a stock is hard to borrow, th; ,"i" yo, receive on the shortsale proceeds'can go down and even be negative..That is, you might have to pay your brokerinterest on the proceeds from your short salels an inducement to lJnd you the shares you havesold short' In these cases, the correct interest rate to use in the mooet should be adjusted toaccount for this effect.

For example, your broker pays you the Fed funds overnight rate less 0.g5 o/o (glbasis points)on your short stock proceeds. You have no existing positiJn in lBM, but you are consideringpurchasing IBM Jan, 08 100 Calls. Because you would ordinarily.eft IBM short to hedge thispurchase, you will need to borrow IBM shares fiom your broker. rrom your interest ,"te .uni"-, foJdetermine the proper risk-free rate for a theoretical bond expiring on lanuary 1gth, 200g is 5.05%.
Therefore, the correct interest rate to use in the Black-Scholes model is  .Zo/o.,Now,.assume thatyou are considering the same trade, but in the symbol HLYS, which is hard to borrow. your broker
will only pay you 2% less than the overnight rate on proceefls from a short sale in HLyS stock. Now,the correct rate to use in the Black-scholes model is 3.05%.
Formula Derivation

Elementary Derivation

lulsr be-the current price_of the underlying stock and S the price when the option matures attime r. Then so is known, but s is a random vaiiable. Assume that
X -tn(S/So)
is a normal random variable with mean uT andvariance 62T. ltfollows that the mean of S is

E/S/ = Soeer

for some constant g (independent of I). Now a simple no-arbitrage argument shows that thetheoretical future value of a derivative paying one share of the stock at time I and so with payoff S,is

Sogtt

where r is the risk-free interest rate. This, suggests making the identification q = r for thepurpose of pricing derivatives. Define the theoretical vilue of a derivative as the pr"r"nt vatue of theexpected payoff in this sense. For a call option with exercise price Kthis discounted expectation(using risk-neutral probabilities) is

C(So, T) - e-'r E[max(S - X,el
The derivation of the formula for C is facilitated by the following lemma: Let Zbea standardnormal random vadable and let b be an extended real number. Define



( z itz>bz'(b)=tj* oir,-envise

lf a is a Positive real number, then

E le"'.totl= r"'o o(-b + a)

where o is the standard normal cumulative distribution function.

we have

EV"rl= s"'n

Now tet

A X-iT
t- a

-orlT

and use the corollary to the lemma to verify the statement above about the mean of s' Define

..+ I's if s>K- =to othenrvise

X* =ln(S'/So) :

and observe that

X. -!T _zn(b)

"Jf
for some b. Define

,.+ tx if s>Kn =10 otherwist

and observe that

max(S-KO)=S* -K*

Therestoftheca|cu|ationisstraightforward.

Although the elementary derivation leads to the correct result, it is incomplete as it cahnot

explain, why the formula refeis to the risk-free interest rate while a higher rate of return is expected

from risky investments. This limitation can be overcome usingthe risk-ne-utral probability measure'

but the concept of risk-neutrality and the related theory is far from elementary'

:,* specia case , = ,fi



PDE Based Derivation

In this section we derive the partial differential equation (PDE) at the heart of the Black-Scholes
model via a no-arbitrage or delta-hedging argument; for more on the underlying togic, see the
discussion at rational pricing.

The presentation given here is informal and we do not worry about the validity of moving
between df meaning a small increment in time and df as a derivative

The Black-Scholes PDE

As per the model assumptions above, we assume that the underlying (typically the stock)
follows a geometric Brownian motion. That is,

dS, =pr5, dt + oS,dW, 
,

where W,is Brorvnian.

:iowletVbescrnescricf optiononS-marnemaiicaliy Visafui,,;iionof Sandf. y(S,f)isthe
value cf ihe option at time f if the prlce of the underlying stock at time f is S. The value of the option
al the iime that the opilcn matures is known. To determine its value at an earlier time we need to
kncw horv the value evoives as we go backward in time. By lt6's lemma for two variables we have

( av , av , 1 _zsr 4lo t+osLaw.dv=[lsft*f + ,ozs as, J.,-,-bs
Now consider a trading strategy under which one holds one option and continuously trades in

thestockinordertohold ['yl"Sshares.Attime f,thevatueof theseholdingswill be

i! -v-s 
ay.
AS

The composition of this portfolio, called the delta-hedge portfolio, will vary from time-step to
time-step. Let R denote the accumulated profit or loss from following this strategy. Then over the
time period [f, f + d{1, the instantaneous profit or loss is

-!

dR = dV -{os
as

By substituting in the equations above we get

This equation contains no dWterm. Thatis, it is entirely risktess (delta-neutral). Thus, given
that there is no arbitrage, the rate of return on this portfolio must be equatto the rate of return on anyother riskless instrument: Now assurning thg risk-free rate of return is rwe must have overthe timeperiod[f,f+64.

oo=[#.,f,o,s,#) o'
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: lf we nowsubstitute in forDand dividethrough by dtwe obtain the Black-Scholes PDE:

av , 7 
^zs2 ty-rsay -rv=o._ + =o-u-;62 rD; -r v:v.at 2- as' as

This is the law of evolution of the value of the option. With the assumptions of the Black-

Scholes model,, this equation holds whenev er V has two derivatives with respect to S and one with

respect to t.

Otirer Derivations of the PDE

Above we used the method of arbitrage-free pricing ("delta-hedging") to derive a PDE governing

c ption prices given the Black-scholes mcdel. lt is also possible to use a risk-tteutrality argumenl'

This latter method gives the price as the expectation of tlre option payoff under a particular probability

measure, called thL risk-neutral measure-, which differsfrom the real rvorld m-'asure'

Solution of the Black-Scholes PDE

We now show how to get from the general Black-Scholes PDE to a. specific valuation for an

option. Consider as an example the Biick-Scholes price of a call option on a stock currently

iracling at price S. The option has an exercise price, or strike price, of K, i.e: the right to buy a shar-e

ai price K, atryears in tne future. The constant interest rate is rand the constant stock volatility is

u. i'.irw, (r,tr acilt option the PDE above has boUndary conditions

V(0,r) = gfor all f

Y(gr)-Sas S+ m

V(S,T) = max (S - K'0)'

The last condition gives ihe value of the option at the time tlrat the option matures. The sclution

of the ffi;l;es the uatue of the option at any earlier tirne. ln order to solve the PD! we transform

the equation into a diffusion equation which may be solved using standard methods' To this end'

we introd uce ihe cha nge-of-variable transform ation'

z ='l,,(S,k) + (r - i)
T =T -t
P = '4rr 

-:)

Then the Black-Schotes PDE becomes a diffusion equation

ott - o2 a'it
ar - 2OZ' 

,

r r t ctt= dR =(U#.io' s2 #)"



Black-ScholeS

The terminal condition y(S, D = max(S ' K0) now becomes an initial condition

. lr(X,0) = Fro(f) - K max (er -1,0)

Using the standdrd method for solving a diffusion equation, we have

1 foctlzf) -- mJ-* h(ne'('-r)2 4202' tdr.

After some algebra, we obtain

|t(Z,T) - ilst'o"orD(d r)
wher e

d,- 7+o'T
oJT

dz=#

and O is the standard normal cumulative distribution function

Substiiuting for u, x, and 6, we obtain the value of a call option in terms of the Black-Scholes
parameters:

V(S,T) - S <D(d r ) - Ko-n' 4 o(d, )
' where

A -tn(S/K)+(r 
+ o2 tZlg -0-.' 

sJ7 j

dz = cl, -oJ7 I 
*

The formula for the price of a put'option follows from this via put-call parity.

Remarks on Notation

The reader is warned of tlre inconsistent notation that appears in this article. Tlrus the letter S
is used as:

1. a constant denoting the curr€rrt price of ihe stocK

2. a real variable denotlng the price at an arbitrary time

3. a rarldonr variable dcnoting the price at maturity

1. a'stochasiic process denoting the price at an arbitrary time



It is also used in the meaning of (a) with a subscript denoting time, but here the subscript is

merely a mnemonic.

In the partial derivatives, the letters in the numerators and denominators are, of course, real

variables, and the partial derivatives themselves are, initially, real functions'of real variables- But

after the substitution of a stochastic process for one of the arguments, they beconie stochastic

processes.

15.3 Summary:

The Black-Scholes PDE is, initially, a statement about the stochastic process S, but when S

is reinterpreted as a real variable, it becomes an ordinary PDE. lt is only then that we can ask about

its solution' 
rrarr:r , fhnr annorrc in f he r{ic,crpte-dividrrnd n lementarv derivation isThe paranreter u that appears in the discrete-dividend model and the elementary deriv

rrot the same as the paranreter i that appears elsewhere in the article. For the relationship between

them, see Geornetric Brownian motion.

15.4 Self Assessment Questions

1. Briefly explain the process involved in the Black-scholes model,

2. What are the various formulas used in the Black-scholes model?



Lesson - 16

Derivatives Market in India

Apart from traditional markets, two more markets are emerging, namely the derivatives marketshas come into being recently and the bank assurance marklt,-rrhi"h is likely to emerge in animportant way once banks start undertaking insurance business derivatives in the Indian financiaf
markets are of recent origin barring trade ieiated fonruard contracts in the forex market. Futures
markets in the markets in the commodity segrnent however, have existed for a 1""; tir". Recenlygver the counter (oTC) as well as exchange traded derivatives n"u"=nl"n introduced marking animportant development in the structure of financial market in India. Foruvard contracts in the forexmarket have also been liberalised. Exchange traded derivatives tend to be more standardized andofter greater liquidity than OTC contractr, *ili.h are negotiated between counterparties a'd tailoredto meet the needs of the parties to the contract. Exchange traded derivatives also offer centralisedlimits upon individual positions and formal rules for risk and burden sharing.

In India, OTC derivatives,vil,, interest Rate Swaps (lRS) gnd Fonruard RateAgreements (FRAs)
were introduced in July 1999, while one exchange traded derivatives, viz., stock index futures wasintroduced by the two largest stock exchanger in jung 2000. The FRA is an off-balance sheetcontract between two parties under which one party agrees on the start date (or trade date) that ona specified future date (the settlement date ) that p"riy, viz., the party that agrees, would lodge anotional deposit with the other for a specified sum of mone y for u 

"pu"iried 
period of time (the FRAperiod ) at a specified rate of interest (the contract rate), The party that nas "g;;J io-make thenotional deposit has, thus, sold the FRA to the other party who has 

-bought 
it. The IRS is a contractbetween two counterparties for exchanging interesi payment for a s[ecified per.iod o".!l'';;;

notional orinc1g3l 
,a1nou1t. 

T-he notional principal is used'to catcutut" ini"ru;i;t;;r,t tut is notexchanged' only interest paiyment are exchanged. The IRS and FRA were introduced with a viewto deepening the money market as also to enabie banks, primarily oeaters a^J fi;;;;Ll inrtitrtions.
ln the Indian market, accounti.'g 

I?r 
nearly atl of the 928 outstandl"g Ju"rr,;;;;i,;n ,;'ts. r 2620crcre of notional principal as on November 17,2000. The overnight call money rates and the forexfonvard rates have emerged as the most popurar benchmark rates.

A resident of India who has borrorved foreign exchange in accordance with the FEMA, mayenter into an interest rate svrrap or currency swap or coupon swap or foreigp currency option orirtterest rate cap/ collar or forward rate 
"gr*Lrunt 

(FRA) contracts in an authorized dealer (AD) inIni:ria or witlr a branch outsicie India or vtrith a branch outside Indian of an authorized dealer forneuging his loan exposure and unwinding from such hedges provided that (i) the contract does nottnvolve rupee, (ii) foreign currency borrowing has been duly approved, (iii) the notion"r piin"ip"iamrcunt of the hedge does not exceed the unexpired matur.ity of the underlying loan, and (iv) thernaturity of the hedge does not exceed the unexpired maturity of the underlying loan, AD in Indiairon resident Indians and overseas corporate bodies could take forward cover with an AD to hedge(t) dividend drje on shares held in India, (ii) balance in FCNR (B) and NR (E)A, and (iii) the amountof investment made under portfolio scheme. The reserve bankmay also consider altowing residents
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to hedge their commodity price risk (including gold but excluding oil and petroleum products) subjects

to certain conditions. l

Fonruard contracts market has emerged as an important segment of the forex market in lndia

in the recent years, Authorized dealers (nOs) and the reserve bank. of late Flls have emerged as

major participants in this segment. The market operated from major centers with Mumbai accounting

for bulk of the transactions. Till February lgg2forward contracts were permitted only against trade

related exposures and these contracts could not be cancelled except where the underlying

transactions failed to mate nalize.In March 1gg2,in order to provide ope_rational freedom to corporate

entiles, unrestricted booking and cancellation of forward contracts for all genuine exposures, whether

trade related or not wer€ permitted. At present, the forwards contracts markets in active up to six

months where two-way quotes are available. The maturity profile has recently elongated with,

quotes available up 10 one year. with the gradual opening up of the capital account, forward premium

is now increasingiy gettingaligned with the intereit rate differential. lmporters and exporters also

influerrce the forward market in many ways. Besides, banks are allowed to grant foreign currency

loans out of FcNR(B) liabilities and thls too facilitated integration of the forex and the money markets

affecting the forward Premiurn.

l-he mcst development concerning the secondary segment of the Indian capitai market is the

iniroductron ot derivatives trading in June 2000. sEBl approved derivatives trading.base9.?n fufury

cc.rntracts at bol.h BsE and NSE in accordance with the rule/bye laws and regulations of the stock

excharrges. A beglnning with equity derivatives has been-with the introduction of stock index futures

;FaE"and NSE stock index iutures contracts allows for the buying and selling gl the..particular

stock index for aspecified price at a specified future date. Stock index futures, interalia, help in

overcoming the probtem of asymmetries in information information asymmetry is mainly a problem

in individual stock as it is unlikely that a trader has market wide private information, as such the

asymmetric information component is not likely to be present ion a basket of stock' This provided

another rationate for trading in stock index with irading in underlying individual stocks comprising 30

scrips the NSE introduced stock Index Futures for-s&P gNX Nifty&omprising 50 scrips' stock

index futures in India are available with one month, two mbnth and three month maturities' While

derivatives trading based on the sensitive index, (sensex) commences at the NSE o.n June 12'

2000. slF is the first attempt in the development of derivatives trading. All the open positions in the

index contracts are setged daily. Both buyer and seller are required to deposit initial margin with the

stock exchange. The value of the contracts is marketed to market on a daily basis and settlement

is nrade in casn. In orderto facilitate efiective risk management in the derivative segment, rneasures

like minimum net worth requirement of brokers, margining system based on value at risk model'

position lirnit for various participants anci mechanisnr for collection/enforcernent of nrargins have

been put in place. lt is also proposed to introcuce stock inde.r options in the nearfuturelTill Novenrber

g,2000, both the stock exchange had recorded a cumulative combined turnover of Rs' 1,210

crorc. To etfectively manage r isk in the derivative segmeni, adequate risk containing measure have

been put in ptace. They inciude specifying mininrum net,,vorth requirement of brokers and its

composition, margining system based on gd per cent Value at Risk (vaR) model, position limit for

various participants anci guidelines for collection and enforcement of margins' Another equity

cerivatrve prociuct in the equity market, viz., stock index options is likely to be introduced shortly'

contrary to international 
"*peiiunce, 

the,roiu*"r have been low in the Indian derivatives market'

sEBl,s Technical group on new derivative product has recently examined this issue and made th9

following recommendations:



. ln order to generate volumes, the system of sub-brokers be used for trading in derivatives
market.

. In orderto facilitate free arbitrage between cash and derivative market, financial institutions
and mutual funds may be permitted to short sell in the cash market such short sale may
however. Be restricted to the extent of corresponding exposure in the derivative market.
Moreover such trarisactions can also be pernitted tlirough a separate dedicated fund-

. Arbitrage between cash and future, market will also help in better price discovery in both
the market.

RBI has attowed Flts to trade in derivatives market, subject to the condition that the,overall
open position of the Fll shall not exceed 100 per cent of market value of the concerned Flls total
investment. Managed future funds should be permitted to take position in the derivatives market
without having any exposure in the cash market. In addition, Ftl intending to investfunds in the cash
marketshould also be permitted totake long position in thefutures marketto hedgetheirtransactioRs,

SEBI and RBI shouid jointly examine the issues concerning trading irr derivatives by Fls alci
Flls.

In developing countries one important character of insurance business and of long-term life
insurance in particular is that insurance policies are generally in condition of risk coverage and
savirrgs. The savings components in the insurance policies is seen as a possible source of
competiticn of the banking industry as the insurance industry develops on a competition for the
banking indusiry as the insurance industry ddvelops on a competitive basis. There are however
otlter considerations that point to the possible comptementarities and synergies between the
insurance and banking business

The most important source of complementary arises due to the critical role that banks could
play in disiributing and marketing insurance products. So far, direct branch network LlC, GIC and
its subsidiaries togetherwith theiragents have been instrumental in marketing of insurance products
in lndia with further simplification of insurance products. However, the vast branch network and the
depositor base of commercial bank are expectbd to play an important role in marketing insurance
products over the counter. The eagerness on the part of several banks and NBFCs to enter into
insurance business following the opening up of the industry to private participation reftects this
emerging process.

The present interest of banks to enter into insurance business atso mirrors the global trend. lri
Europe, the synergy between banking and insurance has given rise to the concept of
'bascassurance'- a package of financial services that can fulfill both banking and insurance neecis.
In France, for example, over half of the insurance products are sold through banks. In the US,
banks lease space to insurers and retail products of muitiple insurers, in the way the shops sell
products. The institutiortal framework within r,ryhich this functional overleaps taking place has been
varied-floatation of separate insurance companies by banks buying stakes in existing insurance
companies and swaps of shares and mergers. Insurance companies have also sought to acquire
stakes in some banks.

In India the reserve bank in recognition of the syrnbiotic retationship between banking and the
insurance industries has identified three routes of banks participation in the insurance business,
viz', (i) providing fee-based insurance serv-ices without risk participation, (ii) investing in an insurance
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company for providing infrastructure and services support, and (iii) setting up of separate joint

uuntlr" inrrr"nre company with risk participation. The third route due to its risk aspects, involves

compliance to stringent entry norms. Further, the bank has to maintain an arms length relationship

between with risk pJrti"ip"tion the prescribed entity also enables to avoid possible regulatory overlaps

between the reserve bank and the governmenUlRDA. The joint regulatory overlaps between the

reserve bank and the governmenVlRDA. The joint venture insurance cornpany would be subjected

entirely to the IRDA/Government regulations'

Besides commercial banks rural co-operative credit institutions are also envisaged as an

important vehicle for distributing insurance products in under served rural areas. The task force to

study the co-operative credit slstem and suggest measures for its strengthening noted that this

cou|dhavetheattendantoenefitofportfo|iodiversificationfortheseinstitutions.

Self-Assessment Question :

1. Discuss the growth of financial derivatives in the global financial markets?.


